SPECIAL NOTICES.

LEGISLATIVE

THE PORTLAND DAILT PRESS,

NOTICE.

Augusta, Feb. 3, 1885.
that hearing will be had before the
Judiciary Gommittce at their Committee room, as
follow*:
On Portland Police Bill, Feb. 6, at 2 p. m.
feb38ud3t C. E. LITTLEFIELD, Sec. Jnd. Com.

Augusta, January 29,1886.
PUB LIC HEARING will be given by the Com-

mittee on Education, in the office of the State
Supt. of Common Schools, on Feb. 4,1885, at 3 p.
on
the bill entitled “An Act extending the powm.,
ers of school district No. 11, in the town of Bridgton.’*
J. P. HANEY, Sec. of Com.

Augusta, Jan. 28,1885.jan30sntd
LEGISLATIVE NOTICE.

Committee
of

Waters.

Interior

on

Paul G. Blanchard and 142 others

for
Act to prevent the throwing
PETITION
and waste material into the
River.

of refuse

an

assigned

Royal

Hearing

Thursday, Feb. 5, 2 p. m.
C. W. SMITH. Chairman,
C. H. GILBERT,
IRA H. RANDALL, Secretary.

for

jan28sntd

LEGISLATIVE NOTICE,
will be had before the Judiciary
Committe at their Committee Room, as follows:
3, at 2 p. m., on an order to change
the State Election from September to November;
on February 5, at 2 p. m., on a bill to Establish a
State Board of Health.
C. E. LITTLEFIELD,
Sec. Jud. Com.

HEARING

February

Jan29__sntfeb3
LEGISLATIVE NOTICE,
AUGUSTA, Jan. 30, 1885.
Notice that hearing will be had before the JudicCommittee at their Committee room, as
iary
follows:—On a bill to relieve the Grand Trunk railway from certain taxation, on Feb. 5, at 2 p. m.
tin
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Perms : KightDoli ara a Year. To mail subscribSeven Dollars a Year, if paid in advance.
Rates °f Ad vert wing: One Inoh of spaoe, the
length of oolumn, or twelve lines nonpared consti-

ers,

“square.”

a

$1.60 per square, daily first week: 76 cents per
after; three insertions or less, $1.00, oontinnother day after first week, 60 cents.
la8L®T?ry
Half square, three insertions or less, 76
cents; one
week, $1.00; $60 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one-third additional.
Under head of “Amusements” and “Auction
baxes, $2.00 per square per week; three insertions
or less, $1.60.
week

Legislative Notice.

A

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

tutes

nennf Pn..

land authority to establish Commissioners of Cemfeb2snd6t
eteries, Feb. 6, at 2 p. m.

DR. E. B. REED.
and
Botanic Physician located
at No. 692 Congress Street, Portland, Maine.
Dr. Reed treats old Chronic and Complicated diseases, also he treats Female Debility, Blood Poison,
Complaints. Liver Complaints, all Throat
Troubles, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Dyspepsia, all
Lung Complaints, Heart Diseases, Cancers and Tumors, all kinds of humors that flesh is heir to. He
also treats Fit* and Spasms of all kinds such as
Epilepsy and all Nervous diseases leading to Insanity. Consultation free. Hours from 9 a. m. to 12
in., from 1 p. m. to 9 p. m.
janlGsndtf

Clairvoyant

Kidney

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
Published every Thursday Morning, at 82.60 a
year: if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Kiess (which has a
large circulation in every part
of
Jbe State) for gx.OO per square for first insertion
and 60 oents per square for each
subsequent -josui
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at noon today.
esting one and

The term has been an intera large
uamber of civil and
criminal oases have been disposed of. The
presiding judge, Hen. Enoch Foster, has
greatly endeared bim3elf to the people of this
vicinity during his short sojourn, and will be
remembered not only as one of the most impartial and honorable judges ever holding
court in this county, but as a gentleman posconversational ability and one
who is sure to make friends in social as well as
public life. He left on the afternoon tr in for
v
his home in Bethel.
.The liquor offenders brought before Judge
Foster during the term have little reason, howrare

With three excepever, for congratulation.
tions, all their sentences were imprisonment to
the fnllest extent of the law.
In passing sen-

The leading 5 cent Cigar of New England. Ask your dealer for this brand.
M. A. JEWELL & CO., Snccessors to
fi. W. 8DIONTON & CO., Agents, 444 to
448 Fore St.
sntf
uiayl8

WEATHER

INDICATIONS.
Washington,

Feb. 4.

The indications for New England to-day are
fair
weather, followed by partly cloudy
weather and light buows, rising temperature,
falling barometer, winds shifting to southerly.
.'I UTICOBO LOGICAL

BBFOBT.

tence, he said: "While one section of the State
is asking for more law, I will see if the present
laws, if properly enfoiced, would not be sufficient.”
Warden Beau of the State prison is at the
Saco House tonight and tomorrow morning
will return with the following prisoners who
are te serve out sentences as follows:
Fred Le Fleur, larceny, five years.
William Shepherd, arson, five years.
Frank Bickford, assault and battery, three
years.
James A. Williams, adultery, one year.
Clara Goodwin, larceny, one year.
Clerk of Court James E. Hewey returns to
his home in Alfred tomorrow.
He is a very
obliging and popular official.

[11.27 P. M.]
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Washington.. 29.64
Portland, Mo..... 29.80
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Washington, D.C. 29.80
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Jacksonville, Fla. 30.10
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Terrible dales Encountered by the Steam
ship Bit. Simon-Many Mteamer. Oyerdue.

New York, Feb. 3.—The unusually heavy
weather which prevails at sea, according to
the reports of incoming vessels, is delayiug a
number of the regular transatlantic steamers,
among them the Alaska, Servia, Oily of Richmond and Celtic, all from Liverpool, and all
expected here on Sunday. No anxiety is felt
for their safety, nor for these vessels which are
longer overdue. The French line eteamor St.
Simon arrived yesterday from Havre, after a
From
tempestuous voyage lasting 1G days.
the third day ont until Sandy Hook was
reached, continuous gales and high head seas
were encountered.
On January 27 last, a
storm which tho officers of the vessel say was a
regular cyclone was encountered. Suddenly a
loud crash was heard on deck and everybody
jumped from the table, badly frightened. The
officer of the deck soon after entered the cabin
and advised everybody to remain below. “The
smoking saloon has just been carried away,’’
and we don’t know how soon the other deck
houses will follow.” Just then the ship gave
a sudden larch and every
person was thrown
down. The officers found it difficult to prevent
a panic, but eventually calmed the passengers.
The storm lasted two days, during which time
no one on board slept,
r.or
could they eat.
When the stem moderated the deck of the Sd.
Simon looked a complote wreck.
One of the
life boats was urnashe., the smoking saloon
waB gone, and
the decks was covered with
bits
of
wood and boards from the splintered deckbonse and rails.
When the vessel
entered port yesterday she was covered with
ice and showed plainly tho rough experience
she had gone through.
Other
incoming vessels report similar
woather, bat were more fortunate—succeeding
in coming through without sustaining serious

damage.
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iner, Nye of Augusta and Dow of Portland
were appointed a committee to attend the
meeting of the temperance committee of the

Legislature

at

the StatB House this

evening,

General Neal Dow said that the amendment
to the liqnor law coaid not be condensed and
no changes were made.
Death from Bursting of a Blood Vessel.
Thomaston, Feb. 3.—Edwin Trowbridge,
Esq., died last night from breaking a blood
vessel in the lungs. He leaves a wife, a son
who is at the Albany Law School, and a

daughter, the

wife of Hon, A. P. Gould.

Washington,

Per>onal.
Feb. 3.—Mrjor A. H. S
of
the Farmington, Me..

Davis, formerly
Chgonicle, has recently been arpoioted proof
reader of the
ernment

Congressional
printing office.

Record at the gov-

Fall.

STOEMY ATLANTIC.

A

League.

(To the Associated Press.)
Augusta, Feb. 3.—The State Law and
Order Leagno hold a brief meeting ia Union
ui

THAO

ANDOVEB.

The

Hon. E. S. Hardy has removed from
Marquette, Mich., to Andover, and taken up
hie residence there.
Judge Hardy has for
fourteen years been judge of probate for Marquette county, Michigan, closing his labors in
that capacity with the year 1884. He refused
to serve another term of four
years, though
strongly pressed and urged to do so by the bar
and people at large in Marquette county.
bath.

tug Ice KiDg, purchased by the
Knickerbocker Tonnage Company in New
York, arrived in Bath Saturday afternoon.
She is a fine boat, of tho same size and build as
the Knickerbocker, and is adapted to heavy
towing. The King was bnilt, in Philadelphia
in 1877, and has a Neafie & Levy engine. Her
The

naw

name was

formerly

138.98 tons,

the

Greyhound.

She

is

BREWER.

Messrs. John Littlefield, of Brower, and
Thomas M. Baldwin,
of
Bangor, have
of
several
counpurchased the right
ties to manufacture Richardson's Patent Carbonized Cement Pipes.
They have commenced the manufacture in Brewer in the building
formerly occupied by King & Nickerson, and
some time ago commenced tho manufacture of
the pipes.
The firm name is John Littlefield
Sc Co., and Mr. Littlefield as manager, devotes
his whole time and attention to the business.

NORTH BERWICK.
uAU3uuui|

wruieriy pairoiman

at

D1V1-

sion 2, Boston, died at Great Falls, N. H., on
Sunday. He was born at North Berwick, Me.,
in 1827, and was appointed on the police force
of Boston December 20,1804. He was assigned
to Division 2 for duty, where he remained till
November 3, 1882, when ho was retired on a

pension.
NORWAY.

Washington,! Feb. 3.—In the Cuurt of
Commissioners of Alabama Claims, yesterday,
jadgments were rendered ag folio we, with interest at 4 per cent, from the dates named:
No. 267, Jas, A. Whalen, $1248, Aug. 17, 1863.
1411, Thomas Butler, $662, June 6, 1863.
2085, Albert L. Lincoln, Jr., assigoee of Thomas
B. Everett, $1889, Nov. 7, 1863.
209, Joseph H. Curtis. $563; George S. Curtis,
$563; Jan. 22, 1864.
2124, O. N. Jones, exeentor of E. Jcno?, $1314;

n. W. Paine and I. F. Dobson, executors of Isaiah
Atkins, $1314, Feb. 12, 1864.
2440, William H. Lincoln, executor, $1713;
William H. Lincoln, $60, Jan. 9, 1864.
2249, K. A. Swain anu L. H. Fessenden, firm of
R. A. Swain & Co., $576; Boston and Sandwich
Glass Co., $244, March 12, 1864.
2409, N. P. Mann, late firm N. P. Maun & Co.,
$874, June 11, 1863.
2412, Sarah N. Clausen, administrator of the estate of F. F. Clausen, $1136, August 26, 1864.
4317, E. W. Rollins, firm of Bagley, Rollins &
Co., $1649, Jan. 23, 1863.
4316, M. Badetty, B. Badetty, firm M & B. Badetty, $695, Jan. 26.1863.
2458, S. L. Thorndike, H. W. Suter and Chas. H.
Adams, executor of the will of S. G. Cochrane,

$526, May 8, 1863,

2648. Daniel D. Kelly, $235, Wm. Chalfield $117
J. W.Balch, $67, I. Nute, administratrix $67,
Geo. J. Pierce $16, F. O. Crocker $33, February

12.1863.
2828, John R. Bullard, trustee, E. W. Clapp
Clapp & Bros. $261, August 27,1863.
2829, Wm. F. Moody, administtator, J. M. Wald
$66, A. L. Huntington, administrator, Chas. Ward
$200, J. S. Wheelwright and S. A. Nowell, execu-

firm of

tors Thomas Nowell $133, R. T. Nowell $133,
Robert Towne $66, Chas. Williams $66, Amos
Chase $66, C. S. Biversmith, administratrix $66,
Chas. F. Robbins and R. F. Robbins, executors

$133, May 24, 1863.
2,268, A. L. Huntington, administrator; judgment for United States: 3,244, Samuel Oakinan,
firm of Oakruan & Eldnge, $3,689.
4,187, Charles J. Heald, administrator of the es
tate of E. Wheelwright, $3,050. April 9, 1864.
4.201, Benjamin Mosher, $150, November 11,

1863.

4,300, Solon Humphrey and John T. Terry of the
firm of E. D. Morgan & Co., $3,010; Geo. Lord, of
firm Lyon {.Brothers & Co.. $2,983; Geo. Lord,
of firm Edward Lyon & Brothers, $284,October 11,

18*L383.

Wm. Macomber, $272 Feb. 19, 1864;
4384, John L. Batcbelder, $131, Jan. 19,1886.
4385, John L. Batcbelder, $197, Feb. 11, 1864.
4665, Ben j Dean, adm’r estate J.H, Cbenery,
$552; Nov. 10, 1863.
4571 C. W. Brigham, $1620; March 10, 1863.
P. E. Grey, judgment for United States.
N. G. Marston and Clarence H. Gay, judgment for
United States.
4992, N. F. Morton, $200; Oct. 31,1864.
6229, H. Carlisle, $1468: July 25,1801.
6397, D. Dickinson, *432; Aug, 31, 1803.
6399, J he Lewiston Mills. $2693; May 19‘ 1804.
6425, Wm. S. Eaton, $321; April 14, 1803.
5430, Samuel denuison and P. Titcomb, $961;
Dec.

28,1803.

5484. S. A. Lovejoy, $140; Aug. 19,1803,
5499, dames Morten, $196; Nov. 36, 1804.
6761, Chas. P. Mattocks, assignee, $5716; Aug.

16.1863.

Daniel Walker, a man well advanced in
years, dropped dead near his house, Thursday
afternoon. He had been in the woods chopping
with a son and returning home, when suddenly he fell forward with a groan and expired.
Heart disease was undoubtedly the cause of
his death.
The Gammon Brothers of Norway have
hauled 200 cords of oak timber to market this
winter. The largest stick ever seen in the
town was hauled through the streets to the
sled factory at South Paris the other day. It
measured nearly three feet in diameter.
OXFORD.

Mrs. Fanny

Andrews celebrated her 83th
birthday January 28th. Her children and
grandchildren living in town visited her, but
other friends were prevented by the severe
storm.
Mrs. Andrews is very smart; she has
made six or seven quilts since her last birthbesides
day,
fancy work and hair work. Two
years ago she made a large and handsome hair
wreath for each of her six children, and is
now engaged on one for her sister
living in the
West, those two being all who remain of a
large family of brothers and sisters.
PARIS.

Mr. J. S. Clapp, who has purchased the pulp
mill
of
the
property
Jackson
Mill
Company, at Biscoe’s Falls, Paris, has rebuilt
the mill, a substantial building, 40x46, and has
it now nearly in readiness for his machinery.
The machiues are beiDg built and are nearly
completed, by the Machine Foundry & Machine Company of Now York.
He is in hopes
to get bis mill in operation
by thn first of
Match.
ROCKLAND.

Hon.

Bill Introduced to

Changes in the Law Relating to
Disabled and Dependent
Soldiers.
The Portland Police Bill and
Matters Mentioned.
(Speoial to

LEGISLATURE.
j

John S. Case, Representative from
Rockland, received Monday night, from President Arthur, a pardon for Herbert Kennedy,
of Rockland, who was recently convicted of
The boy is but 12 years of
robbiDg the mails.
age.
SPRINOVALE.
Oar correspondent writes:
A strike is in
in
Orn’s
shoe factory.
progress
The employes
left their work Saturday night and say that
they will remain away until they are paid
higher wages. Their places will soon be filled
There is much snow here, and the wind of
Monday badly drifted the roads. The mail
from Sbapleigh did not arrive till Tuesday.
Our polo team goes to Great Falls, N. H.,
next week to play the club of that place.
STANDJSH.
The ladies circle of the
Congregational society had an apron sale and sapper Tuesday
evening, January 27th, by which they realized
S37. During the past year the members of
this circle have rented a hall for the
purpose
of holding each entertainments; they have also
furnished the hall with a stove,
cooking utensils, dishes, tables and chairs, to the amount

\

Augusta, Feb. 3.
The bill to enlarge the scope of the Bath
Military and Naval Orphans’ Home was tabled on motion of Senator Marble pending its
passage to be engrossed.
Senator Kimball caused
several
verbal

PETITIONS PRESENTED.

For change of manner of taxing vessel prop-

erty.

For

appropriation

for

National

Encamp-

ment.

For

an

experimental station.
PASSED TO BE

ENGROSSED.

An act to create a lien on wood; an act relative to the compensation of County Commissioners for Piscataquis county; an act relating
to drains and common sewers in the town of
Brewer; an act to restore and increase the
salary of the County Attorney of the county of
Piscataquis; an act to increase the capital
stock of the Merchants’ Marine Railway Compauy; an act to incorporate the plantation of
Allegash, in the county of Aroostook; on act
to provide for notice of special legislation for
the protection of fish.
BOUSE.
PETITIONS

AND

REMONSTRANCES PRESENTED.

Against legislation prohibiting the throwing
of wood refuse into Kennebec river.
For charter of ferry across Fore river to
Portland.
For a State reformatory for woman.
For adjustment of railroad traffic.
To have the charter of Megantio railroad
amended bo as to enable it to cross Moosehead
Lake by a bridge.
Protecting fish and game and praying that
the taws may remain unchanged.
ORDERS

ADOPTED.

Railroad

I

for,

amendments to be made to the bill granting a
charter for the Bath Water Supply Company.

Change

Fares.

Last Satarday evening, Waterville Counoil
No. 4, of the United Fellowship, was instituted
Grand Army Hall by W. A. Rice of BanDeputy Supreme Director, assisted by H
!. Marr, Deputy Supreme Guide. This makei
19 councils in Eastern Maine.

Other

tleman ol the railroad committee.
On his
motion the bill was tabled and ordered printed.
On motion of Mr. Hill of Anburn, the majori-

ty report which was on the table and which
authorized bridging the lake, was also ordered
to be printed.
Both reports were made a
special assignment for Wednesday of next

{

weekThe Knox county delegation voted to increase the salary of the register of probate of
that connty to $400, and the judge of probate
to $250.
The incorporators of the Bath Water Supply
Company are Arthur Sewall, Charles Davenport, L. W. Houghton, John S. Elliot, Thomas
W. Hyde, John H. Kimball, Franklin Reed,

F, H. Patten, Galen C. Moses, James A. MeLellan, Frank O. Moses, Charles H. McLellan,
John W. Marr, F. B. Torrey, John O. Patten,
Henry W. Swanton, A. H. Shaw, George
Monlton, Jr., Samnel D. Bailey and George H.
Hicbols. Their object in getting a charter is
for supplyiog Bath for domestic and manufac-

turing

purposes. Capital stock $300,000.
The bill introduced iu the House provides
that section 41 of chap. 27 of R. S., shall be
amended iu
that when
the 12th line, so
liquors and vessels are seized as provided in
the preceding section, the officer who made
such seizures shall immediately file with the

magistrate before whom such warrant is returnable against for libel and forfeiture. The
bill has gone to the
uouanui

judiciary committee.
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BILLS INTRODUCED.

trade. These gentlemen believe that it would
tend to establish a more equitable basis for
taxation than the one now existing in this

An act to authorize notice of application for
probate of notice; an act to amend chapter 24
of R. S., relating to panpers; an act to amend
section 9, chapter 11G, R. S., relating to fees of
jailors; an act to authorize American Taming
Co., to issue preferred stock; an act relating to
division fences; an act concerning the assessment of taxes; an act to regulate the fares on
railroadman act to amend section 41 of chapter
27, R. S., relating to intoxicating liqnors.
REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.

An act relating to the board of health of the
of Portland. Assigned for to-morrow.
A resolve was reported appropriating 82,000
for the support of soldier’s orphans at the Bangor Children’s Home.
81,000 of this sum is
to be paid for 1885, and 81,000 for 188G.
Ought not to pass was reported on bill
amending charter of Megantio railroad which
asks for the bridging of Moosehead Lake.
This is the minority report.

City

PASSED TO BE ENGROSSED.

An act to authorize the

Lewiston

Steam

company ro increase its capital stock.
An act entitled an act to restore the salary

mm

of the county atcorney of Somerset county; an
act to amend section 17, chapter 40 of the revised statutes relating to migratory fish; and
aot amendatory to an act relating to the schools
in the city of Portland.
PASSED TO BE ENACTED.
An act to confirm and make valid the
organization and doing of the proprietors of Westbrook Social Library.

SUSPECTED DYNAMITERS.
London, Feb. 3.—Considerable excitement
produced today by the announcement that

was

friends

of

Cunningham,

who is

accused of
the Tower of
take steps to
rescue him from Clerkenwell prison, where ha
is at present confined. Early this morning the
police observed a man loitering in the vicinity
of the prison. They watched his movements
closely for some time, and finally when they
saw him put something in the letter-box of the
governor of the prison they arrested him.
When taken before a magistrate the prisoner
said bis name was Goodyear; that he was a
laborer by occupation, and that he had recently been discharged from a lunatic asylum. The
package which the prisoner was seen to deposit
in the governor’s box was found, on examination, to be a small parcel of paper, on which
was a number of figures.
The police declared
that the prisoner was known to them; that he
had served a term of imprisonment and that
his testimony in regard to himself is false.
Scotland Yard officers profess to believe that
Goodyear’s action in depositing the paper in
the box was simply a rase on the part of Cunningham’s friends to learn what they will
have to contend with.
The Queen has expressed a desire to contribute from her private purse a sum sufficient to
supplement and make effective any reward
which the government may decide to offer for
the arrest and conviction of criminals guilty
of the recent dynamite outrages.
The announcement of this wish has been welcomed
the
and
has
so
by
stimulated the popupublic,
lar feeling that it is believed the immediate result will be tha organization of a national
fund for the object suggested by the queen.
The police this evening made another important arrest in connection with the recent explosion?. The prisoner bad been pursued for
several days, and was finally run down this afternoon. It is believed the man was an accomplice of Cunningham.

having caused the explosion
Loudon are already beginning

at
to

WSHINGTON.
Grceljr Relief Vessels.
Feb.
3.—Representative
Boutelle was authorized by the House committee on naval affairs today to favorably
report
a joint resolution in accordance with the PresiThe

Washington,

dent’s message, providing for the return of tbo
Alert of the Greoly relief expedition to the
British government with the thanks of Congress; for tha transfer of the Bear to the revenue marine service on the Alaska coast and
fnr tlin nlneinrr nf fVih Timlin

in

ikn

__a..
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need in making surveys and for other purposes.

To Regulate Ferun of Rills of
Lading.
A bill was pas«8d in the House today to regulate forms of bills of lading which makes It
unlawful for the owner, master, etc., of any
vessel to issue any bill of lading which does
not clearly specify the exact
voyage intended
to be made and every port which it is
contemplated she will touch or to insert in any such
bill any clause whereby the obligations of
owners of the property to equip, man,
provision and outfit their vessels shall in
any wise be
lessened, weakened, avoided or whereby they
may be relieved from liability for their negligence, failure or fault improper stowage and
care of all lawful merchandise committed to
their charge. This act is to take effect on the
first of September 1885.
Facts and

Rumors.

Representative Slocum

instructed by the
military affairs today to
report favorably to the House, a bill creating
the office of assistant chief signal officer with
the rank of major.
House committee

was

on

MASSACHUSETTS.

State,

if taxes Bhould be assessed upon the
net amount of income of such tonnage instead
of including such property within the schedule
of specific taxable personal property.
The

petitioners therefore request legislation in their
behalf and that such laws be enacted as shall

adequate and appropriate to effect the
alterations requisite.
At the instance of Mr. Hale of Portland the
bill relating to the Portland schools was called
seem

up and put on itB passage to be engrossed. The
gentleman also caused the Portland
board of health bill to be read and assigned for
same

tc-morrow.
The bill to regulate railroad fares was presented to the House by Mr. Noble ot Poland.
It provides that no line of railroad or parts
thereof shall receive more than 3 cents per mile
for (jurying: any person within the limits of

Maine, provided that

fare need be for a loss
The horse railroads and
railroads having a track guage of less than
two and a half feet shall DO exempt from the
provisions of this act. Any railroad or corporation that shall violate section 1, of this act
shall upon conviction be liable to a fine of

England Agricultural Society.
Boston, Feb. 3.—The annual meeting of the
New England Agricultural Society opened today. An attempt Jby Herbert Myrick of
Springfield to change the custom of electing
officers so that they be chosen by nomination
from State delegations, was defeated, 15 to 85.
A nominating committee was then appointed

no

than ten cents.

sum

$100,

to be recovered by the party aggrieved
by any court of competent jurisdiction.
Gen. Mattocks of Portland introduced a bill
relating to fees of jailers. As the law now
Btands these officials receive no fees for removal or return of prisoners. This bill is to equalize the fees of jailors for services in aid of all
prisoners in their custody. It is not a bill to increase existing fees.
Mr. Hale of Portland introduced a bill au-

thorizing the American Tanning Company of
that city to issue preferred stock not to exceed
$50,000 with the consent of stockholders.
The bill introduced in the House relating to
the assessment of taxes provides that all real
estate fihtall bn

tAXftri

its

at

trnn

pnmmAroial

value in money. All loans and deposits of
money not subject to check, shall be liable to
taxation, provided, however, that no tax shall
be assessed or collected upon any loans of
money secured upon real estate or other substance situated in this State.
All taxation
shall be confined to the above classes of property and no other property, or rights in property, shall be liablo to taxation in this State.
No poll tax shall be assessed upon any inhabitant of this State, whether a citizen of the
United States or alien as now provided by law.
The bill to authorize the city of Saco and
the trustees of Thornton Academy to contract
for the tuition of scholars was taken from the
table, and referred to the judiciary committee.
The bill is as follows.
Sect. 1—The city of Saco and the trustees of
Thornton Academy, a corporation existing under
a charter of this State, arc
hereby authorized to
contract each with the other for the tuition of
scholars within said city for one or more
years, in
the studies contemplated by the six preceding
sections, referred to in Revisod Statutes, chapter
eieven, section thirty-four, and in such others as
may be agreea upon, under

a

standard of scholar-

ship to De mutually agreed upon and changeable
by agreement of the school committee or supervisor
of schools of said city and suoh trustees.
Sect. 2.—The payment for such tuition by said
eity may be in money or by lease to such trustees,
of buildings and grounds owned by said eity, or
by both money and lease, and the expenditures of
said Saco under said contract, whether made from
year to year or wholly at the commencement of
the term of years, and whether in money or bv
such lease, shall be subject to same conditions and
shall entitle said city to the same State aid as if it
had made auch expenditures for a free high school.
Sect. 3.—This aot shall take effect when approved.
A hearing took place before the Executive

Council today, on the pardon for Joseph Rawley of Belfast.
Rawley was convicted of
stealing a buffalo robe in Appleton, and was
given three months’ imprisonment.
The matter was tabled for proof of notice.
The Committee on Legal Affairs have voted
to report a bill amending the oity charter of
Augusta, and restoring the Common Council.
The matter of reimbursing towns for drafted
men was considered, and afterwards
postponed
one

week for

hearing.

A hearing waB given on amending the city
charter of Augusta so as to elect the City Marshal by a plurality vote.
The hearing was
postponed to next Thursday.

Voted ought not to pass that provision in the
divorce law restricting marriages after di-

Majority and minority reports will be
made.
The committee also considered the law relating to pauper settlement of soldiers who
vorce.

at*

New

have

supported by towns where they do
ix

not

residence.

The Statute as it now
stands, provides that a soldier who served in
the army or navy in the war of 1861, and in
consequence of injury sustained iu said ser-

vice, has, 01 may become dependent upon any
town, shall mt be considered a pauper or be

disfranchised lor that cause. Under the interand submitted the nominations for trustees.
pretation of this Statate, as made by the court
J. H. Walker of Worcester spoke of the
need of revision in railroad tariff rates for
such person, residing in another town than
freight of animals, especially in short dis- that of his legal settlement for five
consecutances, and a committee was appointed to centive years, obuins another pauper settlement,
ter with railroad commissioners on the subject.
510. B. Pratt moved that the next annual fair although constantly supplied by the former
be held at Worcester, but a substitute by Mr.
town. The committee voted to report a bill so
Ladd left that matter in the bands of the
! that he shall not gain a settlement in the town
executive officers.
of his re&ideace while being helped in the
The following trustees were elected:
Maine— R. Prince, G. It. Lancaster, B. F. Pease,
town of his settlement.
J. P. Bass.
The judiciary committee gave a
Now Hampshire—C. C. Shaw, S. C. Fisher, Cheshearing to
ter Pike, T. G. James.
; petitioners fora superior court in Aroostook
Vermont—G. s. Hall, J. H. Peters, C. M. Wins- i
county. The claims of Van Bnren, Fort
low.
Massachusetts—C. B. Pratt, Worcester; E. T. i Kent, p^esqie Isle and Caribou were presentRowell, Lowell; J. C. Johnson, S. M. Wells, Albert ed as i&e 8e*t of such court.
The committee
Doty, J. H. Learned, W.V. Vaughn, J. F. Brown,
1. Hazard, J. W. Rounds, E. A. Hopkins.
rested the case in order to give another hearThe annual dinner occurred this afternoon.
ing to pat-ies from Presque Isle.
The committee voted to report
in-

RECORD" OF
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Large Ffriiou
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FIRES.
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in

Ashes.

Wheeling,

Va., Feb. 3.—A courier this
morning from Burlington, O., reports th-t the
town is burning down, and that 20
beddings
are in asheB.
Telephone and telegraph com-

munication

W.

The chief af the fire
department of this city has despatched an
engine and particulars are anxioasly awaited.
are

cut

off.

THE WOUNDED DYNAMITER.

Delicate Surgery.

Septenber

legislation

on

ohanging the

State election from

November.
Onaot to regulate the erection of
posts and
lineafor purposes of electricty the committee
willreport favorably.
The committee assigned a hearing on Februau 6th for the Portland police bill.
The committee on military affairs on the
petition asking for a law whereby all persons
to

quartermaster general.
The committee
voted ought to pass on bill to incorporate the
trustees of the 1st, 10th, 29th regiments.
The
matter of abolishing the major general of the
militia and staff was considered but no notion
taken.
NOTES.

Gov. Coburn’s will was probated today in
Skowhegan, and allowed.
Over 800 invitations have been Bent out for
the reception here Thursday evening.

SENATE.

Washington,

Feb. 3.

Before the Senate met this morning Mr.

Eiddleberger’s

desk

was

decorated

with an

floral harp, presumably from Irish
admirers.
The Senate was called to order at the usual
immense

hour.
Mr. Miller of New York presented the credentials of William M. Evarts, elected Senator
by the State of New York.
Mr. Edmunds stated that the
papers read did
not contain any certificate from the Governor,
as required by act of
Congress.
The papers were referred to the committee
on privileges and elections.
The Senate then resumed consideration of
the interstate commerce bill.
The question was on Mr. Plumb’s motion to
add the words “under similar circumstances”
to the amendment offered by Mr. Beck, which
amendment would prohibit a railroad company
from charging more for transporting goods
over part of their line than for transpor ting
the Bame goods over its whole line.
Mr.
Plumb’s motion was agreed to—26 to 20.
The question then recurred on Mr. Beck’s
amendment as modified, and as modified it was
then voted down, 6 to 40.
Mr. Beck then moved to so amend theHouBe
bill as to permit the reduction of rates without previous posting of notice to that effect,
but requiring notice to be posted within five
days. Agreed to, 46 to 7.
(The House bill provides that no discriminations shall be made between passengers on
account of race or color, but the furnishing of
separate and equally comfortable accommodations should not be deemed discrimination.)
Mr. Ingalls moved to strike out all this provision except the statement that there should
be no discrimination on aeccunt of race or
color.
Mr. Ingalls’ motion was agreed to. thus
striking out the proviso regarding separate
accommodations. The vote on striking out
was 34 yeas and
17 nays, Messrs. Butler and
Jackson being the only Democrats voting in
the affirmative.
The amendment then offered by Mr. Wilson
to the Senate bill was agreed to, requiring
railroads to give the benefit of reductions to
shippers who .after a reduction of rates by the
railroad company may, within five days before
publication of notice, have paid higher rates.
No further amendments of detail offering to
the House bill, Mr. Uullom moved now to
amend by substituting for it the Senate or
commission bill.
This was agreed to—yeas 36, nays 18. The
only Democrats voting in the affirmative were
Messrs. Colquitt, Hampton, Jonas, McPherson, Morgan and Pugh, and the only Republicans who voted in the negative were Messrs.
Edmunds and Van Wyck.
Mr. Sewell moved to add a new section,
which was modified by Mr. Plumb and agreed
to, as follows:
“This act shall be construed as applicable to
all railroad or transportation companies engaged in carrying freight from any placa in
the United States, through any foreign territory to any other place in the United States, or
from any place in the United States to any
outside the United States; provided this shall
not apply to transportation wholly by water.”
It was unanimously agreed that immediately
after the morning business to-morrow the bill
should be taken up, and that debate should
cease at 3 o’clock to-morrow, when a final vote
on the bill and all amendments should be
taken.

Adjourned.

HOME.

Though the

night

scenes attending a
session
were enacted last night,they were

of the House
not marked by that degree of hilarity which
generally characterizes them, and the hours
tediously dragged their slow lengths along. It
was after 1 o’clock when the friends of the
bankruptcy bill succeeded, after many efforts,
in having a call of the Houbo ordered, and it
was not until 1.43 that the Ssrgeant-at-Arms
brought in the first batch of recalcitrant members. The same trite and tnreadbare excuses
which have done duty for years were offered,
and were greeted with the same burst of derisive laugnter, ana were
in every case deemed
satisfactory. The new recruits voted for the
next motion to adjourn, which at 2.1S wag
carried—yeas 73, nays 67.
At today’s session of the House, Mr. Bland
of Missouri, from the committee on coinage,
reported back a resolution calling on the Secretary of the Treasury for information as to
whether the clearing house association at New
York or any national bank refuses to receive
silver dollars or silver certificates in settlement
of their balances, and whether any official of
the government accedes to such practice. It
was

adopted.

On motion of Mr. Eaton of Connecticut, the
Senate amendment to the House resolution
making arrangements for counting the electoral vote was agreed to.
The committee on naval affairs reported
back the resolution calling on the Secretary of
the Navy, for information as to what amount
of money has been expended by the naval advisory board, and what changes have been
made from the original plans of hulls, boilers,
etc., for the Chicago, Boston, Atlanta and Dolphin, and the cost of such changes. Adopted.
The Speaker pro tern. (Mr. Blackburn) announced the regular order to be consideration
of the resolution providing that for the remainder ot the session one hour every morning shall
be devoted to the disposal of measures called
up by individual members, unless five objections are made thereto.
Mr. Keifer of Ohio moved to amend by
striking out the word “five” and inserting
"ten.” Agreed to.
The resolution as amended was then adopted.
The House then, at 1.43, went into committee of tho whole, Mr. Hammond of Georgia in
the chair, on the river and harbor appropriation bill, general debate being limited to three
hours.
At the close of the general debate the first
section of the bill was read.
Mr. Beed, of Maine, made a verbal amendment for the purpose of calling the attention
of the committee to the fact that nearly all
the time devoted to general debate had been
consumed by friends of the bill.
Mr. O’Neil of Missouri, criticised the appropriation for the Mississippi river, in that only
8000,000 was appropriated for improvement between its source and the Ohio river. That
was not a fair share of the
pork. (Laughter).
Tending action, the committee rose and the
House adjourned.

O’Donovan Rossa’s Assailant Held
to Await the Result of His
Injury.

-..

Later News Concerning the Shooting.
Nkw York, Feb. 3.—The headquarters of
O’Donovan R ossa's paper have been temporarily removed to the Chambers street hospital
where Its editor-ia-chief lies today with the
ballet from Mrs. Dudley’s pistol still embedded
in his back. Rossa’s office in Centre street was
closed today. The physioians at the hospital

thought that Rossa had improved in
during the night. The only visitor

condition
to Rossa
to
11
this
was
o’clock
up
morning
secretary
Patrick Joyce. Mrs. Rossa went to her home
in Brooklyn late last night and had not returned this morning.
Mrs. Dudley was taken this morning from
the Btatlon house where she had been confined
daring the night to the Tombs police court. A
number of.people gathered at the station house
and followed the officer and his charge while
they walked to the court honse. When the
court was reached, Mrs. Dudley was conducted into a private examination room, where
she remained until her case was called by
Justice Patterson. Arthur C. Butts, a lawyer
accompanied the accused to court.
When the faot of the presence of the prisoner became known, the hall of justice became
rapidly occupied until entrance was denied to
late comers. The enclosure reserved for lawyers was occupied by a number of these gentlemen, some politieians and a number of re-

porters.

When Mrs. Dudley entered the gaze of every
person in the court room was riveted on her
face. J3he walked calmly to the bar between
the officer and lawyer and after looking for a
moment into the justice’s face, let her glance
fall to the ground. She looked a trifle tired
after having spent the night in the station
house, but her cheeks were still rosy and her
eyes quite bright.
Lawyer Butts presented the case. He said
he received a despatch late last night signed J.
P. Edwards, asking him to defend MrB. Dudley. He went to the station hoase and saw
Mrs. Dudley.
She said she knew nothing
about the despatch but she desired him to take
of
her
case.
He learned by the morncharge
ing papers today that the despatch was a bogus one.
J. Pierrepont Edwards,the British consul,denied having
sent
whatany
despatch
ever. Butts said he had not been consulted by
any of Mrs. Dudley’s friends and did not know
what he should do in the case. He continued,
“She told me that she desires me to defend
her. While reserving my right as a counsellor
to act in the case or to withdraw, I shall endeavor to do what I consider will be for Mrs.
Dudley’s best interest. For the present mv

guilty

nor not guilty.”
The court remarked that she would be held
to await the result of Rossa’s injury and remanded her.
She went quickly away with Officer Jackson
and her counsel and the clear sympathy of
many of the audienoe. For the present she
will be confined in the 36th precinct station.
Minneapolis, Feb. 3.—Upon learning that
bis father’s injuries were not so serious as at
first reported Danis Donovan Rossa was greatly relieved, and talked more freely.
He said
the character given his father by the American
press grossly misrepresented him.
No man
cared less for personal gain than he and he neglected his own business and personal interest
for the good of the cause in which he had taken such an active part. If he dies, he added,
it is as a poor man. Every fund placed in his
hands has been used for the cause for which
he labored, and he has been laboring for a
mere living the past five years, and has absolutely nothing. Rossa then gave a brief outline of his father’s career in New York, saying
that his father made many political enemies,
but no personal ones, and attributed the shooting te political.prejudices.

London, Feb. 3.— Extra editions of newspapers containing cable despatches from New
York, giving details of the shooting of Rossa
are selling like wild fire on the streets in every
city and town throughout Great Britain.
Nearly every person seems jubilant over tho
announcement that the alleged chief of dynamiters has had some of his own medicine given him.
Reports are circulated here Mrs. Dudley before going to America once attempted suicide,
and was sentenced to a term of Imprisonment
for the offence. The chaplain of the prison
in which she was confined has been advised of
her attempt to kill Rossa, and has taken passage on one of the outgoing steamers for New
York. Much sympathy Is expressed for Mrs.
Dudley and many subscriptions offered to aid
in defending her.
London, Feb. 3.—Examination of the police
reports la Worship street court reveais the
record of a woman named Lucella Dudley, a
ladylike looking person aged about 24, who described herself as a governess, being charged
with attempting suicide. Mrs. Dudley stated
in court that she had no relatives living, and
uocu a

,----—--—
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by Wm. H. Vanderbilt will explain the nature and motive of th^s offer.
The apprecia-

tion of Gen. Grant’s achievements and
recognition of his just fame have in part taken the
shape of numerous mementoes and gifts,
which, while dear to him, possess for the nation an exceptional interest.
These relics, of
groat historical value, have passed into the
hands of another, whose considerate action restored the collection to Mrs. Grant as a life
trust, on condition that at the death of Gen.
Grant, or sooner, at Mrs. Grant’s option, it
shall become the property of the
government
as set forth in
the accompanying papers. In
the exercise of the option thus given her, Mrs.
Grant elects that the trusts shall forthwith determine, and asks that the government designate a suitable place of
deposit and a responsible custodian for the collection.
The nature
of the gift and the value of the relics which
the generosity of a private citizen, joined with
a Iiigh sense of the
public regard which animates Mrs. Grant, have thus placed at the disof
the government, demand a fall and
posal
signal recognition on behalf of the nation at
“an(*9 ot its representatives.
I therefore
ask Congress to take suitable action to
accept
the trust, and to provide for its secure
custody,
at the same time
recording the appreciative
gratitude of the people of the United States to
the donors.
In this connection I may
pertinently advise,
pending legislation in the Senate and Honse
of Representatives looking to a national
recognition of General Grant’s eminent service*
by
providing moans for his restoration to the
army on tho retired list, that Congress by taking such action will give expression to the almost universal desire of the
peooleofthia
nation, and 1 earnestly urge the passage of an
act similar to Senate bill No.
2530, which,
while not interfering with the constitutional
prerogative of appointment, will enable the
president in his discretion to nominate Gan.
Grant as a General on the retired list.
(Signed)
Chester A. Arthur.
Accompanying the papers referred to are the
of
executed
by Mr. Vanderbilt, and
MU8t
that gentleman’s letter to the
President, informing him of his action.
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Convey Attacked.

Suakin, Jan, 3.—The

Arabs made an attack
convoy sent to Kassala and a stubborn
ngut ensued resulting in the repulse ot the
Arabs who left 260 dead
upon the field. The
convoy lost 50 men killed.
upon

a
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scribed hereself as a hospital nurse, but her
appearance seemed to contradict this stakament. She refused to give an account of herself. She said she was driven to attempt suioide by the loss of her child.
Sorry She Did Not Kill Kim.
New York, Feb. 3.-Mrs. Dudley said this
afternoon in conversation with a reporter in
explanation of her attack on Rossa: "I am an
English woman, though my mother was Irish,
and most of my kindred are English. I certainly intended to kill Rossa and am sorry I
did not succeed. He begged for mercy and
after I fired the first shot he cried out ‘for
God’s sake don’t kill me.’ I was not acting as
an agent for others.
The man is the chief instrument here by which funds are raised for
murdering helpless women and children in
England, aad I felt it was only justice that he
Bhonld fall by a woman’s hand, and I am only
sorry that I did not succeed.”
The Ballet Not ta be Removed al Preseat
The surgeons have decided not to remove the
bullet from Rossa’s body until he is
stronger.
They cannot say when this will be. Rossa’s
condition this evening is unchanged from that
of early morning.
Rossa was sleeping quietly late tonight.
Capt. Phelan has been removed to the New
York hospital as fears were expressed for his
safety in the same building with Rossa.
What Irishmen hay.
Boston, Feb. 3.~John Boyle O’Reilly of
the Pilot, in an interview today said he had
beard tbat the woman who did the shooting;
was an English spy, but he
hoped it was not
true. In conclusion Mr. O’Reilly said: ”1
think that photographs of the woman should
be taken and sent to Mr. O’Connor, Mr. John
Olaney,Mr.O’Brien and other prominent Irishmen who met Mrs.
Tyler and if they recognize
in Mrs. Dudley the female,' spy of
England,
the proof will be conclusive. It is the
quickest and Barest way of clearing up anv
suspicion in the matter. If this matter
idBifted to
the bottom and these terrible
suspicions are
confirmed England’s oause has suffered a set
back more serious than could have been effected by a hundred O’Donovan Rossas.”

DEATH IN A MINE.

1_
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The ICevoliitiou Efiecled

by the New An-

A delicate and highly successful operation
recently performed in New York by Dr.
Clarence C. Bice, which demonstrated the
wonderful advance that surgery has made in
the last few years, a»d the peculiar adaptation of the new anesthetic, hydro-chlorate
of cocoaine, to cates of minor surgery. The
removal of a tumor of this sort was formerly
a most serious affair and usually ended in
death. The patient first had to be etherized. As a preliminary step the windpipe
was opened externally and a tracheotomy
tube inserted therein, so that the patient
could breathe through it after the mouth
and throat had been packed firmly with cotton to prevent the blood from running Into
the lungs. Then an incision was made
from a point near the inner corner of the
eye, along the side of the nose, through the
upper lip, and the cheek was dissected up
and laid back from the bone. The upper

Terrible Explosion of Gas which
Kills and Maims Many Miners.
A

Pennsylvania

Mine on Fire and Enor-

mous Loss

Expected.

jaw-bone was cut through and a section removed, sufficiently large to permit the tumor and it was cut off or forcibly torn out
with forceps. The great danger was from
hemorrhage, on account of the large number of bloodvessels located in this region,
and great difficulty was experienced in binding and tying lacerated arteries in the small
space exposed to view.
Surgical service has advanced to such an
extent that now, in the treatment of these
cases, at least, the surgeon’s knife, the eth-

and the dread that affected both
alike, are happily laid
aside forever. The patient in this case, a
school teacher from Newark, came to the
surgeon’s office and was placed in an operating chair, and his head was pressed as far
backward as ease and comfort would permit.
The mucous membrane of
the mouth,
throat, tongue, nostrils and rear nasal passage was painted with a small camel’s hair
brush that had been saturated in a 4 par
cent, solution of the hydro-chlorate of cocoaine. This was kept up for about 10 min-

erizing
patient

unjs,

cone

and surgeon

auu me

of

pans

were

iouuu 10

De

in

a

anaesthesia.
An elastic
probe, to the end of which was fastened a
of
piece
whipcord, was gently forced through
the left nostril until it appeared in the
throat. The cord was then seized with a
pair of forceps and drawn through the
state

perfect

end being left suspended from
To this end a fine piece of platinum wire, bent in the form of a loop was attached and slowly drawn through the nostril
until it was seen glistening in the patient’s
throat.
The tumor
was
then drawn
as far into the mouth as possible, and
the platinum
loop was forced upward
around it, beiDg pulled through the nostril
at the same lime until it reached the point
where the tumor was suspended. That portion of the wire which ran from the tumor
through the nose was insulated with two
small tubes that had been heavily wound
with silk thread, so that the only portion of
it that was exposed was that which touched
the tumor. The two ends of the wire, which
huug about six inches from the nostril,
were then attached to a peculiarly constructed battery that was coupled to a galvanic
casetory battery. By turning a wheel and
rachet attachment, the platinum loop was
drawn tight around the neck of the tumor.
Everything being in readiness, an electric
current was sent through the wire. In an
instant the uninsulated section became
white hot, and smoke from the burning
flesh poured out of the mouth. The current was shut off In five seconds, and after
waiting until the wire cooled a little, the
wheel and ratchet were worked, and the
loop was drawn through the baked flesh until the patient indicated pain by contracting
the forehead. The process of heating, cooling and tightening the loop was repeated
and continued until Anally, by pulling gently upon a pair of forceps, which as a pre-

mouth,

one

the nose.

caution

had

been fastened to the tumor.

through the mouth, to prevent it from falling into the windpipe, the neck of the tu-

severed, close to the point of union.
two inches long and one
and a half inches in diameter. Five minutes had elapsed from the time the electric
current waB turned on to the end of the operation; not a drop of blood escaped. The
relief of the patient was immediate. His
mouth closed naturally, and for the first
time in many months he was able to breathe
mor was

It wa.i

pear-shaped,

through the

nose.

tion Irom the

patient

There

shock, and

was

little exhaus-

in two hours the

was on the way home.
Three days
afterward he was attending to his duties, a
well man. The removal of
naso-pharyDgeal
tumors by the galvano-cautery has been
done but a few times, and this case is the
first in which cocaine was used instead of
ether as an anassthetic. It did its work as
well as the ether could possibly have done,
and without the distressing after-effects.

Canine Dishonesty.
M. Fontaine, professor at the Lycee of
Versailles, contributes to the Kevue Scientifique a story of a dog, which the editor of
the periodical in question, supported by M.
Fontaine himself and one of his personal
friends, refuses to let his readers regard as
belonging to the ben trovato order. M. Fontaine was at Inverness last autumn, and,
walking through the streets, was, so to say,
accosted by a dog which he describes as a
“Scotch spaniel.” Spaniel, colley, terrier—
whatever the dog may have been—it bore
reund its neck a collar, from which hung a
box inscribed with a notification to the effect that donations were wanted for some
charitable institution. In response to the
dog’s mute appeal, M. Fontaine was about
to place a penny in its box, when the animal bent its head down, so as to frustrate
M. Fontaine’s intention; and then seizing
the proffered penny on its own account,
carried it to a pastry cook’s shop and there
exchanged it for a cake. The narrative
seemed to the editor of the Revue Scientifique so extraordinary that he asked M. Fontaine whether he had any objection to furnish him with corroborative evidence on the
subject. Thereupon M. Porchon, professor
of mathematics at the Lycee of Versailles,
addressed to the editor a letter In which he
declares that he witnessed, in company with
M. Fontaine, tbe strange and thoroughly
immoral conduct of the dog.
“Wo saw
him,” says M. Porchon, “prevent the introduction of a piece of money into the box
which he was carrying; we saw him seize
the coin and take it to a pastry cook’s shop,
where he placed it on the counter and received a cake in exchange.” It is in no triumphant spirit that M. Fontaine uarrates
this anecdote. He says, on the
contrary,
that while admiring the modern
dog for its
he
cannot
but
sagacity,
“deplore its corrup1
tion.”
_

Gaiveston, Tex.,

Feb.

Trouble Ahead for Galveston,
3.—A

terrible

ex-

plosion of gas occurred yesterday in a coal
mine near Savanna, Indian
Territory. There
were several hundred miners
working in the
mine at the time of the explosion.
Three are
reported killed outright, 89 were seriously
burned and 42 slightly burned and otherwise
injured. The names of the killed are John
Hnrentnn. Wm

Paw and

Wilkksbaeee, Pa.,

Feb. 3.—Fire broke out
this evening in shaft No. 2 of the Eberval coal
mining company at Eberval. At midnight the
flames were spreading with great
rapidity.
One hundred miners are now in the mine using every effort to check the flames, but so far
without avail. The loss will be enormous.

STRANGE SCENE IN CHURCH.
Canadian Congregation Expreacs Its
Abhorrence of the •ynnmiters.
Toeonto, Feb. 2.-The Kev. D. J. Macdonell, during the service in 8t. Andrew’s
church yesterday morning, created a sensation
by allnding to the battle of Shebacas Wells,
and related the incident of the charge of the
guardsmen to get water for the fightiDg men of
the square, who were dying of thirst. “Thank
God,” said the reverend gentleman, “that
such men lived who would die for their queen
and country and for their fellow men.” As
the minister, with flashing eye, called on the
God of battles to protect the British soldiers
who were fighting the cause of the
righteous,
the organ pealed out, “God Save the
Queen,”
and the congregation, who were
greatly moved,
joined m singing the old hymn. Before singing the second verse, Mr. Macdonell asked the
congregation to nse the words “devilish tricks”
instead of “knavish tricks,” to express their
contempt for the misguided men who were
sacrificing lives and property by dynamite.
The whole service was very
stirring, and will
not soon be forgotten by those
present.
A

Nathan F. 1 Nixon of Westerly, E. I., has been
nominated for Congress in the second diitriot to All

the vacancy caused by the resignation of Jonathan
Chace, elected Senator.
New York capitalists have subscribed *10,000 to
At out au expedition to Alaska under command
of
Lieut. Scbwatka. Ten thousand dollars more are to
be raised.
Justus H. Schwab, the notorious Socialist who
was arrested by the New York
police Monday night

Inciting a not and assaulting an oAicer
raigned yssterday and gave bail in *1000.

Illness.

the Boston Evening

[N. Y. San.]
Real estate owners in Galveston, Texas,
are likely to have an
opportunity to prove
the validity of their titles to the lands
they
hold. Mr. C. N. Case, who is connected
with the Home life insurance
company of
this city, is advertising for the legal heir of
Col. Asahel Langwortby, formerly a New
York lawyer, and if any are found suit will
be brought to recover 4,400 acres of land on
which Galveston now stands. Col.
Langworthy, In 1831 or 1832, sold oat bis property in this city, including real estate worth
now several millions, aDd moved to tho republic of Texas with his family. While
there he caused tho land now occupied by
Galveston to be surveyed, and then
purchased it from the government, Anson Jones
then
being
president. Langworthy and his
wile died, leaving two daughters, who returned to New York and were married here
Some time about the year 1855 these two
daughters sent an agent to what had then
become the State cf Texas, to look up the
property which their father owned there.
The agent was unable to find ail the
papers
necessary to prove the title to the land, and
the matter was dropped. While
attending
to some business in the
South, Mr. Case
learned of this old claim on the Galveston
real estate, but thought little of it until
by
accideut he discovered that the
missing papers necessary xo establish the title were in
existence and could be obtained
by the heirs
at any time.
He thou began to look around
tor the heirs, but has as
yet heard nothing
from them.

weeks. Every laudable effort has been used to
present the moat favorable report possible in
regard to his condition. The fact, however, ie
that to-day the state of his health is critical.
He has pleurisy, if not pneumonia, and to-day
medical consultations in regard to his situation have been held at his house. Out of reto his family his condition has not been
ally stated by the press, but It is useless
longer to try to ignore the fact of the
serious nature of his illness. Judge Appleton was for 31 years a member of the Supreme
Coart of Maine, and 21 years of the last part
of that time he was chief justice. He retired
from the latter position in August, 1883, because of the expiration of his terra of seven
years and because he was then over 79 years
of age. He was 80 years old last June. Since
he left the bench he has been connected with
the law office of Humphrey & Appleton, the
latter partner being hie sod, although not actively engaging in the practice of law. Ha
has been hale and hearty until recently. He
has, perhaps, done more te influence the legislation of Maine, especially in regard to interested parties testifying in coart than any
other man in the State.
(To the Associated Press.)
Basoob, Feb. 3.
Ex-Chief Justice John Appleton, whose
critical illness is causing much uneasiness
aujong his friends, is reported more comfort-

?ard

able this evening.
The Arcana's Wreck.

Stephen Siteman, formerly

a resident of
board the wrecked
schooner "Arcana.” The body went through
to St. John Monday and will be taken to Halifax for interment.
Siteman was 50 years of

Halifax,

was

mate

on

age, and leaves a wife and several children.
The bodies of pilot Stephenson and the sailor

Gay

were shipped from St. Martin’s for PortMonday morning.
The St. John Globe received the following
letter on Saturday:

land

Sir:—In view of the sad disaster in which the
of the American schooner Arcana so miserably
perished on Qoaco ledge, one of the worst on our
coast, bnt formed by nature as a proper place for a
lighthouse and fog alarm, permit me to make a few
remarks through the columns of your valuable
journal. The light which formerly stood on this
crew

reef has been removed to the main land, where it
is of little use in bad weather.
Why this has been
no sensible man can imagine, except it be for
and
if
it
has
been done for such
political purposes,
a cause the government of the Dominion of Canada
is in a great measure responsible for the sad loss er
life.
The whistle which should he placed there
also is located at Martins’ Head.
This is the
whistle the captain heard and which he mistook for
Capo Enrage whistle, and whieh caused tile accident. On the whole coast of the Benainion there

done

of the name.
worthy
few hundred

We have but to cross the Hue
yards into the neighboring Republic,
life-saving stations established all
along the coast for the assistance of all in distress.
a

tbere

and

we see

I write this in hopes that some independent member of the Government party or the Opposition
will take the matter in hand and bare this scandal

remedied.
I remain

yours, etc..

Marines.
Jan. 31,1885.

Carleton, St. Johns, N.

ENFORCE THE LAW.
An

Address

from the Law and Order
of Portland.

Ltaghe

Office of the Secretary and General )
Manager of the State Law
*,
and Order League,

Portland, February 3,1885, J

To the Citizen) of Portland:
For thirty-six years there has been upon our
Statutes a law prohibiting the saie of alcoholic
liquors for tippling purposes, but allowing their
sale for all the purposes for whiob experience and
science have shown them to be useful. Under this
policy an unexampled degree of prosperity and
happiness has been attains*, so that, on the whole,
there is not in any country an equal number of people iu a single commonwealth so temperate, so
moral, so intelligent or so religious as the people of
Maine. While the increase of crime from 1870 to
1880 was bnt 9.97 per oent In Maine, it was 135.75 per cent in Alabama; 1900 per cent in
Dakota;
87 in Illinois, and 88.62 in New York; and 82.33
in the whole country. Many facts
equally astonishing could be presented and It was in view of such
facts that our people voted by an
overwhelming
majority to make the grcg shop a crime against the
Constitution of the State—the highest and most
sacred

authority.

With the exception of a few of our cities the
State is wonderfully free from liquor saloons. In
most, if not all, of these cities the violators of the
law are compelled to keep watchmen at the doors to
give warning of the approaoh of the officers, and
have "damps,” "shoots," "toters,” and other artifices, for outwitting the offleors, oourt and legislators. But with the trafflo reduced to such a small
magnitude, and with a patronage made up of a
comparatively small number of our unfortunate
viiuoua wuu nave
Decome so enslaved by appetite
as to be almost
irresistibly drawn into these unconstitutional and disreputable places where beer and
other liquors are sold, they still do us
great harm.
For, first, according to the testimony in the Libby
trial now in progress in this city it was hotel
whi£
key he drank before murdering Miss Snow and attempting to kill himself. Second, according to the
reports of our city marshals the last fourteen years
22,074 persoas have been turned from the doors of
our grog-shops into our streets and
upon our community to be arrested for drunkenness, adding to
the hardships and dangers of our
police—the noble
guardians of our lives, property and peace. Beside
these 22,074 criminals, theso
drinking places have
turned upon law abiding citizens and tax
payers at
least two-tnirds of the remaining
10,782 persons
who were arrested for other crimes from 1870-1 to
1883-4. What an awful amount of wretchedne*
these liquor shops have brought
upon our citizens.
And all this time the men who made our criminals
place guards at their doors, and def v the whole

city.

Nor has the liquor traffic affected us less in our
business interests. The past fourteen
years $799,378.85 has been paid out of our
treasury for pauper
and criminal expenses, and the private and church
charities of our city will swell this amount to over
a million dollars.
Then the money spent for
drink, and the time worse than wasted amid bar
room associations, if
spent for dry-goods, crockery,
books, papers, and home comforts and adornments
would put thousands of dollars in the
pockets of
our business men and save
many a small Wader
from
To bless our city is the object of the movement
now being conducted
by the Portland Law and
Order League. It is to enforce the constitution to
protect our homes, to foster legitimate business interests, and to save and bless the law-breakers
themselves. We are their friends and not their
enemies.
The motto of the National Law and
Order League, of which ex-Gov.
Long of Massachusetts is president, is: “We ask
only obedience to
law.
In behalf of the Maine State Law and Order
League, and the National Law, we ask it firmly
and shall with all legitimate
agencies insist upon
the obedience which the vote of our
people and the
statutes of our State demand. |At the same
time
we ask obedience to law
in the spirit of love.
I Liquor sellers are men,—many times not the worst
, of men. They are what they are by virtue of live
would make us just wnat
“*“*$*•
they
are: By birth, by
education, by love of gain, by the
fault of legislators and officers,
the unwisdom of
by
some citizens, the
demagoguery of others, and the
apathy of many. Christ came to save these men,
to make them useful in
society and a blessing to
themselves and their families. We cannot, at least
in our aims do less. All
good laws are the expression of the Eternal Will, and must be
obeyed. To
violate them is to incur their
To withpenalties.
hold their penalties weuld subvert the
object of
la* and encourage a
disobedience, or fix a condition
of society, from which love can
with difficulty,
only,
and as with a rairacle; reclaim the individual or
regenerate the mass. Gladstone well said: “It is
the duty of the government to make it aa
hard aa
possible for a man to go wrong, and as easy as possible for a man to go right”: and so laws
having
been made to protect the individual from crime
and
society from the miseries and burdens of his transgressions, these laws must be rigidly, impartiallv
and continuously enforced in the
spirit of the Gos-

bankruptcy.

oJwkJOh

pel.

Against one thing all must
party feeiings and personal
field of morals. In the past
forcement of law has been, to

of

guard—the carrying
selfishness into the

the making and ensome extent, a part*
people in Portland and
btate tha question of
temperance has been taken
of the domain of party and
placed within tbe
Hues ef the constitntion.
Henceforth, in Maine it
can only become a
party question so far as officers,
legislators, or classes of men by their sins of
sion or commission,
Is back into the arena of
State or local politics. In
reality, however, it will
remain still a uon-partisiiau
question, and men will
have to pay the penalty of
dragging the qnostion

put

omisl

drag

into party politics by wbat they
do, or fail to do.
Ihe people have voted to take the
question out of
party politics, and It will be no fault of the question if legislators or
municipal authorities fall to
respect the popular will, aud force general or local
contests upon the people to
get what tbe law demands, as expressed In the constitutional amend-

ment.
One

thing we rnnst now clearly see: The question
having been settled by the people, the immediate
and imperative duty is to enforce the
people’s de
cision. To this end law-abiding citizens should
unito their influence in common, well
considered,
earnest efforts, rejoicing as a confederate host from
the ranks of all parties that, with such an
organization as the .Portland Law and Order
Leagno in
every city of Maine, it will be impossible for any

man, ring of men, or party to make effective bargains with liquor-sellers for their votes, for the
very men they would elect can be made to enforce
the laws against them If the people are
sincere
take out warrants and secure evidence as do onr
leagues. With the hopes of the Uquor-sellers
the schemes of political adventurers, ami
tbe crv
of party euds In patriotism. With Law
and OrdfL
Leagues in our cities it will be useless
keepers of grog shops to offer themselves to anw
party, since no bargain or promisee of immunity
from prosecution will avail them
anything
a Law and Order League in Portlvn.t
in-f- w
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Real 5£«itafc Transfers.

GENERALi news.

for

Bangor despatch to
Record of Monday says:

Ex-Chief Justice John Appleton of this
city has been seriously ill for more than two

aesthetic.

was

GEN. GRANT’S RELICS.
President Arthur’s message to the Bouse
Concerning Them.
Washington, Feb. 3.—The President today
transmitted to the House the following message:
To the House of Representatives:
I take official pleasure in laying before Congress the generous offer made by Mrs. Grant to
give to the government for a perpetual trust,
the swords and military and civic testimonials
lately belonging Ato Gen.
Grant. A copy of the
dnn.l nf
al
1.11_
V

Judge Appleton's
A

tant

XLVIIItli Congress-2d Session

Press.)
Augusta, Feb. 3.
Mr. Case o( Rockland reported to the House
the minority report against giving anthority to
the Megantic railroad to bridge Moosehead
lake. The report was only signed by that gen-

Senate from citizens of Bath who are interested
either as builders, owners or managers of ships
and vessels engaged in the foreign carrying

cealed weapons.

who famished substitutes in the late civil wai
to be reimbursed by the State, voted that
the petitioners have leave to withdraw.
The
committee also voted ought not te pass on the
amendment to the militia law to increase the
pay of the assistant adjutant general and assis.

the

Orders of inquiry were passed relating to
amending the fees of jailors; enacting padre
stringent laws against the carrying of con-

LEWISTON.

E. D. Morrell of Cornish has been chosen
valedictorian for the graduating class of tho
Electic Medical College. The commencement
exercises will be held at Druid Hall, Feb. 4th,
*
at 7.30 p.m.
Di/ou

i

at

MAINE

the Laws Re-

lating to Taxation of Shipping.

SENATE.

YORK COUNTY NEWS.
Close of the S. J. Court—A Popular Judge
—Criminals Sentenced—Other Balters.
(Special to the Press.)
Saco, Feb. 3.—The January term of tbe S.
J. Court for York county which has been in

Change

WATERVILLE.

MAlNifl.

sessing

Petition to

Several of our young friends from Sebago Lak<
Corner attend.
and York’s
Last Monday
evening a discussion was on the programme ai
to whether intemperance or the sword had
caused the most misery. After much energetic
discussion and a surprising show of talent and
research from the young people, the question
was put to vote; the house was so evenly di
vided as to give but one majority.
The clul
edits a journal twice a month.

(Specially Reported for the Press.)

tbe: coldest bay.
4# Degress Below Zero at Bridgton-Severe Weather Elsewhere iu the State.
Bridgton, Feb. 3.—The mercury registered
45° below zero here at suntisa this
morning.
Camden, Feb. 3. —The roads are drifted so
badly that the Searsmout stage driver left his
horses here this morning and started to walk
twelve miles with the mail bag on his back.
The thermometer indicated 12° below zero.
Thoms ston, Feb. 3.—This has been the
colde# day of this winter, the thermometer
registering 19° below this morning. Koads are
badly drifted.

AUGUSTA.

are

people’s organization, the Unit'
Club, occupies the same hall. This club is al
ready having a goad effect npon the younj
people. It has a membership of almost 80

Address all communications to

DAOuimt in (kin

FROM

work.
Our young

97 Exchange Street. Portland, Me.

At
Notiee

of $50.
With these conveniences they fee i
prepared, as never before, to carry on theii

Published every day (Sundays excepted) by tbe
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,

was
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Tho following transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry of
Deeds:
Gray—Lydia Batcholder to Joseph McDonald,
land and buildings, §500.
Freeport—R. 11. Brown to E, B. Hallett, land and
buildings, §1700.

church of

Railway IYIuIUvvh.
The Grand Trunk Railway, Bince the dynamite scare, has adopted extensive measures to

P?1!' t’keir good our prayer and aim.
l** not»in ^ ®ur efforu to enforce the
,org®H these words of Kov.
Drr’rnv}«T-2,?f>1.Jnom®nt
In,'tv J
,lhe monient the friends of God and
virtue

guard Victoria bridge.

corruotlon
»u<ircny. r or the

government

auarchtv i.'nrtui>llOU3
honor
do

without this only

la»!*“ness aud
and naritr of onr o\tv
childron* and *»<*»<*. »»d for the
w®

wag°

Unalljr

a

bloodless

war

againsb

«

rely entirely on civil law and
n«ohL./?i'i1
all moral efforts, the battle is lost.’’
neglect
H. C. Mcssox.

PRESS.

THE

TUESDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 3.
Wo do not read anonymous letters and oommunleations. The name and address of the writer are In
all

Indispensable,

easee

not

necessarily for publica-

tion but as a guarantee of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve
munications that are not used.

com-

New Orleans people are very much disapIn the Liberty Bell. They have discovered a crack in it, and wonder why in the
world it was sent there in that condition.

pointed

Jay Gonld is about to go round the world
In his yacht. It will not be a pleasure trip,
but on a simple business matter. If he
likes the looks of the globe, and thinks that
a ten per cent, dividend will be
paid on an
investment he will buy a
controlling interest.

Bangor still continues

to be at fever

heat

the Moosehead Lake bridge matter.
The feeling is so strong that the Bangor
Whig has admitted to its columns a communication censuriDg the Speaker for not apover

pointing

a man on

the railroad committee to

look out for the interests of Bangor. As the
Speaker’s name is Hamlin the condition ot
the atmosphere can easily be inferred.
The Lewiston Democrats are very much
exercised over the registration bill now before the Legislature. The only possible effect
of the bill if it becomes a law will be to restrain illegal voting.
That undoubtedly is
the reason why the Lewiston Democrats are
making such a fuss about it. There will be
no opportunity, if the bill passes, to do
any
more “funny business” with the check
iisjs.
There seems to be reason for believing
that in Cncningham the English authorities
have at last an Important dynamite conspirator. The precautions t» cuard against his
rescue or escape show that they at least think
so, and the intimation of the government
counsel that the charge against him may be
changed to high treason indicates that they
consider the evidence against him to be of a
very serious character.
Samuel J. Randall led the filibustering in
the House on Monday, and his avowed purpose was to defeat tbe bankruptcy bill. He
has bitterly opposed the bill from the first,
but for what purpose is not clear. The
Boston Post says when asked his reason he
refused to give any, merely saying that he
Would “see the merchants and manufacturers in hell before he would vote for it.”
We
fear Randall’s visit to Cleveland did not improve him.
At present very little is known concerning
Rossa’s assailant. She is evidently an English woman of considerable education and
refinement. She is not the style of woman
who would be likely to have a personal acquaintance with Rossa, and therefore
there is no ground for supposing that her
motive was to avenge any personal wrong.
The probability is that she is a species of
“crank,” who conceived the idea that by
killing Rossa she would make herself a heroine in the eyes of her countrymen, and figure in history as the Charlotte Corday of

England.
The effect of the wounding of Rossa is goto be very bad indeed. A large part of
the Irish-Americans have heretofore regarded him with contempt, and his influence has

ing

IlOt extended hftvnnd

a

small rdrrdfl rtf ariher.

Bat RosBa carrying around in his
body a bullet shot into him by an English avenger, and with all England
filled with rejoicing when it was supposed
he had received his death wound, will be a
very imposing figure. Hereafter he is likely
to be regarded as a martyr to the Irish
cause, aDd in consequence his influence
among his countrymen largely extended.
ents.

the movement their hearty support bo long
as they believe it to be a movement for the
enforcement of a la'™-, to turn away from it
for fear that they may be used, contrary to

intentions, to promote the interests of
party or the other. Keep the movement
clear of partisan politics and it will
prosper.
their
one

Indian Lands in Severalty.
The Coke bill to secure to the Indians
land In severalty is intended to secure the
tribes in possession of their
reservations, and
end the notorious wrong of taking the Indian’s land by fraud or force without his
consent. The United States is to hold the
reservations in trust for the tribes, but not
as a permanent arrangement.
The bill contemplates the breaking up of the entire reservation system; it contemplates the protection of Indian land from the grasp of unscrupulous whites only until the Indian has
been given the proper training and preparation to enable him to take care of his own.
In the meanwhile( the bill provides an imOn the conportant part of this training.
sent of two-thirds of the adult males, allot,
ments are to made to a whole tribe in sever-"

The reservations

alty.
arate

farms,

given

time to

the

divided into sepmembers of the tribe are
are

firmly plant and settle themselves before, by the extinguishmedt of the

trust in which the reservation is held for the
tribe, they are left to take care of them-

selves. Should the consent of the two-thirds
not be obtained, the individual Indians can
at once take allotments under the a«l.
There is neither a compulsion of the ma-

jority

the

elightest disregard of the
wants of the minority.
The law of the
white mau shall be extended when, by the
completion of the allotments, the Indians
have shown themselves reasonably fit for it.
nor

Nor does the act overlook the undoubted
fact that it is neither wise nor right to let
these great, solid blocks of reservations stand
in the way of traffic and settlement.
Right
of way through Indian land cau be granted
at any time to railroads, highways, and telegraph companies, and at any lime unallotted
land can be purchased, proper compensation
--n

a

Current Comment.
THE

SCENES THAT KNEW HIM ONCE, ETC.

(Boston Herald.)
The faithful photographer of men and
scenos at the State House reports that the
‘‘member from Cranberry Centre” has become a reminiscence.
The “GIneral Court”
has lost in picturesqueness and native flavor
by the change, and it is doubtful if it has
gained much in “horse sense” and knowledge of the people’s wants.

epCUtCBy pUlUbO

UUU
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management of the “Liberals” the Democratic party, which threw 60,000 votes
In 1876,- after “four years of cohabitation with political harlots, daring which
time It elected two sach distinguished men
as George W. Ladd and Thompson H.
Murch to Congress, Cone a Blaine and the
other a Butler man in the recent Presidential campaign,) is enabled to show in tbe
year of our Lord 1884, 69,000 votes for John
B. Redman for governor, and only 52,000 for
Grover Cleveland for president.” The correspondent thinks if the party is to accomplish anything in the future it will not be
done under the leadership of the same sort
of “liberals” who led it from 1877 to 1884
“through a series of disgraces to overwhelming defeat,” nor by abusing and ostracizing
the “old” Democrats who “gave to the party
all its fame, honor and prestige, and who
were deposed from power in 1876 when the
party was in better condition than it has
been since.”

The Address of the Law and Order
League.
The address of the Law and Order League
which is published In another column is in
excellent spirit and if the purposes there indicated are carried out in the manner indicated we have no doubt the League movement will be sustained by all good citizens.
Irrespective of convictions in regard to the
wisdom of the prohibitory law there is general agreement that while the law remains
on the statute books it should be vigorously
enforced, not by spurts, but persistently and

continuously.
It Is of no use to deny that movements of
this kind in the past have been,impeded, and
their power for good much weakened, by the
suspicion which has attached to them that
they were frequently organized for partisan
purposes. It is to be hoped that the present
movement may be kept entirely free from
anything calculated to give cause for this
suspicion. The disposition of the members,
as indicated by the address, is evidently io
that direction. A little indiscrete talk, how
of them at th<
ever, on the part of any
the favorable im
time
nullify
may
present
pression of the address, and lead a grea
many good citizens who will be ready to giv<

a

WINTER RESORTS.

“Dear me,” I said, “what a question to
How old is your youngest
child?”
I knew be couldn’t tell without thinking
it over for five minutes, and so I
gained
time. He had the look of au old married
ask a father.

with a

big family, and so when I
his face begin to clear up and knew he
at
me
coming
again I fired at him with:
“How many children have you?”
man

That threw him

saw
was

more, and I saw him
furtively count up to seven on bis fingers,
but I was a little slow in getting the
battery
for the next shot, and before I could ask him
their names he charged right into my lines.
“Never mind about my children,” he said.
“I want to know how old that boy is.”
I said, “Conductor, sit down. I can’t tell
you, and you know why. If I tell you he is
only 3 there will be a dreadful lie on my
conscience, and I won’t get my hair shirt off
for a week. It I tell the truth and say that
he is 74 that woman with the two
big 5-year
old girls will consider it a direct insult.
You have accepted her
statement; now, you
couldn’t have the broad and massive brow to
charge my boy half fare, though 1 swore he
was 40.
One liar on a train is enough. Do
not press your question and
get me into
trouble. I must either sere my conscience
with a false statement, or
get into a row
with the mamma of yonder 18 years of

The election of Mr. Evarts will furnish
with a very convenient
taking able Democrats out of
the Senate for Cabinet purposes.
ALWAYS TALK WELL.

(Providence News,)
Some very remarkable flights of eloquence
were indulged in at the recent
meeting of
the woman suSragists’ convention. One inspired speaker, In referring to the sterner
sex, characterized them as “the aristocracy
of the mustache, whose insignia is the spittoon and outward sign the curling smoke, its
claims to superiority dependent upon an accident of the body.”
USUAL FOKEWAKNING.
[Arkansaw Traveller.]
New Yorker to friend—“I don’t believe
the Daily Glue Pot will run much longer?”
THE

Friend—“Why?”

“Well, the proprietor have just refused
hundred and twenty five thousand dol-

one

lars for it. All great dailies in New York
die that way, you know.”

Personal Paragraphs.

ple and unaffected that all sensible children
like to play with her.” Unlike some gifted
and handsome women who attract men of
brains, Mrs. Burdett,” observes that organ
of culture, the Boston Beacon, “is ardently
admired by all women who have the honor
of her acquaintance.”
The ex-Communist, Ollivier Pain, who is
reported to be in command of the Soudan
rebels at Metemneh, went from Paris last
year openly avowing his intention of joining
El Mahdi’s army.
“AH Englishmen in
Egypt,” he said, “must share the fate of
Hioks. I hate all law and (order. England
is the home of law and order. Therefore I

Entirely

Handsomely fitted
Overlooking the great Tampa
Accommodations for two
hundred. Passengers by notifying
~t.ha conductor will be landed at tho
door of the house.
G. T. BACON^Cashier.
dec23d3m
II. L. Hcrauton, Prpp’r.
L*. ^

Bay.

CLOUiThOTEL,
FLORIDA.

ST.

He saw the

which he

wa s

SANFORD,

HRS. E. HANSON & SON,
the JSay View House,
Ferry Beach, Me., have taken the
above Florida Hotel, for the season
For rates, etc., address by mail or teldec23ddw

Proprietors

of

H. B. PLANT

HOTEL,

SIXTEEN HUNDRED YARDS
Yard

A

HORATIO

Just completed.
First-class in
every appointment. Baggage and
carriage free. Location unequaled. Kates 84.00 per day.

doc23d3m

J. T. ANDERSON, Prop’r.

A GROWTH OF HAIR.
While using your Ccticoba for chapped hands,
it occurred to me to try it for dandruff, from whioh
I suffered a great deal, and it not only Bpeedily
cnred the dandruff, but restored the hair to a large
held spot previously entirely destitute of hair.
It
is now an inch in length.
JOHN H. PARKE,
Master bark “John E. Chase” Boston Harbor.

SORE HINDI.
Your Ccticoba Remedies are justly receiving
recognition. The miners find the Ccticoba
oap splendid for cleansing the skin, and those who
have for years suffered from sore hands oannot say
enough in praise of it and Ccticoba.
C. BUDDEE, Scofield, Col.

freat

CHAPPED HANDS.
I have been nsing the Cuticoba Soap for ChapHands
and
find it gives better satisfaction
ped
and operates more quickly than anything I have
ever tried.
Its cleansing qualities and delicate perfume reoommended it as a most desirable soap.
W. F. PARKER, Charlottesburg, Ky.
DOING GOOD.
time and tried several doctors.
They could not do me any good, and then I tried
Ccticoba Remedies and they cured me. They
are doing a great deal of good in this oountry.
I

was

sick

a

long

H.

SALLEE, Cornishville, Ky.

WITH GOOD RESULTS.
I have used your Ccticoba Remedies with good
results for Scrofula and Scalp Disease for a number of years.
R. K. FAULKNER.

Hornellsvillh, N. Y.

WORKS TIKE MAGIC.
Your Coticcba Soap I prescribe in all
of the skin and it works like magic.
T. H.

14

eruption8

WHITING, M.

D.

Centbal Music Hall, Chicago, ill.

For sale
tiouba

Price Cuticuba, 50c.
Cuticuba Resolvent, $1.

everywhere.

Soap,

26c.

Cu-

Potter Drug and Chemical Co.. Boston.
nv * ITTV For Skin Blemishes, use
KD.EA.fm.MJ E. Jl the Cuticuba Soap.
feb4
W&S&w2w
gXDttk vuugu UUfU/^’^OUU.d

Glenn’s Sulphur Soap heals & beautifies, 25c.
GermanCornRemever kills Cores St Bunions
Hill’s Hair and Whisks r Dye—Black ana Brown, 50c.
Pike’s Toothaebe Drops cure in i Minute,25a
Dean’s Rheumatic Pills are a sure cure. Me

janl6

eodfidp&wlynrm
“Maryland, My Maryland.”
*

*

“Pretty Wives,
Lovely daughters and noble men.”
“My farm lies in a rather low and miasmatic situation, and
“My wife!”
“Who?”
“Was a very pretty blonde!”
Twenty years ago, became
“Sallow!”
*

5.20’s Duo 1004.
eod3t

FOR

I

thankfully

remain.

C. L. JAMES.

Belxsvxlle, Prince George Co., Md,,)
May 20th, 1883. )

Half-Fare Candidates!—A
the
to
Railroad Compa-

nies.
a bunch of green Hops
all the vile, poisonous
in
their name.
“Hops”

BSjF*None genuine without
on

the white label.

stuff with “Hop”

or

Sbnn

FMWA&wlnmrm

jan23

~ScrofulaT
employ lias been cured of constitutional scrofula by the uso of Swift’s Specific.
J. O. McDaniel, AUatoona, Ga.
(This gentleman is father of the Governor of Ga.)
A

girl

in my

Vanderbilt’s millions could not buy from me what
Swift’s Specific has done for me. It cured me of
scrofula of 16 years standing.
Mbs. Elizabeth Baker, Acwortb, Ga.
TETTER.—After suffering with Tetter for eleven
years, and haviDg all sorts of treatment, I was relieved entirely by Swift’s Specific.
L. H. Lee, Dawson, Ga.
SNATCHED FROM THE GRAVE.—I was brought
to death’s door by a combination of eczema and erysipelas, from which 1 had suffered for three years.
Was treated by several physicians with iodide potassium, which seemed to feed the disease. I have been
cured sound and well by the use of Swift’s Specific.
Mbs. Sabah E. Turner, Humboldt, Tenn.
Swift’s Specific is entirely vegetable. Treatise on
Blood and Skin Diseases mailed free.
The Swift Specific Co., Drawer 3, Atlanta, Ga.
or 169 W. 23d St., NewXork.
janld&wlynrm

Improved

Most valuable

nourseuess,

remedy known for Coughs. Cold.,
Asthma. CONSUMPTION,

of Blood, Bronchitis, Influenza,
Whooping Cough, ami all diseases of the
Throat and Lungs. Prepared from the Favorite Prescription of one of the late leading
Physicians of Portland, Maine, Famous
fon* his sum in surgery, and equally so for his success
In Curing Affections of the Throat and
Lungs, and used by him in bis practice for over 8U
years with a success unknown to any other preparation.
Knitiiug

BOTTLE
Remember this and bear in mind It is Not a Quack
Medicine but a reliable family remedy. Ask for

RODERIC’S

COUCH

rtoxjXj

dec!7

4

H. B.

Foot Walnut

top

ARE

THIS HARK

THE'

FINE8T GOODS
EVER MADE,
All Linen, both
Linings and EiterlorS.
being

Ask for them.
_

dly

8th—ENTERTAINMENT —8th.

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

The reasons whv you—a resident of Maineshould insure in this company, in preference to any
other, are obvious.
IT IS A MAINE INSTITUTION. Its business is
conducted and its policies are framed according to
the laws of Maine, to which you have access, and in
respect to which you are generally informed.
THE LAWS OF THE STATE REGARDING INSURANCE ARE, IN A GREAT MANY CASES,
INTRICATE AND UNINTELLIGIBLE, to the average man. If yon insure in some other State company, YOU MAY FIND IT DIFFICULT TO ASCERTAIN YOUR EXACT RIGHTS UNDER YOUR
POLICY. Few lawyers even, understand the general laws, and fewer still the insurance laws of
other States: and you may discover, when you come
to the test, that the actual position and results of
your insurance are quite different from what you
desired or anticipated.
THE INSURANCE LAWS OF MAINE ARE
FEW AND SIMPLE. You can easily obtain precise information respecting their meaning and effect. You maybe certain, therefore, if you insure
In the Union Mutual that you get exactly what
you want; that if any question arises, regarding the
disposition of your policy,or|your rights underi it, it
can be
and speedily determined aecordng to
laws and principles whioh you understand instead
of being governed and controlled by laws and dooisionB of which you have no knowledge.
THE INSURANCE LAWS
OF YOUR OWN
STATE ARE MORE LIBERAL AND EQUITABLE
THAN THOSE OF ANY OTHER STATE.
The
Maine Nonforfeiture Law protects all policies from
forfeiture, after three premiums have been paid, by
reason of failure to pay any subsequent premium.
Such policies are continued in force for their full
amount until the policy-holders has received in
such continued insurance the value c the payment
he has made.
EVERY POLICY ISSUED BY THE UNION
MUTUAL IS SUBJECT TO THIS LAW. Its practical working is shown by this illustration: If a
person, aged 35, pays three premiums on a 25 year
endowment policy, and tails to pay the fourth premium, the policy by virtue of this law and entirely
independent of any action or violation of the company, will continur in force five years and 342 days
longer. The extensions vary with the class of
cy and number of premiums paid, but are fixed by
law for each and every case.
THE MANAGEMENT OF THE UNION MUTUAL IS BY A BOARD OF DIRECTORS .ALMOST
WHOLLY COMPOSED OF WELL-KNOWN AND
PROMINENT CITIZENS OF YOUR OWN STATE.
Their names are a guaranty of an honest, faithful
The value of
and efficient conduct of its affairs.
your insurance depends entiroly upon the certainty that a company will carry out its contracts fairly,
reasonably and promptly; and, in this respect, your
personal knowledge of the character and standing
of the persons who control it is of great importance
and significance.
THE CONDITION OF THE UNION MUTUAL
AS TO ASSETS, LIABILITIES AND FINANCIAL
STANDING IS ANNUALLY INVESTIGATED BY
YOUR OWN COMMISSIONER OF INSURANCE.
The results of his examination are stated in detail
in his annual report, which you can easily consult.
You have, therefore, in this regard, the guaranty of
the endorsement of an official of whose character,
you have personal knowledge.
capaoity and
If, therefore, the Union Mutual possessed no advantages peculiar to itself, as distinguished from
it would be to your advantage to
other
insure in it. It is certainly very much so when you
consider the many inducements it presents in addition to these considerations.

feb3

CO., Furniture Manufacturers.
eodlm
jan21_

MY NEIGHBORS,

X. Y. Z.

—

Fine

AND

|

| $6.00

BANKERS,
218

and Continental
Exchange
bought and sold at most favora-

ble rates.
Traveling and commercial letters of
credit issued, available in all the
principal cities of Europe.
Investment securities bought and sold.

BEST.

Ian31

33

LOUTS,

SINKINSON

Manager for

Maine

eodtf

Counsellors at
CENTENNIAL

quoted.

Fin. Portrait*

eod2w

EVER

KIOWV

1«T

former price 75 cents
“

“

“

ROBERT

former price

cents,
“
“

All the Better

former price

$1,37

$2.50,

Glass Eyes Inserted and Warranted a Perfeot
Match.
«b5
OPT IOAG GOODS REPAIRED. eodlr

French

2.90,

3.37 1-2,

“

“

“

“

Portland, Jan. G, 188S.
HATCHELDER-Dear Sir: I liavo used your
Scotch Liniment for ten years, and for sore throat
its equal cannot be found, and 1 firmly believe it
has kept Diphtheria ont of my family, and will cure
the worst cases if taken in season.
Mrs. John Soule, 71 Wilmot St.
Every family should secure a bottle at onoe.
SALVE for PILES.

BATCHELDER,

8t., Portland, Proprietor and Manufact’r
For Sale in Portland by

Canadian Overshoes
[ an!7d3w

Reduced in the

$3.50 $3.50,
3.75
4.00

•

former price

3.75,
4.50,

$3.00-$3.75,

MT. G. PALMER,
5*1 Cootrew St.

Thursday,

February

H. R. VIRGIN of Portland, Me., and WM.
E. EARLE, Washington, D. C.,
8ucceaaors to Pickett & Earle, haviug anc-

ceeded

all the papera, records and evidence bearing
on
French
Spoliation
collected
Claims,
by JAMES* II. CAl'STEIV, during a period of over fifty years,
while attorney for such claimants, are
uaaociated aa
to

before the Oourl of C'litim„ in the proMecu—
lion of French Spoliation Claim..
Address all correspondence to H. It. Virgin, Union mutual Building, Portland,

FOOL’S REVENGE.
Bertucclo a Jester.THOS. W. KEENE.
Seats on sale at Theatre Box Office, Monday Feb.
2d. Prices, $1.00, 76c, 60c and 36c.
jan30
did

former price

$4.75

and avoid the grand rush attendant upon this great sale. IVe make this sweeping
reduction in order to effect a quick sale and keep business booming. Every lady
intending to purchase a Silk or Velvet within the next six months had better Improve the present opportunity as they cannot be sold at these prices after this sale.
If stormy the sale will be postponed to the next pleasant days.

cents

feb3

STEPHEN BERRY,

Book, Card and Job Printer
No. 37 Plum street

■

■ '***-*

uuuvtciuuvu

m

BVUVUO

IMPORTED

WINES &
off

LIQUORS

Y. M. C. AH ALL.
CONCERT AND

-FOB SAU BY

R.

STANLEY & SON, importers
NO. 410 FORE STREET,
Portland, Me,
Alao, General Managera for Now England,
FOR THE CELEBRATED

Summit

Mineral Spring Water,

One-half the proceeds will be given to the Y. M. C.
for the benefit of their Library. Admission to
all parts of the Hall, 16 cents. Tickets at Stock-

bridge’s.

jan30dlw

The Ladies of the Martha Wash-

ington Society
will hold their Annual Fair and Entertainment, Thursday and Friday afternoons ana evenings, Feb, 5tb and Cthat Reception room, City Hall.
A good assortment of useful and fancy articles

for sale.
Supper served each evening from C to 8 o’clock.
Refreshments solicited.
An attractive entertainment will be
provided for
both evenings.
On Friday from 12 to 2 o’clock lunch will be
served, Snpper and lunch 26 cts. each.
Admission~afternoons free, evenings 16 cts.
j eb2
(ltd

BETWEEN

b

W

OFFICE,

No. 4 TOLMAN PLACE.
Open from Feb. 9lh to ‘43d. dtt
oaf 3

—

GEO. EMERY, Biddeford, < hauipion of
Maine, and A. A. HAMKELL, Portland,
Lancashire rules, best two in three, winner to take
entire gate money, at
Mechanic’s Hall, Monday Evening, Feb. 9.
——7

wbmv*.

bouts.

Wrestling

mission 50 cents.

M WCtWOCU LUO

oiuiouv

to commence at 8

o'clock.

will give their

Animal Promenade
AT

Concert,

—

CITY HALL,
Monday Evening, February 9lh,
Grand Cancers by Fall Military Band
from 8 to 9.
Mnsio for Dancing by fnll orchestra of 15 pieces.
The floor will bo under the management of Mr.
F. R. Farrington. Between the dances promenade
music by tbe military band.
Tickets admitting Gent and Ladies 75c, to be had
at musio store and of members of the band.
dlw

BIJOU SKATING PARLOR,
the Only First-Class Rink In Portland.

ADMISSION 10 CTS.

Afternoon or Evening, Polo Nights, Attraction
Nights and Holidays excepted.
If- B.—The management reserve the right to refuse
admission or skates to parties deemed objectionable.
declSdtf
BERT C. WHITTIER. Manager.

PORTLAND THEATRE.
ONE

NIGHT.—Monday,
The

Feb. 9lh.
distinguished Emotional Actress

E. DEANE, 515, 7th St., N. W.,
d&w3w
Washington, I>. C.

EAST LYNNE.

Supported by

IleA'hert G.

Briggs,

—

OB'

Dramatic

Sale of seats comdtd

grand

Promenade Concert
—

AND

—

COFFEE PARTY

—

under

American & Foreign Patents,

No. 93 Exchange St, Portland, Me.

first-class

a

Company.

Prices 75 and 50, Gallery 35.
mences Saturday, Feb. 7.
feb4

jan22

ATTORNEY AT LAW ANI> SOLICITOR

Cray

the auspices of the conferences of

St. Vincent

E7~AU business relating to Patent* promptly and
faithfully exeouted.
InlSSdtf

—

AT

BY

Paul

HALL,

Wednesday Evening,
MtSIC

He
—

Feb. 11th, 1885.

fi HI

Jl.’IEIt.

Admission—Gentlemen 60 cents, Ladies 26 cents.
Tickets foe salo at McGowan & Young’s Book
tbe members and at tbe door.
Doors open at 7.
feb4dtd

Store, by

dlw

PIANO 1
NOTICE.
Call at tlie Old Stand and
largest stock of

sec

the

Pianos, Organs, Stools and
Covers.
Some rtvre bargains still renmtu.
Tuning and repairing to order.

Samuel Thurston
t
am a

Ad-

febadlw

BUY THE BEST

FROM HARRISON, MAINE.

J ,flt. mmn

READINGS

WOULD YOU

nUkindii in else

ORIGINAL PACKAGES,

Evening.
dtf

»v

X lation to the management of these claims. He
has had many
years experience in Commission
Court business. He refers by permission to Hon.
William P. Frye.

J. M. DYER & CO.,
Congress Street.

—

admits Gentleman with Ladies.

CITY

511

AT

Thursday
60

janl0d2m

French Spoliation Claims.

former price $4.25
“
“
4.75
“
«
5.50

special

feb2

5th,

Tom Taylor’s Great Tragedy,

Pro-

same

VVe win state lor tne nenent ot our customers that tills is not an olu shopworn
stock that has been accumulating for years, but the goods are all fresh and nearly
sale and are IMMENSE BARGAINS. As a special
all new, bought for this
favor we would request all those who can to call as early in the day as possible

IMPORTED

for Men, Women and Misses. 'These Overshoes are
light, warm and comfortable, will notdraw the feet,
a sure prevention of cold feet and chilblains.

RICHARD III.

Miss. Ada

COLORED BROCADE VELVETS.
$1.50,

Spoliation Claims.

KHAIIAITIAS.

STREET,

Mr.

Colley Cibbers’ Version of Shakespeare's Grand
Tragedy,

4

former price $1.37.

Qualities

former price

B.SWIFT

Maine.

BLACK BROCADE VELVETS.

HEAD THE FOLLOWING TESTIMONIAL.

40 Turner

former price $1.50
“
«
1.75

1.50,

portion.

and Sore Throat

Also GOLDEN

$1.35,

a Powerful Dramatic Company under
management of Mr. W. R. Hayden,

specialty,

SOLICITORS

Colored Fancy Striped Dress Satins 50 cents, former price $2,00
Colored Moire Antique Dress Silks, $1.25, former price $3.00.
Colored Plain Satins 50 cents, former price $1,50.
The remainder of our Summer Silks 37 1-2 and 50 cents, former
price 62 1-2 and 75 cents.

THE GREAT REMEDY FOR

Diphtheria

the

teb3_

DRESS SILKS.

$1.00 | $1.13,

a

513 Congress Street.

former price $1.35
“
“
1.50

1.35,

former price $1.00 I
“
“
1.13
“
“
1.35

$1.12,

LINIMENT

Supported by

OPTICIAN,

PORTLMD,

$1.00,

$1.00

I WliUltlill

SCOTCH

tikis, w. Keei,

Portland Me-

Wednesday and Thursday, Feb. 4th & 5th,
cents,

Tragedian,

of the

OPPOSITE FALMOUTH HOTEL

SILKS & BROCADE VELVETS

$1.00

idly

23t-

George JLibby.
dim

Photographer

The Greatest Sale of

85
05

NEW YORK.

Engagement

—

BLACK SILK RIIADAMAS.

18 BEAVER

PORTLANDJTHEATRE.

Two Nights Only. Wednesday and Thursday, February, 4th and 5th.

WRESTLING MATCH

Wholesale and Retail Grocers.

67 ccuts,

UDOLPHO WOLFE'S SON MO.

Seiders.

GEO. C. SHAW &. CO

COLORED ORO OR All

As a general beverage and necessary
corrective of water rendered impure by
vegetable decomposition or other canses,
as Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &c, the
Aromatic Schnapps is superior to every
other alcoholic preparation.
A public
trial of over 30 rears duration in every
section of our country of Udolpho Wolfe’s
endorsement by
Schnapps, its unsolicited
the meaieal faculty and a sale unequaled
other
alcoholic
distillation
have
by any
insured for it the reputation of salubrity
claimed for It. For sale by all Druggists
and Grocers,

BLOCK,

jan7

50
75

SSolx na pps.

Law,

ElxcSaango

Geo. HI.

H p. m
feb4d2t

ut

A.,

SEIDERS & LIBBY,

©3

Feb. 5th,

Admission 10c. Reserved seats 16c.

HAINES FAMILY,
Thursday Evening, February 5th.

THE

it as it suits everybody.
As the prices quoted are very low aud as there is a prospect or a still further
advance, we would urge customers to provide for their future wants at the
present figures.
We will deliver Flour at any station within 50 miles of Portland at prices

BLACK OR© ORA 11 DRESS SILKS

SCHIEDAM AROMATIC

Commencing Thursday,

GILBERT’S,

bill to refer the claims for French Spoliations, to the court of claims for adjustment,
having become a law, I am now prepared to prose*
cate the same. I have full lists of all claims which
have been filed for loss of vessels, cargoes, &c. Fees
to be contingent.
Z. K. HARMON,
Centennial Block.
lGth.
Portland, Me., Jan’y
jan!7dtf

always buy

at

CONGRESS HALL,

—

SPOLIATION CLAIMS.

CBMMENCIHG AT 8 O'CLOCK.

WOLFE’S

give,

HCNINESf) CAKDN.

Wo wish to call special attention to this popular brand as we believe it to be the finest St. Louis Flour in this country. It is adapted
alike for bread or pastry. Use one barrel of this Flour and you will

CADWELL,

Waltzing and The “German,”

186 Middle St., Portland, Me.
janlOeodtf

Agencies,

PORTLAND, ME.

BONDS!

Swan St Rarraft

SHAW'S OWN FLOUR, $6 PER BBL.

COYLE, JR.,
Chairman Committee.

J. B.

Prof. failwell who gave «o many charming
as well as Wonderfnl Entertainments here some
years ago has been engaged to give a series of his
Mesmeric Exhibitiocs, such as no other man can

ARETAS SHURTLEFF,

STOCKS AND

freo.

Wednesday Evening, February 4th,

Bath.6a & 4b
Maine Central. .7a & Gb
P. & O. R. R.6b

FOR SALE BY

585 & 587 CONGRESS ST.

—

Mechanics’ Hall,

The Wonderful Mesmerist.

NO. 194 iniDOLE STREET, Portland.
January 1.1884.
janldtf

CHOICE ST. LOUIS,
£5 50 and $5.25.

per barrel.

—

LeLacheur,

IN THE

PROFESSOR

OUDaT

Maine Central R. K. Stock.
Portland City G per cent Bonds.
Ohio County and City Bonds.
No. Pacilic R. R. Gs.

companies,

W.

feb2(13t

oodtf

Rockland.6 8 & 4s.
No. Pacific Gold.Os
Anson.
4b

$5^75.

very

Street.

Sterling

—

ST.

middle

First National Bank Stock.
Merchants National Bank Stock.
Traders National Bank Stock.
Casco National Bank Stock.
Cumberland National Bank Stock.

jaD31

LECTURE BY

ENGAGEMENT OF

J. B. Brown & Sons,

$6.50 per barrel.
EXTRA

York,

in first-class investment securities.

Old ground and very white

per bbl.

Haxall Flour,
white.

D.

Admittance

New

Dealers

Superlative

IPILLSBURY’S

the very finest Flour
made.

fGlRMANPAfENTT
|
A

—

Rev.

Members New York Stock Exchange.

—FtOUR—
VYashuurn’s

71 Broadway,

No.

and

83 to 91 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

fidelity

JAMES

F. C. HOLLINS

YZNAGA,

Buy and sell on commission all classes of Stocks
Bonds, for cash or on margin.
Agents for Banks, Bankers and Railroad ComnolOeodSm
panies_

KEELER &

Absolutely

d2t

WEDNESDAY EV’NG, FEB. 4,8.45 O’CLOCK

easily

poli-

F. A.

4th.

LI ST EM ANN CONCERT CO.
Bernhard Listemann, 1st Violin, Edward M. Heindl.
Flute, Viola and Zither, Fritz Listemann, ad Violin,
Henryl Heindl, Prime Viola, Henry A. Greene,
Double Bass, Alex. Heindl, Violoncello ami Saxophone, Miss Gertrude Edwards, Contralto.
Reserved seats 75 cents.
Admission 60 cents.
Now on sale at Stoekbridge’s Music Store.

Library Room,

Daring the past few weeks tlie price of Flour has advanced from 75 cents to
per abl. Foreseeing a rise in the market we purchased several thousand
£1
barreln when it was at the lowest point, thus enabling us to sell at nearly our old
scale of prices.

mm MUTUAL

HOLLINS,

Feb.

Grand Concert by the

eodtf

REDUCED IN PRICE TO $45 00.

WFM&wlynrm

—

dtmarlSnrm

ST0CK6RIDGE COURSE.

M. C. M. A..

BY

dejSKS

DELIVERED FREE of Freight in any City or Tom IN NEW ENGLAND.
The curtain of this desk is lined with spring sheet brass instead of canvas, which is more ..urable than
any other lining used. It is more flexible and elastio, and cannot he cat open, and is absolutely DOT
AND VEBBIN PRO# E. The writing table is constructed of three or more pieces of wood glued together with the grains crossing at right angles, thus avoiding all danger of warping, splitting or cheeking
and will withstand any change of temperature or climate.
The desk is fully equal to any sixty dollar one
in the market to-day, and wo offer them at above prioe, with the Free Delivery, for the
purpose of extending our acquaintance ontside of Boston, into every city and town in New England,and as an advertisement of our goods and prices.

BALSAM,

T. J. STEVENS, Cor. North and Congress Sts.
U. H. HAY, Junction Free and Middle Sts.
d3m
anl
BEARING

SKATE CHECKS, IO CENTS.
The management reserve the right to refuse all objectionable parties.
dec31dtf
C. H. KNOWLTON, Manager.

—

For the First Time

and TAKE NO OTHER. For rapidity in relieving and certainty iu curing It Is incomparably
Superior to any other remedy.
Sold by all Healers. Price, 35 Cents*
OouaM. Brown *fc Co*. Portland. Maine*

M. W.

COLLARS!

SALE

jan26

KEELER’S

13 CENTS.
IO CENTS.

A nUIOCIilM

AUmloolUrl

S.

H. M. PAYSON & CO.

“Hollow-eyed!”
“Withered and aged!”
Before her time, from
“Malarial vapors, though she made no
particular complaint, not being of the grumpy kind, yet causing me great uneasiness.
A short time ago I purchased your remedy for one of the children, who had a very
severe attack of biliousness, and It occurred
to me that the remedy might help my wife,
as 1 found that our little giri, upon recovery
had
“Lost!”
“Her sallowness, and looked as fresh as a
new blown daisy. Well the story is soon told.
My wife, today, has gained her old-timed
beauty with compound interest, and is now
as handsome a matron (if I do say it myself)
as can he found in this county, which is
noted for pretty women. And I have only
Hop Bitters to thank for it.
“The dear creature just looked over my
shoulder, and says ‘I can flatter equal to the
days of our courtship,’ and that reminds me
there might be more pretty wives if my
brother farmers would do as I have done.
Hoping you may long be spared to do

EVERY

city'hall,

Interest and Sinking Fund to retire Principal;
Guaranteed by the City.

Bpr5

EVENING.

Wednesday Evening,
City Water Works, oi Sioux City,
la., Six Per Cent Bonds,

STAPLES,

Si.

Block, Middle

oodtt

YARD,

Middle St., Jane. Free and Cross, Portland, Me.

jan30

Choice Securities, suitable Cor Savings Banks and Trust Funds,
constantly on hand.

JOHN E. He WITT, President.

Fair Count of

railway corporations who rule this land with
a rail of iron and hare, of recent years, become coldly reserved and icily exclusive on
the vital question of free passes.
Not long erst when the bloom was on the
golden rod and September notes were beginning to fall due, I journeyed toward the
land of the South, and the Prince likewise
was with me.
Now the days of the years of
the Prince’s pilgrimage had been few and
jolly, and have not yet attained unto the
days of the years of his father’s pilgrimage,
hut they will if he lives and keeps on growing. He was born a few months longer
than seven years ago, which was such a famous year for colts.
But his complexion is
fair and his stature limited and his figure
slight, insomuch that he appeareth to be of
6 years or under. Now when I got me upon the train I bought no half ticket.
As we journeyed to the southland the conductor approached a woman sitting in the
seat in front of me. She had two little girls
in front of her. Their ages were apparently
8 or 10 years. The younger was reading a
book. They were large girls. Not tall for
their ages, but pretty massive for the free
ride age. It was evident that they were
half-fare candidates on a fair count. In answer to the conductor’s question, the mothsaid that her
er, presenting her own ticket,
girls were each under six years young. The
they were very
man with the punch said
large for their age, and the woman said that
size had nothing to do with it; if they were
tall as giants and were under six yeais they
were entitled to ride free, and she hoped she
knew the ages of her own children. And
the peculiar red signal emphasis she placed
on her double hopes made the conductor
shiver. He waved his punch with an apologetic gesture, and to his great pleasure,
seeking some relief from his embarrassment,

FOR 6 CENTS

Cor. Middle and Exchange St.
jan23

TAMPA, FLORIDA.

$6.50

One Needed Reform.

(R. J. Burdette in Burlington Hawkeye.)
I wish to suggest a reform to the mighty

Wide, Slightly Damaged,

SELLING

PORTLAND, MAINE.

INFALLIBLE BLOOD PURIFIERS AND
SKIN BEAUTIFIERS.

OPEN

RINK

SKATING

Slorer Bros.’

P.

LOCKWOOD BLEACHED COTTON

gentlemanly consideration left

over forty pounds should pay half fare.
In
every car a Fairbanks scale, in every punch
a tapemeasure.
“How tall is your little girt
madam?” “Just two feet and eleven and
three-quarter inches, sir.” “Stand up little
dear.” Out comes the
tapemeasure, and
the little dear, stooping as her mother bids
her in vigorous, matronly pantomime, stands
up four leet four inches of tape line. “What
does the little boy weigh?” “Thirty-nine
pounds ten and five-eighths ounces.” “Hop
uu luese
scales, my son. Ah, that’s just it;
seventy-three pounds nine ounees. Seven
dollars and a half, madam.”
I trust railroads can see the wisdom of
these suggestions.

PORTLAND

BENTS,
LADIES,

BANKERS,

embarrassing position into
forcing both of us, and w<th

me.
Now you see the trouble is all here. Iu
adopting a rule for dead-head and half fare
children the railway companies have acted
foolishly and adopted a most absurd standard. That of age. What does a young unmarried conductor know about the ages of
children? Wbat conductor, old or
voung,
can dispute the statement of a mother?
What has age to do with it, anyhow? Is
that s'andard adopted with any class of passengers save human beings? Does it cost
any more to transport a 10 year-old horse
than a 5-year-old colt?
Tho standard should be either size or
weight; then the conductor’s task would be
an easy one.
Make the rule that all children over three feet in height or weighing

ENTERTAINMENTS.

up.

>

Bir

FINANCIAL.

Woodbury & Moulton

new.

girls.”

good,

Suggestion

I

TAMPA, FLORIDA,

once

the new President
excuse for not
THEY COULD

~~

niNVELIAIVEOEg.

PALMETTO HOTEL,

pay or walk accent.

AND CONVENIENT.
(St. Louis Globe-Demoorat.)

blonde,

bUID

Ah! now he could quarrel with
could fire me off if I refused to
half
fare
for my boy.
pay
“How old is this child?” he demanded in
saw me.
a man.
He

TIMELY

Annie M. Woodman, of Cambridge, gives
in her will $20,000 to the Chandler Scientific
Department of Dartmouth College.
Dr. Mary Walker has written a play which
she intimates will make the works of Shakespeare simply weary.
Minister and Mrs. Morton’s house is pronounced the one place in Paris where artisGov. Cleveland is reported very much distic, literary and political celebrities of the
pleased with the financial situation and out .day can meet on neutral gromud.
of all manner of patience with the silver
Ex-Senator Windom of Minnesota,, has
lunatics and inflationists.
He ought not been elected a director of the American Exto confine his impatience to these men.
change in Europe, of which Senator HawThey would have been entirely harmless,
ley, of Connecticut, is president.
but for the action of Speaker Carlisle in
William Cullen Brycnt has been dead for
packing the committee on coinage and on several years, but letters directed to him are
received almost every day at the office of the
the banking and currency with them. A maTilumiincr Pnof
jority of the House is in favor of the repeal
Mies Kate Field goes to Washington this
of the present silver coinage law, but Bland
week as the guest of Secretary and Mrs. Mcand his “silver lunatics” have the power to
Cullough. She was the guest of the Ninestifle any bill with this end in view in comteenth Century Club in New York yestermittee.
Cleveland, when he becomes Presi- day.
Mrs. Laura Do Force Gordon of Califordent, can accomplish the most in the direction of improving the financial situation by nia has been admitted to the bar of the
using his influence to induce Carlisle, if he United States Supreme court. Mrs. Gorbecomes Speaker again, not to pack these don iB the second woman allowed to practice
before this court, the first being Mrs. Belva
commutes with financial cranks.
Leckwood.
The late Secretary Folger’s estate will not
Englishmen present a marked contrast to
Americans in moments of excitement. To realize above $200,000. His son, recently
be sure there has lately been occasion for deceased, was the principal executor, and
the public pulse in England to beat with nothing can now bo done until Sarah W.
Folger, the other person named to carry out
more than the normal rapidity, but it is on
the will, becomes of age.
such
occasions that men should not
just
A relative of Mr. W. D. Howells is the
lose their heads and with wild gesticulawidow of George H. M. Johnson, the emitions say and do things that in calmer
nent Iroquois chief, whose career is so neatmoments they would not think of.
Their
ly sketched in “The Magazine of American
confusion lasts not for a moment but it is
History.” This lady was, before her marcontinued and offers the greatest possible
riage to “Onwanosyshon,” Miss Emily Su.
hindrance to prompt action of policemen sanna Howells.
The visit of Prince Napoleon and his son
and other officials. The only illustration
to Rome calls attention to the fact that that
of this loss of self control was not at the
time of the London explosions, but we see city is now the headquarters of the Bonaparte family. Living there are Cardinal
it on many occasions of far less importance.
Napoleon, Prince Charles Bonaparte and the
The composure of Americans at the time
of national crises has often beeu the theme cardinal’s four sisters. King Humbert has
set his heart on effecting a reconciliation
of English journalists. They recognize it as between Plon-Plon and his wife.
an American characteristic, the true worth
Mrs. Frances Hodgson Burnett is desof which Englishmen have never known.
cribed as a “very handsome
so simThe Liberal Democrats of Maine, socalled, had their innings in the Boston Post
on Monday and the “Old Democrats” were
soundly spanked. Yesterday the latter took
a turn at the spanking business.
A communication from Portland, emanating from one

~

he

Free St. Block, PORTLAND.

sold out my stock and busiues* to Messrs.
I HAVE
Megqnier & Jones, who will continue the busi-

ness af formerly carried
and against me will bo

business.

on

by

me.

All accounts for

settled at my old place of
C. A. DONNELL.

Wo shall continue the business heretofore carried
on by C. A. Donnell.
feb2dlw*
MEGQUIER & JONES.

OYSTERS^

■

OYSTERS~!

H. FREEMAN & CO ,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer,
BEHOVES TO

401 & 403 CONGRESS ST.,
near City Building, Rooms
formerly occupied by
Parker, as a Restaurant.
jan31
dlw

ed times without number

ly

uso

of Downs’ Elixir.

by the timeIt will

euro

Croup, Bronchitis, Asthma,
Pleurisy,
Whooping-Cough,
Lung Fever, and all diseases of tbe
Throat, Chest and Lungs, when

r“ »»i« ty wit dnim.
other remedies fail.
H2S27, J03H30N i 30S3, Prep’s, Burllsgtra, Vt.

^

(*80^<J

MW Fi weovly
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Stock market.
The following quotations (of Blocks
bv
•daily
telegraph:

receive!

are

BOSTON STOCKS.

A..T.I 3. F...
Boston & Maine.
.168
Flint & Pere Marquette preferred..
84
76

Wit and Wisdom.

do

Widows have been compared to green wood,
which, while it is bnrning on one side, is weeping on the other.
Used Medically.”
This is one of the latest ideas in medicine.
Bnt whatever you do with your sawdust, don’t
take it internally. Bathe your head with it,
scratch your back with it, or make a sticking'‘Sawdust

plaster of it—only don’t swallow it. The great
medicine for debility, weakness, dyspepsia,
rheumatism and liver troubles is Brown’s Iron
Bitters. Mr. John Jenkins, of 138 Jefferson

St., Baltimore, says, “Malaria left

Brown’s Iron Bitters gave me health

weak.
and

very

me

strength.’’

In Biblical days the foolish virgins neglected
to put oil in their lamps. In our times the
foolish virgins put oil on the fire.
B. H. Douglass &

CapBicnm Cough

Sons’

manufactured by themselves and
are the result of over forty years’ experience in
compounding cough mixtures.
Drops

are

According to the doctrine of the survival of
the fittest, the laBt man will undoubtedly be a
tailor.
Caution to Dairymen.
ABk for Wells, Eichardson & Co.’s Improved
Butter Color, and take no other. Beware of
all imitations, and of all other oil colors, for
every other oue is liable to become rancid and
spoil the butter into which it is put. If yon
cannot get it, write to ns at Burlington, Vt.. to
know where and how to get it without extra
expense. Thousands of tests have been made,
and they always prove it the best.
"Miss Florence, do you love beasts?” “Am
I to consider that as a proposal, air?” was the
lady's quick retort.

Regulars!
One of the strongest proofs of the value of
Kidney-Wort as o remedy for all diseases of
the Kidneys, Liver and Bowels, is the fact

prescribed by “regular”
physicians. Philip C. Ballou, M. D., of Monkton, Vt., says: “Take it all in all, it is the
most successful remedy I have ever used.”
and

that it is used

“Jenny, what makes you suoh a very bad
girl?” “Well, mamma, God sent you just the
best children he could find and if they don't
suit you I can’t help it.”

5^T*Do It Yourself. With Diamond DyeB
as good
results as
any
lady can get
the best practical dyer. Every dye warranted
true to name and Eample. 10 c. at druggists.
Wells, Richardsou & Co., Burlington, Vt.
Professor Proctor feels bad becanso when he
“lines, bands and stria in the violet part
of spectra,” the printers made him say, “links,
bonds and stripes for the violent kinds of specters.”
wrote

Bcott's Emulsion of Pure Cod Liver Oil
Htpophosphites. Its use in lung troubles. Dr. Hiram Cadoretto, of Jacksonville, Fla., says: "I have prescribed your
Emulsion to a number of patients with luDg

with

troubles, and they have been greatly benefited
by it.”
“He laughs best who laughs last.” Therefore the man who catches on to a joke aftor
everybody else has got through laughing over
it is the best man.
It is Dangerous to tamper with irritating
liquids and exciting snuffs. Use Ely's Cream
Balm, which is safe and pleasant and is easily
applied with the finger. It cures the worst
cases of Catarrh, Cold in the Head, aud Hay
Fever, giving relief from the first application.
All druggists have it. Price 50 cents. By

Ely Bros., Owego,

mail 60 cents.

N. Y.
Chronic Catarrh. The result of 25 years’
Catarrh:—the bridge or division of my nose
was about half gone. I obtained a bottle of
Ely’s Cream Balm; have used four bottles,

applying it to the affected parts with a swab,
which has about cured up the nostrils. I had
previously tried all other remedies on the market without permanent relief.—J. A. Word,
VU AN.

-Ul^Ll QtlCOb, UU1UUU<UH|

UU1U.

I find Ely’s Cream Balm good for Cusarrh
of long standing.—M. N, Lasley, 1934 WeBt
Chestnut Street, Louisville, Ky.
"How much did jou say this was" "Oh! a
dollar and a half.” “That's a big price, isn’t
if?” “No, I assure you. The drugs are vary
costly.” “But I am a druggist myself.” "Ohl
you are? Well—of—course—fifteeu cents.”
Ten years before any of the baking powders
of the present day wore thought of, the Congress Yeast Powder had a large sale throughout New

England.

FhWiGlALANB GOftMEHCiAL
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iPortlftnd

illari-*!.

PORTLAND, Feb. 3.
Flour quiet and still in buyers favor. Pork and
Lard are steady; demand light. Sugar is easy and
lower prices are looked for. Kaisine quiet and lower.
Poultry firm with higher figures cn Turkeys.
The following are to-day’s c osir.g quotations of
Flour, Grain, Provisions, &c.:
CjrE&lfi.
flCOl',
High Mxd Corn 66@57
Bapereue and
low grades. .3 00®3 26
No2 do, ear lot*. 64#55
X Spring and
68.0.69
XX Sprint .4 76®5 00 Corn, bag loss,
Oats, car loir.
40341
Patent Spring
Wheats.6 0Q®6 37 Oats, hag lot?.... 41@42
.60®57
Meal
Michigan Winter ftraightfl4 76@5 00 Cottonseed,car lets 28-JU
Do roller....6 25®6 GO t'ot tonSeed,t>ag lcte80 00
fcackedBran car iot.
St. Louis Win18 6CK.il 9 60
tor straight. 6 00®5 26
do baglotslO 00320 00
Dc roller.. .5 25®5 60j
I Hide,car lots.$20#23 00
Winter Wheat
do bag lots 21@$24 00
atente.6 76£6 25
Prod»C«.
PrUTtstMtt
|
1 Per*
Cranberries
17
.16 60® 17 00
Coil6
00®
Backs.
001
Cape
Maine.. 12 00®13 00 j Clear.... 16 60€ 16 00
1
85' Meae.23 60# 14 00
Pea Beans
Mediums....1 66® 1 76 Mess Beef..! 1 50#ii 00
Gorman modi 40® 1 60 i Sx Mes«,.il 60^12 CO
Velio fi x£ye*2 00®2 16 i Plate.12 50® 13 00
26
Ex Plate.! 4 00# 14 60
Onion* V'obi. 4
Irish Potatoes 66®60c 'fains
3.UMi&lle
iO#23j Hame.oover&d 13 ©14«
Eggs #do*
2 Ojjgiil \ LardTurkeys
Geese,
16@17 j Tub, ^ ib
7%£ 8
Tierces..
Chickens,
7%"ft 8
—

—

NSW

—

...

16®17J

Fowl.14®16c

Tail..

9S utter.

8^®9

Areciti.

Creamery.28®30 Ked Top.2 C0®2 26
GtltEdgeJVer.,..26®28ojTimothy. 3 66@1 76
Choice.

.20@22c Glover.

9% ®10Vfc

KiOmrn.
Good............15@16el
Store.10^12©, Muscatel.2 76®3
C^heeee.
Vermont... 3 0V&@14
N V Factfy.. 10Vi® 14
*ugar.
Granulated & ib ....6%
ICviv* n

Flab.
God. per qw„

h’ge Shore...3

26

j London Ley r.2 76® 3 16
Ondura.
10#3 2 Vs
j Valencia.6Vfc©10
i»rrj;-tfees.

Valencia
•<

Ww luma

6 00®6 50
mi*.

Florida..3 603,4 CO

j Meuina---2 60(33
Palermo.2 60@3

00
00

2633 60
Eouona.
L'geB&nknow2 6033 00
®ui»u.2 2032 75 I
KS.3 6034 CO
4
00
6035
Palermo
3 00&3 60
English Cod,
PoIIock.1 7633 (X)
Apptf-r*
1 76322 6 .Green, $> bbl 1 76@2 00
Haddock...
1 76@2 26 j Evaporated & fb
Ha e
8@11
I Dried * pploa.... 4 “36
Herring,
«
14318 Sliced
Seal
^box
4%@6
No. 1.• 12&16
Oil.
...

...

Kerosene.
Mackerel, <tj¥bbi.
g
Bay No. 1.18 00@20 00 Port. RefJP’tr
“26%
Bay Vo. 2.10 00@J1 60 Water White
8%
1.18 00321 00 DevoeBrilPt.
Shore
@12%
No. 2
lOOOgll 60 Pratt’ Astral.
@13
Large 3.... 8 003 9 60 Ligonia.
9%
3 003 4 00 Silver WhPe On
Medium
8%
2 5U@3 60 Centenial....
Small
9%
FREIGHTS.
Bark Martha P. Tucker, Pisagua to Hampton
Roads, nitrate 21s 3d; option direct port 3d off.
Schr Canton, Cardenas to north of Hatteras, niG....

...

..

.....

lasses

bhd.
$2
Schr Maggie G. Hart, Friendship to Pensacola,
ice $1.60
ton.
Schr Norman, Portland to Matanzas or Cardenas,
shooks and heads 20c.
Schr Perseverance, Portland to New York,lumber

private

terms.

Schr Uranus, Portland to New York, heading 3c.
Schr Mary Eliza, Portland to Westport, Mass.,
lumber at private terms.
Schr B. C. Cromwell, New York to Cardenas in
ballast,and return to New York with sugar at $3.50
hhd, bag sugar $3.00 ton and molasses $2 t>
bhd.
Bark R. A. Allen, Portland to Matanzas, empty
hbds private terms.
Foreign Import*.
HAMBURG. Ger Steamship Voisetzen—83 casks
wine 163 cs window glass to order.
Forei&u Export*.
LIVERPOOL. Steamship Prussian—27,793 bush
260u bags flour 80,346 tbs
wheat
peas 20,010 do
meats 6600 do lard 460,000 do oatmeal 10,000 do

butter 4600 do cheese 270 head cattle.
ROSARIO. Bark Carrie E Long—394,403 feet
lumber.
SAGCA. Brig Flora Goodale—4972 shooks 5859
prs heads.
__

Railroad Receipts

Pobtlakd, Feb. 3
Received by Maine Central Railroad, for Portland
9 oars mlsoollaneous merchandise: for connecting
roads, 46 oars miscellaneous merchandise.
Tallow.
Portland quotations

Hides and
The following are
and Tallow:

on

Ox and Steer Hides 90 lbs weight and over7
Ox and Steer Hide, under 90 lbs.6
Cow Hides, all weight*. 6
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights. 4
10
OalfSkins.

Bides
c{Hb
c# 5b
cV*

lb
tb
lb

Sheep Skins. 75o'«j each
60e each
Iamb Skins.
Ught and Deacon Skins.26 to 36c eaeh
Rendered Tallow.
(top It

yoke stocks.
96 Vi

3HVt
26B/i
16

Dry Uoods Wholesale market
The following quotations are wholesale prices o;
Woolens and Fancy Goods, corrected daily by Deer
ing, Mllliken & Co., 158 Middle street:
UNBUtACKEO COTTONS.

Fine7-4.... 13V4®18
Heavy86in. 7; @ 8
Med. 36 in. 6V4® 7Vi Fine 8-4.18®21
Fine 9-4.22@27ya
Eight 36 in. 6Vi® 6
Fine

40

in. 7

® 8V4 Fine 10-4....26

BLEACHED

Beet 4-4.... 10V4@12
Med. 4-4.... 7ya@10
Eight 4-4... 6 @7

COTTONS.

Fine 6-4.16
Fine 7-4.18

Beet.14
Medium... 10Vi®13y3 Satteens. ®
Cambrics...
Eight. 7 ® 9
6® 6Vi
....

Denims,b88til3Vi@16Vi Silesias.10Vi@18
Duoks. 9 @13Vi Cotton Flan: ls.Browu
Fancy HVi®14
7@14V4
Bleachsd, 8®l6Vi
.8®9®10 ®10 Vi @ 11 Vi ®t 2 Vi
Mew York Slock and money market.
(By Telegraph.)
New Yobk, Feb. 3.—Money at Vi@iy3 per cent;
prime mercantile at paper 4®5. Foreign Exchange
lower,4 83Vi for long and 4 86Vi for short. Governments steady. State bonds fairly active. Kailroad
bonds firm. The Stock market was active and buoyant this afternoon. Dealings were attended with
confidence and the highest prioes for a long time
post were current about 2 o’clock. Later there was
a reaction of Vs (2aA ,but in final sales shares were at
top of the day. The market closed strong.
The transactions at tne Stock Exchange aggregat

ed 202 396 shares.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations o
Government Securities:
United States bonds, Ss ......101V4
do
do
do
4Vis, reg.Ill Vi
do
do
do
4Vis,eoup......112y3
do
do
do
4s, reg,..,.121%
do
do
do
4s, coup...121%
Paoifie 6s. *86.....
lea
The following are the closing quotations stocks:
Choago ftjAltcn.**..131

Chicago * Alton prof.160

Chicago, Burr* Quincy....119%

Brio.
Erie pref.
Illinois Central...
Lakel Shore.
Michigan Central...

12
20
.,124

.,

62%
66%
34%
90%
Northwestern pref. .126
New York Central..
88Vs
Bock Island.
109
St. Paui. ...;. 73%
8t. Pauipref..
......104
Union Pacilio Stock..49%

from

Western Union Tel.60%
Adams Ex. Co.133
American Ex. Go.
90
Alton & Terre Haute. 19
do preferred. 70
Boston Air Line. 90
Bur. * Cedar Eapids. 66
Ganaaa Southern. 29%
...

Central Paoittc...
28%
Del.* Hudson Canal Go. 71%
Del. & Lackawanna. 92%
Denver * R. G.
8%
E. Tenn., Vir. & Ga.
3
E. Tenn., Va., & [Ga.', pref.
6s/8
Kansas * Texas. 16%
Houston * Texas.
38
Hannibal & St. Je.
38 %
do preferred.
88%
Hartford & Erie 7s... 11%
Lake Erie & West. 12%
Louis & Nash.
24Vs
Missouri Pacilio. 96 Vs
Morns* Essex.116
Mobile & Ohio.
7
Metropolitan Elevated. 96
Manhattan Elevated. 71
New York Elevated..
120
Northern Paoiiio common..
16%
Oregon Nav.
64%
Pittsburg &Ft Wayne.123
_

Pittsburg.134

PacihctS Mail.

64%

Pallman.Car. 110%

Richmond & Danville. 45
Reading..
16%
St Paul & Omaha. 26%
do preferred. | 88%
Union Pacilio 6s.111%
do L. G. 7s.108
do Bink fund 8s.117%

California Mining 4Mcks
(By Telegraph.)
Saw Feakcisco, Feb. 3.—The following are the
official
closing
quotations of mining stocks to-day:
Bodie. 1%
Con. Pacilio. .. 1
Best S Boloher.. 1%
Crown Point...
Eureka. 2?4
Gould & Curry. 1%
Hale * Noreross.
3%
Mexican....
—

......

—

..

Savage..

i

Navajo.
1%
Union Con.
Chollar... 2-%
Yellow Jacket
1%
—

BMcn Marliei.
Bostos, Feb. 3.—The following ware to-day’*
quotations
Butter, Cheese, Eggs, *c:
Pork—Long outs, 16 00@15 60; short cuts 16 60
00;
backs
$16 00@16 60; light basks 16 60@
@16
$16 00; lean ends 16 00@$15 60; prime mess 14 60
extra
60;
@$16
prime 12 60@$13; mess, 13 50®
14 00: pork tongues $16
60.
Lard at
^ lb for tierces; 8%®8%c for
10-lb pails;
8%@8%o for 6-lb pails; 8%@9c
for 3-lb pails.

00@lg
nt

Q1/. on. TV 4%.

-V_1..

95}9%c; fancy 10c; light steers 7M»@8*4o; choice
heavy hinds at 11 Va@ 12V2c:fancy 12y2@l3c; good
do at loya@!llo; light at 9Mj@10:Vfec; good heavy
fores 6J4@63/ic; sec quality 6(56c; rattles at &Ya @
6y2c; ribs at 6@8c; rumps 12@14y2c; rounds '1Y2
(S9c; rump loins 12@164&c: loins at I6(S>18c; light
12@15c.
oeans—choice large hand; picked pea at 1 60@
1 66 ^ bush; choice New York small hand-picked
at. do 1 G6@l 70; small hand-picked pea. Vermont,
at 1 75(gl 80; common to good at $1 40@1 60;
choice screened do
@1 40; hand-picked med
1 60(gjl B6, and choice screened do 1 35@1 40;common do 1 25@1 30; choice improved yellow-eyes at
2 20(52 26; old-fashioned yeilow-eyes
52 15;
red kidneys 2 30@2 40.
Apples—We quote good Greenings 1 76@
;Pip*
pins and Sweet Appies at 1 60@2 00; common do
(Si 26; Baldwins 2 00:52 26 & bbl. Evaporated Apples at 6(58c ^ ib.
Hay—Choice prime nay quoted 18@$18 60<p ton;
medium to good hay $16 00@$17 00;choice Eastern
tine $16 00@$17 00; poor at $13@$16; Eastern
swale 10@$11. Rye straw, choioe. $19@$19 60;
oat straw

$9@$11

ton.

isutter—Wo quote Northern creamery at 28&29c;
Now York and Vermont dairy at 24526c;
Franklin County at—@26c; fair to good 22(524c;
long dairies at 16@20c, fancy higher; extra Western fresh-made creamery at 32@31c; June creameries at 24@26c: Western dairy at I7@18c; ladle

packed at 18@20o; do fair toCgood 12@16c; imitation creamery, choice, at 22@24c.
Jobbing prices
range higher than these quotations.
Cheese—-Choice Northern at 1234@12y»c, fancy
13c; lower grades according to quality;West HYu@
12c.
Eggs—All strictly fresh stock 25@26e, held stock

16&20c;limed 16y2@17y2.

Potatoes—Northern and Eastern 53565c; Houlton —(568c
hush at the roads; prolifles
(566c;
—

Eastern

ao

63@55c.

Oiticage Live Stock market.

(By Telegraph.)
Chicago, Feb. 3.—Cattle—Receipts 6600 head;
shipments 3400 head; best strong: common brisk;

steers 4

00@6 00;

and mixed common at 2 26
@3 00; medium 3 00@3 26; good 3 50@4 26: Stockers 3 60(54 00; feeders 4 0054 60; corn fed Texans
at 3 90@4 90.
Hogs—Receipts 27,000 head; shipments 6000 lid;
best steady; rough and inferior 6c lower; rough
packing at 4 26(54 66; packing and shipping 4 605
4 86; light 4 30@4 60; skips 3 05@4 30.
cows

Sheep—receipts 4500 head; shipments 00; weak;
common at 2 20(52 75; medium 3 00@3 30: goodjat
3 35(5)4 00; choice lambs and sheep at 4 00@4 DO.
Watertown Cattle market.

(By Telegraph.)
Watertown, Feb. 3.—Cafctle market generally

unchanged.

Market Beef—Extra at 8 00@9 00; first quality
at 7 00@7 50; second quality 6 00@6 60; third
quality at 4 00@4 60.
Receipts of cattle 990 head.
Store Cattle—Work Oxen
pair at $100@$225;
Grlileh Gows and Calves $2G@$48; Farrow Cows at
$16@$31; fancy $60@$80; Yearlings at S10@$20;
two years old $14@$30; three years at $24@$42.
Swine—Receipts 10,228 head; Western fat Swine
live, 4%@614c; Northern dressed
Sheep and Lambs—sales Sheep in lots at 2 50(5
4 50 each; extra at 2 50(55 76; Receipts 2186.

Veal Calves 2% @7 Ya.

Domestic market*.

(By Telegraph.)
York, Feb. 3.—Flour market—receipts
16,331 bbls; exports 2676 bbls; still in buyers favor with fur slight concessions quite general, export and local trade demand iiglitjsales J.3,200 bbls.
Flour, No 2 at 2 25@2 75; feup. Western and State
at^ 2 50(53 00; common to good extra Western and
State 3 00@3 40; good to choice do at 3 60@5 60;

Freights to Liverpool firm; Wheat

5d.

Chicago,

steam

and unchanged; choice to fancy White
Winter
4 25@4 76;
at
Wheat
Winter
Michigan
Wheat at 8 60@4 25; low grades Winter at 2 26@
3 00; fancy Western Spring extra at 3 26.53 76;
good to choice Spring extras at 3 0U@8 50; *JVlinn.
bakers at 3 26@3 76; common to good Minn. 3 00
@3 40: low to choice Spring Superfine 2 00@2 75;
good to fancy Minn, patent at 4 60@6 25.
Rye
flour at 3 0053 26, Wheat higher;February at 76y2
@77y8c;No 2 Spring 76»A@77Vsc; No 3at 06%@
@68c; No 2 Red at 78@78yac. Corn is quiet 36c.
Oats weaker; No 2 White at 30@31c; No 2 at 29@
2914c. Rye tame: No 2 at 6iyj@63VaC. Barley is
nominal; No 2 at 66@6Gc. Fork higher at 12 30@
12 45. Lard higher at 6 90@6 95. Boxed Meats

Billiard Hall, Ej
29 1

Franklir
between 63 Commercial street and Grand Trun c
Depot, an unsealed letter addressed to H. C. Boyi
ton & Co., 60 Cornhill, Boston,
Mass., and contaii
ing papers belonging to said firm; finder will pleas
return same to J. G. GALLANT, 78 Middle street
•
on

Portland, Me._

30-1

bunch of keys.
LOST-A
THIS OFFICE.

Please return them t }
30-1
:

TO

RAILROADS.

TlOB KALE, §1600.—Terms easv, bays tbe

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

X furniture and fixture? of 1st class lodging
house, 12 rooms, furnishedin black walnut, tapesand Brussels carpets, rooiis will let from $80 to
$90 per month above the rent, rent $800, located
on Tremont St„ Boston,good lease, a splendid barbest of reasons for selling. W. P. CARRUTH!RS, 24 Tremont Row, Boston.23-1

fain,

T^OR HALE-$800; one-half interest iu an old
JT established produce and commission business,
and small

deals in poultry
near Quincy market;
meats; remaining partner has been engaged in the
business at same place 8 years: one of tbe best opTreenings in Boston, W. F. CARRUTHERS, 24
2t>_1
mont Row.

Forest City
TO& JLET—Barge
SAWYER, Proprietors,
ter for

Belle; FERNAL] }
prepared to chai
parties day or evening; arrangements mad I3
suppers at Saccarappa or Coalkiln Corner.
3-:
are

for

LET-Upper rent of six rooms, No. 62 At
TOderson
street, including Sebago water and otb

er modern conveniences; rent
one rent on Hanover street.

$10 per month; als >
Inquire of ELIA! ;
THOMAS & CO., No. 114 Commercial St.
2-1

LET—A first class lower tenement of si: c
rooms; good location; sebago water, and ever
thing convenient. Inquire at my house on Meehan
ic St., or at Foster &
Brown’s, Saccarappa, or writ
to C. J. FOSTER, No. Raymond. Me.
27-1

TO

V„V TO LET-A
first-class order,
street.

6

sunny rent of seven (7) moms
on second floor, at 107 In
of P. FEENEY, 201 Federa

nice

m

aia

Inquire

street.

advance

mo BET.—Three offices in Gaboon Block, to be
A 1st, rent $4.00 and $4.50 per month.
Apply
20-3
to WM. II. JERRIS.
mo BET-A sunny front room, with alcove in
A private family; convenient to nice table board,
14 3
FREE ST.

at 63

------

TO
dress

BET—A large square chamber suitable for
or two gentlemen. For particulars ad31-1
(with real name) A. B., Press Oflioe.

one

singly; sunny
Call at 239 CUMBERLAND ST.
Rooms—In
suits

IaET—Brick store No. 198 Fore St., (ol(
TOnumber,)
opposite the foot of Plum St.*suitabl<
for

wholesale business, or would be made over int<
oifices to suit the wants of tenants. Apply
3 at No
181 MIDDLE
9.4

ST._

Ethiopa.New York..Glasgow.Feb
IfllTCTATITWIfi AT.AiAKAlX

To I^eu
No, 126 Free St., formerly ocoupied b’

14

Dr. Weeks.
HOUSE
nov4dtf

ffRlRRTT A PV A

Sun rites....6.66 |
1.. 2.36 AM
Son seta.4.66 I Hl*h water {
2.64 PM
Oft 8 In
Length of days.. 10.00 | H) h). t..
j
Moon rises.10.67 I Hlght tide' 1... 8ft 71n

F. N.

DOW,
No. 12 Market Square.

To Let,

...

No. 237

Commercial street,
the
erf Union street,
STORE
occupied by A. E. Steveni
&
after Dec.
on

TO

SI

uinuftonu Bbivov

Seal

(FromtheBo ston Post, Journal, Traveller,
Transcript.)

Brief advertisement* are inserted nndei
this head one week for 25 cents, paid in
advance.

Arrived.

Steamer Panther, Warrington, Philadelphia—coal
to Randall & McAllister.
Steamer New Brunswick, Larcom St John, NB,
via Eastport for Boston.

OXFORD^
RYE

Steamship Prussian, (Br) McDougall, Glasgow—

H & A Allan.
Barque Carrie E Long, Park, Rosario—W & C R

—

es or

otherwise, should lose

York.
Ar at Havre Feb 1st, barque John Watt, Sweetser. New Orleans.
Sid fm Leith 2d, barque Geu Fairchild, Taylor,
San Francisco.
Ar at Tarragona prev to 2d inst, seb J K Souther,
Balano, New Orleans.

BABCOCK.

Consulting

Chemist,

Professor of Chemistry in Boston University and Massachusetts College of

Pharmacy.)

STATE STREET,
WOOD. POLLARD & CO.,

Boston, June 16, 1883.

Gentlemen:—I have made a chemical analysis of
a sample of “THE OXFORD RYE WHISKEY” and
find the same to he of excellent quality and free
from any adulteration. It is of full proof strength,
contains no artificial flavor or coloring, and is in
all respects pure.

that

towed up to Long wharf

Soh Aldine, (of Machias) Dennison, from Surinam
for Boston, put into Vineyard-Haven 1st inst with
loss of jib, and fcregaff epruDg.
Was nine days
North of Hatteras with strong N W winds.
Capt Kelley, of sohr Florence P Hall, before reported abandoned, states that when he came to anchor on the 1st, he was near a shoal on which the
sea was breaking.
The vessel was leaking about
600 strokes per hour, and the crew ware exhausted,
clothes frozen, and they had been without food forty-eight hours. The vessel was badly iced up, un-

JAMES F. BABCOCK.

Respectfully,

THE OXFORD is put up in cases only, containing twelve good size bottles, each bottle bearing
a

fac-simile of

tificate of

our

signature, together
Assayer, which

our

State

contents.

with the cerwarrants its

We have caused our brand “THE OXFORD”
to be registered in the Patent Office at Washington,
and propose to protect it if used by unscrupulous

manageable. and we had to leave her. We landed
on the South beach and went to Edgartown.
The
vessel was boarded by crew from shore and brought
into Edgartown.
Ship Undauted, which arrived at Victoria Jan 23
from Hong Kong, experienced unusally bad weather
the entire passage and loBt nearly all her sails.
London, Feb 2—The Admirality have allowed the
ship Santa Clara to discharge cargo and repair damShe will be released when the question of
age.
valuation is settled.

dealers
Be sure you
nob

tvnnv

OXFORD when you
get THE
rkvnnnlaf Fa«
U
m ■ nr H.'
IFA

OTHER—Pat ap in bottles

DOMESTIC PORTS.

57
Boston.
flecl Kilby-Street,
yMWF&w3innrm

A GraMItalt!

O— Ar down 24tb, barque George S
Homer, Perry, Portland.
NEW ORLEANS
Cld 2d, barque Arlington,
*
Perry, Boston.
MOBILE—Ar 2d, sch Augusta J Fabens, Peck,

An Invaluable remedy for all Pains and

—

Jamaica.

Aches, In any part
of the body.

PENSACOLA—Cid 2d, sch F 0 Pendleton, Fletch-

er.

2d, Bch Eleanor, Pools, from

FERNANDINA—Ar 2d, «©h M A Achom, Achorn

UlMR

New York.

SATILLA RIVER—Ar 27th, sch Geo H Holdon,
Pinkbam, Savannah.
CHARLESTON—Ar 30th, sobs Willie Luce,Spear
Rookport; Victor Puig, Harris, Baraooa.
GEORGETOWN, SO—Sid 2d, sch Addie Jordan,
Herriman, Baltimore.
NORFOLK—Ar 31st, soh Willjo H Higgins. Jones
Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 2d, sobs Fred W Chase, Mason
New York; Geogie Clark, Bartlett. Savannah.
Cld:2d, sobs M L Wood, Spaulding, for Savannah;
Normandy, Wyman, Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 1st, barque Ada Carter,
Dorp, Sagua.
Ar 3d, sch Jos M Hayes, J ansil, Pascagoula.
NEW YORK—Ar 26th, sobs Phebe J Woodruff,
Mayo, Boston; Jennie M Carter, Eaton, Portland,
Cld 2d, brig Akbar, Holmes, for Cardenas; Cadet,
Sawyer, do.
PERTH AMBOY—Sid 1st, sch Helen Montague,

IMII
ML OIL
19 A

POSITIVE

SPINE
CONTAINS

T TT.lUmo

TXTnv.

BOSTON

B®%^vCOZrtVCvn “tADlbold

organs» corrupting
figB
/
y
the b lood and prod ucing
t; rS'
UKUULup «^y^iHoibor troublesome and

dangerous symptoms.

Cream Balm is a
based upon a
correct diagnosis of this
fffmftw
U AV»fiT F1# PBdisease and can be de-

ft dr*M 1'emedy

ll.SA:|

ELMBtf pended upon.
Give

Ely’s Cream Balm Causes
Belief at once.
will Cvre.

Rain

Will ignite anything combustible. -Sells at sight;
price to agents, 25c each, or $1 per *oren; exclusive
right of sale for a city, county o»state given free.
Chicago, III.
WAGGETT &CO. 82 Washington st„

lm*

They

are

Cleanly and Elegant.

There is no other external remedy that does so
much good as BeiuOn’s Capcine porous Plastirs.
Price cents 25.
janSISWdW

no

it

a

trial.

pain. Gives

A Thorough Treatment

Not A Liquid.

Apply into nostrils.

Not

a

Snuff.

Price 50ct».at

drugei8te;60
cts. oy mail, registered. Sample bottle by mail 10c.
ELY BROTHERS, Druggists, Owego.N. Y.
n25
ja

WFM&w

idLsaaT* wuKmm OF

|ptraF

ber, Guadaloupe.
At Kingston, Ja, Jan 20, sch Sarah Eaton, Crowley, Newj York via Salt River.
At Bermuda Jan 29, seh Sarah A Reed, Clark,
ballasting.
Ar at Halifax 1st, steamer Parisian, from Portland, (and sailed PM for Liverpool.)
Cld at St John 2d inst, sob Sarah Godfrey, Pinkham, Demarara.
Sid 2d, sch Nellie J Dinsmore, for Matanzas.

jaylo

MURDOCK’S

Temple

St._

27-1

—By a middle aged American
woman a chance as working housekeeper in
a widower’s family,
country preferred. Apply to
MRS. PALMER, 379% Congress St., ‘Williams’

WANTED

Block,

Room 4.

30-1

llfrANTED -Every person, gentleman

^OIL

^

COD LIVED!
ASP

LIME.^j

Wilier’* Coil l.i ver Oil anil Li^e.-Thc
this safe and efficacious pr«*aration is alone attributable to its intrinsic worth.
t»
the eure of Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Bronchitis,
Whooping Cough, Scrofulous Humors, and all Consumptive Symptoms, it has no superior, if equal.
Let no one neglect the early symptoms of disease,
when an agent is at hand which will cure all complaints of the Chest, Lungs, or Threat. Manufactured only by A. B. WiLBoit, Chemist, Boston. Sold
}y all druggists.

great popularity of

I

_jan2Geod&wlm
DIBIGO MINERAL WATER.

Ieed water ruins digestion; Dirigo Water improves
it; is always palatable, refreshing and healthful.
Delivered daily, cool and refreshing from the spring.
improved cans will keep the water cool from
Ojr
3G to 48 hours; use of cans tree; water per gallon
10 oents.

BUMDiETT BROS.,

ro^rieMr*.

lady,

or

1 »
that is out of employment to send me 25 cts.
and a 2-cent stamp, for a sample of the best
selling
article in the world;
new invention and sells like
hot cakes; now is the time to get good territory.
Address for one week, B. FRANK KING, Biddeford, Maine. P. O. Box 829.
27 1

m/m/
f ?

uy an experienced
man in a wholesale house, either in the store
the roaq. Address J. M. BPress Office. 30-1
m.»unw—Buuauuu

or on

WANTED—A reliable
to travel west;
SAEESOTAN
who has had
ful
salesman
man

one

care

success-

preferred.

a

references, age,
previous business,
Carrier No. 9, Portland, Me.
and

young

Address
B. &

C.,

27-1

sized, furnished or unfurnished, bedroom for married couple, with
board; state lowest terms and accomodations. W.
N., Press Office.
27-1

WANTED—Good

a young lady of experience,sitas governess, to teach English
Address 321 SPRING ST.27-1

WANTED—By
uation

SCALES-2 Counter Scales and
1 Platform. Any one
having the above in
good order apply to 295 Commercial St.
27-1

WANTED,

men

WANTED.—Reliable
State, to solicit membership

tion
&c.

paying weekly benefits

throughout
in

an

sickness,

for

the

associaaccident

PEOPLE’S BENEFIT ASSOCIATION of
MAINE, 385 Congress St., Portland, P. O. Box

1573._

21-4

in city
young
WANTED—Ladies
country;
furnish, light, simple work
or

men

or

we

at

homes; you can make 82 to $5 a day; no
canvassing, no misrepresentation: we have a good
demand for our work, and furnish steady employment. Address, with stamp, J. FOWLER & CO..
Boston, Mass., Box 5117.
8-6
your

own

KENSINGTON ART CO. im-

W A IMT
tfn
A -Li U

mediately, Ladies to work for
us at their homes, it is light and pleasant and sent
by mail, distance from Boston;no objection, any industrious person can earn from 87 to 810 per week,
no
canvassing, for full information address KENSINGTON ART ROOMS, 35 Congress St., Boston,
Mass., P. O. Box 5078.jan28eod!2t

as

JJ(pI)

FOOD.

suffering

that exists in

And when oilier foods afe availcan show that they can
with their Liquid Food built up a

Hon.
S.
M.
from
says:
ever takes it up no matter whether he he Mr.Blaine's
or enemy, will never put it down until he
read
the
kas
wholeAgents make from 9200
month. Over 0,000 agents already
to
employed. Send for our very liberal terms. Address.

friend

SljOOO^per

THE HENRY BILL PUB. CO., Norwich, Conn,
anl 9
eod3w

Having secured

ruinously
prices
out;
perfect salable goods, packed in box, with show
bills, envelopes, etc.; retail list price 812.50; our
this is the biggest chance to make
price only 82;
Dealers who look after their
money ever offered.
own interests will embrace this opportunity.
Send
at once if you want a bargain.
B. F. GOULD, 144
Essex street, Salem, Mass.
jan27dlw
all

Canvasser Wanted.
a daily and weekly
newspaper. Address with references,
oct24dtf
A. B. Box 1667, Portland. Me.

TO

Solicit subscriptions for

Tliey have also assigned

413 Fare Street.

one

week for 25 cents, paid in

FOR

3-1

SAEE.-$500 down, balance easy, will
buy excellent lodging house on Washington
St., Boston; full and paying well; must he sold on
account of sickness. Call or write for particulars to
JOHN W. S. RAYMOND,'277 Washington St.,
19-4
Boston, Mass.

FOR

»AJLE~Two

FOR
sleighs of
bottom

my

three fine light two seat
make, with shafts or pole,

or

own
one

prices; also

traverse and one single
second-hand pungs very low, to close my
stock. C. G. ROBINSON, 30 Preble street.

_26-1
first-class pair of “bob-sleds’*
fitted completely with foot rests, brakes, etc.:
will be sold low. Apply to GEO. L. BARROWS, 84

IjlORSAJLE—A

Portland,

St.

26-1

SAEE-Small Hotel with neat dining
room
FOR
street floor; this house is located
of the
on

on

great thoroughfares of the West end Boston; each and every room as well as diningroom furnished complete; any enterprising party can easily
make the purchase money within six months time.
Particulars given ly GEORGE W. SALLAWAY,
147 Leverett St., Boston.
28-1
one

S

AJLE—A safe

at great bargain. Call at
FOR
MORGAN, BUTLER & GO’S.30-1
first class fish market; good
FORSALK-A
for selling. Address FISH MARKET
Press Oflice.
a

reason

27-2

SALE—If you want to come to Boston to
keep a boarding or lodging house, store, bakery dining Baloon, hotel, or any business, write to
us and we will
give you any information you desire
by return mail. JOHN W. S. RAY277 Washington St., Real Estate and Auctioneers, Qogton, Mass.
i an24-4

FOR

XjlOR WAl^E.—A safe,

£ha^Bt.APPly

desk and
40 TENNEY &
a

two

show

IKJNHAM^12

FOimLE.
of
good
STOCK AND FIXTURES
business; good
a

paying

reasons

™
or

$2000;

address

and
for sell-

capable man can
c°8ts him In the next two months.
Call
a

131 Devonshire Street, Room
*,
BOUTON, MASS.
fel>2

d2w*

with

express

its

STEAMER
C1T V OK RICHMOND
leaves Portland every THURSDAY at 11.00 p.m.
after arrival of night
train from Boston, for
Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle, feledgwick,
South West Harbor, Bar Harbor and Ht.
Desert Ferry, and leaves Mt. Desert terry every
SATURDAY at 10.00 a. m., after arrival of trains
leaving Portland Fridays at 11.16 p. m., for Hillbridge, Jouespott, Hacbiasport and Eastport; or parties for these points dealring to do so

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing Monday. Oct. 13, 1884.
Leaves Portland 8.133 a. m., for all stations on
throngh line as far as Burlington and Swsnton,
connecting at Wing Koad for Littleton,Wells Hirer, Plymouth, Montpelier, and at St. Johnsbury
for all points on Passompsic U. B.

Leaves Portland 3.00 p. m., fcr all stations as
far

RETURNING: heaves

Eastport

as

ons.

6.50 p. in. from Burlington and Swatilon, and
all stations on through une.
CHAS. H. FOYE, G. T. A.
J. HAMILTON, Supt.
ool3tf
Oct. 11,1884.
STEAM KBS.

CONTINENTAL STEAMER TICKETS
German, Belgian and Dutch ports. Ontward
Prepaid, $10. To Paris, France, $10.

To

$10.

—

J. L.

Portland andWoreester Line.

TO

—

FARMER, Agent,
133 EXCHANGE

aArrangement

Winter Arrangements. 1885.

Liverpool

nnd

From Liverpool!
via. Halifax.

"

8

11

15

Glasgow

i

Clinton, Ayer Junction, Fitchburg,
Nashua, Lowell, Windham, and Upping at 7.30 a. in. and 19.55 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord and points North, a
19.55.

For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Wat
erboro and Saco River, 7.30 a.
m.,
Re19.55 p. m. and (mixed) at 0.30 p. m.
turning leave Rochester at (mixed) 6.45 a. m.
at Portland
11.10 a. m. and 3.36 p.m.;
(mixed) 9,40 a. m., 1.15 p. m. and 5.40 p. m.
For Gorham, slaccarappa, Cumberland
Mills, Westbrook and Woodford’s at
7.30 a. m., 19.55, 0.90 and (mixed) *0.30
p. m.
The 19.55 p. m. from Portland connects at
Ayer Junct. with Hoosac Tnnnel Route for
the West, and at Union Depot, Worcester, for
New York via Norwich Line and all rail, via
Opringfield, also with N. Y. Ac N. E. R. R-,
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for Philadelphia.
Haltimore, Washington, and the South and
with Host on Ac Albany R. R. for the West.
Close connections made at Westbrook June
tion with through train of Maine Central R. R., and
at Grand Trunk Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trank R. R.
Through Tickets to all points West and South
may be had of S. H. Hellen, Ticket Agent, Portland & Rochester Depot at foot of Preble St., and of
Rollins & Adams, No. 22 Exchange St.
♦Does not stop at Woodford's.
J. W. PETERS.
y26tf

arriving

Thursday,
Jan. 22
Feb. 6
Jan. 29

I Parisian)

Portland Fortnightly Service.

&

|

STEAMER,

j
Jan. 17

I

•*

iPauggiaw_|

9

27

For passage apply to I.KVE A ALDEN, General
Passenger Agents, 15 State St., Boston, and C. P.
WALDRON, 40 Exchange St.; T. P. MoGOWAN
422 Congress St., or for passage or freight to H. h
A. ALLAN, Agents, No. 1 India St., Portland.
nov20
dt

REDUCED OCEAN TICKETS.

m.

For

I From Portland
| tUu Halifax,

I
i Sardinian
SASMATISN

From Glasgow.
Jan.

Service.

Portland

kxi-imitv
81
r,A.MEX.

|

Thursday,
Jan. 1

of Trains.

___On and after Monday, Dec. *.th
Passenger Trains will leave
at 7.30 a. m., and
££P^ii3Portland
11
*■"
*19.55 p. m., arriving at Worcester
at 2.16 p. m. and 7.30 p. m.
Returning leave
Union Depot, Worcester, at 7.46 a. m. and 11.16 a.
m., arriving at Portland at 1.16 p. m. and 6.40

ST.

ALLAN^LINE,
1884.

landings.

Limited Tickets, first and second class, for
all points
in the
Provinces ou sale at
reduced rates.
PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager,
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen 1. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
Portland Oct. 16.1884.jan21dtf

APPLY

jan21d2w

Mon-

every

Bartlett.

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND,
10.60 a. m. from Bartlett and Intermediate sta-

day Morning for Mt. Desert Ferry, and leaves the
Ferry every Tuesday Morning for Portland via all

passenger
steamers between America and Europe.
BY mall largest,
Kates: First cabin
to
second cabin
fastest and best

the

and

$60
840
$100;
to $60; Intermediate $35 to 40: steerage, outward
and prepaid, to and from British ports, $16, round
trip $30; steerage, outward and prepaid, to and
from Continental ports, $17 to $25. Scandinavian
and Sterling sight checks at lowest rates. Apply to
J. L. FARMER. 22 Exoh&nge street.
Jelfldtf

DOMINION
1884.

WINTER

LINE.

ARRANGEMENTS.

13S6.

and Portland.

Liverpool

DIRECT

SERVICE.

DATE OF) MAILING
From Portlnad:
TORONTO.16th Jan.
DOMINION.22nd Jan.
MONTREAL.29th Jan.
OREGON.6th Fsb.
BROOKLYN.12th Feb.
CABIN—$60.00, $60.00.
IN RETURN—$90.00, $110.00.
Prepaid Steerage Tickets issued for $16.00.
For passage or freight apply to DAVID TORRANCE, General Agents, Grand Trunk R. R.
Freight Offices, Foot of India St.
dec 9
dtf

use.

pounds.
FtomtkeNew York Pharmaceutical Journal. Dec.
24,1884.
During a visit to Boston a month ago we devoted
an hour to a call on Mr. A. L. Murdock,
that we
might satisfy ourselves more fully on some of the
points we desired to know about the “Liquid Food”

referred to in our pages on several occasions.
We
visited the establishment and saw much of the process, its preparation, and putting it in shape tor
distribution on its errand of mercy.
Cleanliness
was scrupulously observed in every step of the prothe
method
is
in
strict
with
accordance
science
cess;
and sound principles; and the product is in every
what
is
claimed
for
it
as
a
respect
thoroughly representative nutritious foed, of properties more healing and nourishing than others.
A look through the hospital satisfied us that its
merit in restoring health to the puny foundlings under the care of that institution is not overstated,
for we saw some that were apparently in splendid
condition, who when admitted were puny, sick, defiled with corruptive sores, and thought
help. Their only treatment was “Murdock’s Liquid
Food,” and they bade fair to obtain as robust health
as the most favored.
Other cases we have seen n adults quite as marvelous.
This article should never be forgotten
when such a remedy is available or can be used with

beyond

propriety.
uov24
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LAVINE
Excels

Everything

For

WASHING,
HOUSE CLEANING.
ravine make, easy work.

Marine make. Ike hardest water salt,
ravine doe. not injure the flne«t clothe*,
ravine doe. not burn or chap the hand.

For Washing Clothes, Dishes, Faint,
Floors, &c. and Save Labor.
Grocers Sell Larine.
MAITOTAOTUttXD BT

Hartford

Chemieai

Western Division.

AT 8.45 A. 31.—'Way Trains for Old Orchard,
Saco, Biddeford, Kennebnnk, Kenuebuukport, Dover, Great Falls, Rochester, Alton Bay, Exeter, Cawrence,
31anchester and Concord, (via. Lawrence,)
Cowell and Boston, arriving at Boston,
1.15 p. in.
AT 1.00 P. 31.—Express Train

for Saco, Biddeford, Kennebnnk, Hennebunkport,
Great
Dover,
Falls, Rochester, Alton
Bay, Exeter, Cawrence. Cowell and
Boston, arriving at Boston 5.00 p. n>.
AT 3.30 P. 31.—Way Train for Saco, Biddeford, Kennebunk, Hennebunkport,
Dover, Great Falls, Rochester, Alton
Bay, 31anchester and Concord, (via. New

Market
Junction,) Exeter, Cawrence,
Cowell and Boston, arriving at Boston,
S p. in.
AT 5.30 P. 31—Way Train for Kennebunk,
Hennebunkport, and ail intermediate stations.

TRAINS CEAVE BOSTON FOR PORTS
CAND
9.00 a. m., 12.30 and 3.30 p. m.
Morning
trains leave Kennebunk for Portland
7.25 a. m. and Dover for Portland 8.00

SUNDAY TRAINS
Ceave Portland for Boston aud Way Stations at 1.00 p. m. Ceave Boston for
Portland at 6.00 p. xn. Ceave Portland
for Dover and Way Stations 1.00 and
3.00 p. in.

Eastern Division.
POBTCAND
AT 2.00 A. 3I.t Daily, (Night Pullman) for
Saco, Riddeford, Hittery, Portsmouth,
New bury port, Salem, Cynn and Boston, apiviog at 6.30 a. m.
AT 8.45 A. 3ft.: For Cape Elizabeth, Scarboro. Saco, Riddeford,
Kennebnnk,
TRAINS CEAVE

Wells,

North and South

Berwick,

Con-

Junction, (connecting for all stations
Conway Division), Hittery, Portsmouth,
Newburyporl, Salem, Gloucester, Rockport, Cyan, Chelsea and Boston, arrivway

on

Saco, Biddeford. Kennebnnk, Conway Junction, Kittery,
Newburyporl,
Salem,
Portsmouth,

Cynn and Boston, arriving at 5.00 p. m.
AT 6.00 P. 31.: (Express) for Boston and
principal Way Stations, arriving in Boston at

9.30 p. m.
SUNDAYS AT 2.00 P. 31.: Express for Boston and principal Way Stations, arriving in
Boston at 5.30 p. m.
TRAINS CEAVE BOSTON.FOR POBTCAND

PARCOR AND PUCCMAN SCEEPING
CAR SERVICE

WESTERN DIV.: Parlor car on 1.00 p. m.
train Portland to Boston; 9.00 a. m., Boston to

Portland.
EASTERN DIV.; Portland to Boston, Pullman
sleeping car, (through car from the East,) 2.00 a.
m. daily.
Parlor cars on 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 6.00 p.
m.; Boston to Portland, parlor cars on 9.00 a. m.,
and 12.30 p. m. week days, 7.00 p. m. daily.
Pullman sleeping car 7.00 p. m. daily.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Portland depot ticket offices, and at Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., Portland.
f JAS. T. FURBER. Gen’l Manager.

YOUR GROCER KEEPS

OB’

TIME,

DIRECTORY.

Embracing the leading Hotels at whioh the Daily
Pbksb may always be found.
AUBURN.
ELM HOUSE, Court St.—W. S. A A. Young, Pr
HATH.

SHANNON’S HOT. L—Jerry Shannon, Proprietor
BATH HOTEL—C. M. Plummer, Proprietor.
BETHEL.
BETHEL HOUSE,—W. F. Lovejoy A Son, Proprie-

etor.

AMERICAN HOUSE, Hanover St.—L. Rice’A Son.

etor.

CORNISH VILLAGE
LINCOLN HOUSE.—C. E. Weodbury Proprietor
CALAIS.
AMERICAN HOUSE—M. D. Gardner, Proprietor.
COBNISH.
DAVIS HOTEL—M. B, Davis, Proprietor.
ELLSWORTH.
HANCOCK HOUSE—George Gould, Proprietor.
EASTPORT.
PA8SAMAQUODDY HOUSE—T. H. Buoknam.

Sleeping Can

Proprietor.
U. S. HOTEL,

Junction of Congrees and Federal
Sts.—McDonald A Newbegin, Proprietors.

RAYMOND VILLAGE.
CENTRAL HOUSE, Wm. H. Smith, Proprietor.
MACCABAPPA
PRESUMPSCOT HOUSE,-W. S. Pratt, Proprieto
SKOWHEGAN.
COBURN HO^SE—Robert W. Haines, Proprietor,

on

night train

ern

or

Agents.

C. L, BABTLETT & CO.,
113 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Booton.
febS

dtf

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.
Eastport, Me. Calais, Me., St. John, N.
B., Halifax, N. 8. Ac.
HALL AND WINTER ARRANGEMENT
Commencing, Nor. 3,1884.

3

TRIPS

PER

WEEK.

STEAMERS

row...

OE THIS

LEATE
WILL
■ Wigs!
RAILROAD W1IARF,
foot »t State Street, every Monday and Thursday at 0 p. m.. for Eastport and St. John, with
eonneotlons for Calais, Robbinston, St. A ndrewa,
Pembroke, Eonlton, Woodstock, Grand Men an,
Campobello, Digby, Annapolis, Yarmouth, Windsor, Halifax, Moncton. Newcastle, Amherst. Piotou,
Shediao, Bathurst. Dalhonsle, Charlottetown, Fort
Fairfield, Grand Falls and other stations on the
New Brunswick and Canada, Inter-colonial, Windsor and Annapolis, Western Counties, Kail Roods,
and Stage Routes.
Through Tickets issued and Baggage cheeked te
destination.
gy Freight received np to 4 p. m. and any Information rewarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulars, with Excursion Routes, Tickets,
State Rooms and further Information apply at
Company’s Offloe, First National Bank Building,
corner Middle and Exchange Sts.
T. 0. HERSEY, President and Manager
LINE

no3

dtf

—

AJTD

—

PHILADELPHIA
Direct Steamship Line.
From BOSTON

Every Wednesday and Saturday
From PHILADELPHIA

Every Tuesday and Friday.
From Long Wharf, Boston, 3
p, m. From Pine Street Wharf
Philadelphia, at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of
I
sailing vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. R. B., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.

Passage Ten

Dollars.

Round

Trip 818.

Meals and Boom included.
For freight or passage apply to
E. B. SAMPSON, Agent,
Sldtf
70 Long Wharf, Boston

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY
For Hew Fork.
Steamers leave Franklin Wharf, on Wednesday,
and Saturdays at 8 p. m.. Returning leave Pier 88
East Hirer, New York, on Wednesdays and Satnr
J. B. COYLE, JR., Oen'l Ag’t.
days at 4p.m
dtf
sep21

74

Exchange

Street, and

Foot of India Street.

TICKET’S SOLD

At"rEDIJCED

Depot
RATES

—TO—

Canada.

Detroit,

Cincinnati,

Milwaukee,

Chicago,

Steamers,
FARE $1.00

am

Parlor Gan on day train between Portland and Montreal.
TICKET OFFICES

St. Louin, Omaha, Saginaw, St. Punk Salt Lake City,
Dearer, San Francisco

The Favorite Steamer

Elegant New Steamer
JOHN BROOKS
and
TREMONT
will
alternately leave FRANKLIN WHaRF
Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m„ and INDIA WHARF
Boston, at 5 o’clock p. m, (Sundays excepted.)
I’asseDgers by this line are reminded that they
secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving In Boeton lata
at night. Through Tiokets to New York, via tha
various Rail and Sound Lines for sale.
Freight
taken

as

usual.

sepSdtf

J. B. COYLK.Jr,
Cieoeral Agent.

and all points in the
Portia west. West and Southwest.

JOSEPH HICKSON, General Managor.
tom F.DGAK, G. P. A.
J. STEPHENSON, Superintendent.

sep8

Saipi HEADING H l
Bound Brook fSoute.
-BETWEEN-

New

York, Trenton as Philadelphia.

STATION IN NEW TOfiK FOOT LIBFBTY ST.
Slat!..* In Philadelphia
NINTH AND GREEN STREETS,
AND THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Proprietor.

LEWISTON.
DeWITT HOUSE—Qnlnby A March, Proprietor
MAUHIAS.
EASTER HOTEL-E. E. Stoddard, Proprietor.
NORBIDGEWOCK.
DANFORTH HOU8E-C. Danforth, Proprietor.
PORTLAND.
CITY HOTEL, Corner of Congress and Green Sts,
J. W. Robinson Proprietor.
FALMOUTH HOTEL. Corner of Middle and Union
Sts.—J. K. Martin, Proprietor.
PERRY’S HOTEL, 117 Federal St.-J. G. Perry
Proprietor.
PREBLE HOUSE, Congress St.-M. S. Gibson

regularly

Francisco

Japan, China, and Sandwieh Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight, Passage, sailing lists and further
information, apply to or address the General East-

Auburn and Lewiston, 7.16 a. m., 1.16
and 6.20 p. m.
For Gorham, 7.35 a. m. and 4.00 p. m. mixed.
For Gorham, Montreal, Quebec and Chicago, 1.30 p. m.
ARRIVALS:
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.86 a. m„
3.16 and 6.60 p. m.
From Gorham, 9.46 a.m. and 8.30p.m. mixed.
From Chicago, Montreal and Quebec,
12.36 p.m.

Proprietors

BRUNSWICK.
P. A K. DINING ROOMS-W. R. Field. Proprietor
HIRAM.
MrCUTLER HOUSE—Freeman Pugsley, Propri-

10th does not connect for San Fran-

Steamers sail from San

For

tors.

BOLSTER’S HULLS.
HANCOCK HOUSE—M. Hancock, Proprietor,
BOSTON.
QUINCY HOUSE.—J. W. Johnson, A Co., Propri-

Steamer of

cisco.

DEPARTURES:

IT.

202V6 Commercial Street, Portland, Maine,
mariedAwly

and

Dorta.

dealt*__dtf
Grand Trunk Railway of Canada.
CHANGE

Zealand

Steamers sail from New York for Aspinw&U on
the 1st, 10th, and 20th of each month, carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named

ing at 1.15 p. m.
AT 1.00 P. 31.: For

On and after MONDAY, Sept. 8th, 1884,
Train* will ran a* fallows

A, H. SAWYER, Manufacturer’* Agent

Islands, New
Australia,

Sandwich

CEAVE POBTCAND
AT 6.15 A. 31.—Way Trains for Old Orchard, Saco, Riddeford, Kennebunk,
Hennebunkport, Great Falls, Dover,
Exeter, 3fauchester and Concord, (via
Newmarket Junction,) Cawrence, Cowell
and Boston, arriving at Boston 10.45 n.

Company,

HARTFORD, CONN.

JAPAN, CHINA,

TRAINS

AT 7.30, 9.00 a. m., 12.30 and 7.00 p. m.,
week days, and 7.00 p. m. Sundays.

SCRUBBING,

TO CALIFORNIA,

PASSENGER SERVICE
In Effect Monday, December 15, 1884.

Day Nurse-

A babe when bom weighed 1% lbs. and so feeble
that its life was despaired of, as it would not retain
any food given until one drop of Liquid Food was
given it in water at a feeding and improved so rapidly that milk was substituted for water in less than
ten days, and when six months old weighed 7
pounds and in as good health as any child could be.
Another child weighed three pounds at birth; with
one drop in its milk in five weeks weighed seven

prieto rs.

Portland & Ogdeosborg ft. ft.

Portland, Bangor, Mt. Besert and Mactalas Steamboat Company.

Pullman Palace

SAIjE.—Two Dew single sleighs, trimmed
in green cloth and finely finished; 3 second
hand
single Sleighs, trimmed plush; 1 light sleigh,
hack and several second-hand harnesses. At stables of FERNALD & SAWYER, 697 Congress St.

at

as a

ry, taking children from 6 months to 2Vz years. All
other day nurseries take children over 18 months,
preventing many poor and worthy women from being able to obtain employment, as they can find no
one to care for their infants, even if able to pay for
it, which those having children IS months old can
do, as there is in every home some woman that is
willing to care for a child 18 months old for ten
cents a day.
The children will be received for a single day or
can be left daily from 6 A. M. to 7 F. M.
They will
have the same care, food and treatment as the infants receive that remain a year in their home, all
free of expense. The object of the company is to
show that infants can thrive on their Liquid Food
as well out of their hospital as in it, which they can
if the mothers have the care of their babies nights.
The value of Murdock’s Liquid Food for well or
feeble infants we cannot illustrate better than by a
few cases where we know lives have been saved by

HOTEI

advance.

runner
runner

two wards in their Home

for Infants, No. 30 Leverett street,

■_. -_._»_.

this head

night

and 9.45 a. m. Stage connections with p. m. train
for Turner, Chase Mills, West Sumner, Britton’s
Mills, Pern, Dlxfleld, Mexico and Kumford Falls.
L. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
jan21dtf

PACIFIC MAIL S. 8. CU

FREE DAY NURSERY.

FOB DALE.
n>..r

1

USE LAVIBfE
a

the

required.

WANTED for the most
PiyfQ
t&a ^bS Eli
B O popular & easiest selling
book ever published,
TWENTY YEARS OF

G. Blaine.
*?&®!KyJames
J.
WhoWise,
C.,
Va.,

train is

attached and runs every night Sunsleeping
days included but not through to Skowhegan on
Monday mornings or to Belfast and Dexter or
beyond Bangor, on Sunday Mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follows: The morning
trains from Augusta and Bath 8.35 a. m.; Lewiston, 8.40 a. m.; the day trains from Bangor, and
all intermediate stations and connecting roads at
12.40 and 12.45 p. m.: the afternoon trains from
Waterville, Augusta, Bath, Rockland and Lewiston at 5.401>. m.; the night PuLman Express
train at 1.50 a. m.
car

1

able, they

■ V

m.

in EHetl Sept. 9th,
1884.
Connections vis Grand Trank Railway leave Portland for Bnckfleld and
Canton at 7.35 a. m., 1.30 v. m.
Leave Canton for Portland 4.16 a m.

Arrangement

iHahovkbiak

as

■

7.00 a. m.
$The 11.16 p.

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.

city
large Boston. The population increases
faster than the accommodations of all of our many
hospitals. This is especially true of the surgical
wards for female internal operations. The deficiency is so great that there is not a bed empty in any
hospital, and it has been so for several months, with
applicants sufticient to fill them for months to come.
Two of our hospitals have each refused one hundred
applicants, which would fill all their beds for over
six months, provided they were all empty today.
The Murdock Liquid Food Company have added a
third house to their Free Hospital for Women and
Infants, office 15 Causeway street, and have assigned two wards, with more if needed, for internal
operations. They offer their beds to any physician
who may want a bed for a private patient, and they
can attend and operate on them and charge their
patient for the operation. The company will take
any patients, build them up if too exhausted for an
operation, and then keep them after the operation
until restored sufficiently to return home, free of
expense. Their object in doing this is to offer the
physicians of the United States the facilities of a
private house, which the physicians cannot now
command, as no other hospital will grant such privileges, and their hospital has more home comforts
than hospitals in general, as the wards contain from
one to eight beds: and also to show the value of raw
oody which their liquid food is, condensed ami free
from, insoluble matter, which enables them to save life
when all other foods and treatments fail.
a

disease of the

membrane, genoriginating ill the
Hf/*rnCAm
■ fcnT^^CURRCUUJlmisal passage and
M£2&,^TifOl2^Ur-.,!LImaiutaini,:ig its'stroDgiQ the head. From
Wifff-f: (8» o> Ljj A this point it sends forth
poisonous virus along
rHArFEVER
WJg
Jwm.
the membranous linings
US/
and through the diges,y

Fountain, do.
Cld at Pernambuco Doe 24, barque Clotilde, Higgins, New York.
Ar at Aspinwall 16th, sch Lucy A Davis, Anderson, Boston; 23d, brig Abbie Clifford, Storer, New
York.
Sid 20th, sch E R Emerson, Child, —.
In port Jan 24, schs Lena R Storer, Bond, and
Herald, Gray, for-.
At St Thomas Jan 31, sch Alice Tarlton, Macom-

or

FARM

Wanted.

M. D.,

a

28-1

sisting of dwelling containing 6 or 7 rooms, stable
and barn; location must be within four miles from
Portland; any one desiring to sell will please address at once “FARM WANTED,” E. M. SISE. 15

KTf/Onii

At Rosario Dec 20, barque H L Gregg, Carter, for
United States; barques Sami B Hale, Haven, and
Woodslde, Montgomery, unc; sch Helen L Martin,

extinguish.

is

Protes-

WANTED—Will buy for cash a farm
containing fifteen to twenty-five acres under
good state of cultivation, with good buildings con-

Kioo

It

28-1

Lace Valentines,we
TO bankrupt stock of Elegant
offer them at
low
to close them

MWF&wlynrm

LY’S'^SB

type-

owns

WANTED—A
tant.

Catarrh What is Catarrh?

Liverpool.

Wind

PORTER,

aug20

Manila.
Sid fm Port Chalmers, NZ, Dec 16, barque Chas
R Lewis, Strout, Valparaiso.
At Melbourne Dec 31, ships Abner Coburn, Nichols, from New York, ar 21st; R R Thomas, Nichols,
do; S F Hersey, Garry, from Boston, ar 22d; Moses
B Tower, Baker, from Boston, ar 8th.
Ar at Havre Jan. 29, ship yzzie Moses, Cox, from
New Orleans; Thos Lord, Brady, do.
In Royal Royds Jan 23, ship Storm King, Reed,
Hong Kong via Honolulu.
Ar at Cardiff 27th inst, Bhip Reporter, SpauldiDg,

cannot

H,

Dne'rnv

Dec 4, ship Wm A Campbell, Hathorn, Wilmington, Cal,
fm
Sid
Newcastle, NSW, Dec 24, ship Oneida,McGilvery, Hong Kong.
in port Dec 31, ship Republic, Holmes, from Melbourne, ar lGth, for Hong Hong; barque SR Lyman, Pinkbam, from Newcastle, NSW', ar 26th,for

HYDROGEN
POCKET
LIGHTER.

had to read law;
Press Office.

second girl, must be a
Apply at 603 CONGRESS ST.

ai CROSS ST., CHARLESTOWN DISTRICT.

Have-

F.’ame

CO.,

FROM BUSINESS. ADDRESS,

J.

fokeignIpobts.

a

OIL

PERMANENTLY CURED IN FROM 60 TO
150 DAYS, WITHOUT DETENTION

HARMON’S HARBOR- Sid 2d, sch Belle Higgins, Cushing, Charleston.

Produces

a

Hallelujah Barber Shop, No. 5 Chestnut St., Cor.
Congress St.; 13 shaves for $1.00. JAS. H. MORRIS, The Hallelujah Barber.
29-1

MASS.

RUPTURE

Rockland for Boston.
Below 22d, ichs Charlie Hanley, Stearns, Rockland for Boston; Karslie, MeDonough, St John, NB
for New York.
EASTPORT—Sid 2d, sch Walter Franklin, Fearby. Gloucester, with 276,000 herring.
EAST BOOTH BA Y-Sld 2d, sch Mary E Morse,
Crocker, Pensacola.

6, barque

good
Everybody who wants
WANTED
shave, hair-cut, and shampoo, to call at the
—

AGENTS and DEALERS.

Colcord, Baltimore;

Boatrice

VITAL

BOSTON,

Cld 3d, sch Julia E Pratt. Britt, Eastport.
Sid 3d. barque Sami H Nickerson,
PORTSMOUTH—Below 1st, schs Minnie C Taylor, fromJPortlacd for Weymouth; Maggie J Chadwick, do for Boston; Lewis R French, Newman,

At Auckland, NZ, Jan
ner, Mahoney, unc.
Sid fm Sydney, NSW,

AND LIMBS.

NEITHER TURPENTINE NOR
ALCOHOL.

WILL NOT EXPLODE OR TAKE FIRE.
CIRCULAR. FULL OF HOME TESTIMONIALS, SENT FREE. ADDRESS,

Rich.
In port, brig Telos; sebs AllieOakes, Lyndon, Clio
Chillcott Juliet, Mary F Pike, Chas A Ropes, H T
Townsend, Dolly Varden, Aldine, Reporter, and
Sammy Ford.
HYANNIS—Sid 1st, Bch Alice Archer, from Boston for a coal port.
BOSTON—Cld 2d, ech Aaron Reppard, Lake, for
n

CUBE

FOB
—————J
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, SCIATICA,
DIPHTHERIA, LUNG AND CHEST
DISEASE, LIVER AND KIDNEY COMPLAINT, WEAKNESS OF THE

for Portland.
In port 31st, sch Muriel S Haynes, for Boston.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 31st, sou Henry Sutton, Manson, Baltimore.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 1st, sch Aldine, Dennison, Surinam for Boston.
Sid 31st, sch8 Charlotte Fish, George Bird, Sarah
Potter, Lexington, Warren Adams, and Frank G

Savannah.
Ar 3d, schs Warren Adams.

WANTED—A

branches.

Quoenstown.
ASTORjA,

New York.
KEY WEST— Ar
New York.

2-1

capable girl for general house
work in a very small family.
Enquire at
818 CONGRESS
31-1
ST._

with

SOLE PROPRIETORS.

FRANCISCO—Sid 26th, ship Carondelet
Stetson, and Gen Knex, Henry, Liverpool; Astoria,
Anderson, Nanaimo.
Old 2d, barque Emma T Crowell, Pendleton, for

WANTED—50

S. Shipping Commissioner, Rockland, Me.

experience as

only.

WOOD, POLLARD & CO.,

SAN

2-1

sailors wanted in Rockland for
coasting. Apply to JOHN S. ltANLETT, U.

opportunity could be
writer. Address, X.,

(State Assayer and Inspector of Liquors; late

fishing.

was

or

position to
learn book-

G. P., 274%

a

and

Analytical

mLEQIORANDA

Sbe

time,

F.

shorthand writer and typeWANTED—By
writer operator, position with law firm where

JAMES F.

Sch John M Plnmmer, of Portland, Capt Rust,
was towed into Yarmouth, NS, 2d inst, with rudder
Price agreed
disabled, while on Georges,
upon for towing, $1,000.
Soh Helen, Bunker, from Rockland for NYork,
now at this port, was struck byia cake of ice under
she leaked badly.
by tug Salem.

no

a

can

Established 1863.

lace, New

so

a

spend an7
more money, until satisfied by their own personal
experience by giving THE OXFORD one trial,
to prove what we say is absolutely true in overy
particular. Prof. Jas. F. Babcock, our state Assayer, writes as follows:

lett, New York.
Ar at Port Antonio, J, Jan 17, sch J P Maobecca,
Nickerson, Progresso for New Orleans.
Ar atCienfueg03 Jan. 23, brig Sullivan, Gnptill,
Barbadoes.'
Ar at Sagua Jan 23, sebs Clara E Colcord, Colcord
New York: Wm H Boardman, Richardson, lnagua.
Ar at Batavia Jan 31, barque Eva J Ray, Wal-

nahnm

young lady
write and copy where she
WANTED—By

and the signal success attending our venture in
these particular goods leads us to call the attention
more forcibly to consumers who have not tried
THE OXFORD, that in order to appreciate a
really good, pure article, either for medicinal purpos-

P.

3_1

keeping; pay no object. Address
Congress street, Portland, Me.

RYE

Portland.
Sid 28th, sob Ida Frances, for Gibara.
Ar at Havana 1st inst, brig John H Grand on,
Pierce, New York.
Sid fm Iloilo prev to Jan 30, ship Sachem, Bart-

ont. t.ha

boy preferred. Reference required.

1176.

O. Box

OXFORD

Sid 29th, sch Warner Moore, Crockett, Delaware
Breakwater.!
Ar at Cardenas 24th, sch Thos W Hyde, Sherman

start «d

DRUG ULERK-Iu
first
class retail store, to learn the business.
WANTED,
school

High

26th, sch Bertha Warner, Laith-

and

WANTED—All

persons having boots, shoes oi
rubbers that need repairing, to bring them tc
Perry’s Shoe Store, 233 York St., and have them
neatly and promptly attended to; good stock, good
work, and low prices.
3-1
a

FROM MERCHANT’S EXCHANGE.

starboard how

call and see where
and easy working
liells hung at the lowest price. Old Bells
repaired
and put m good
running order at short notice
JOHN F. SUTHERBURG, No. 17 Plum St.
3-3

WANTED—Situation

On Jnly 1,1883, we Introduced to the trade generally, our now celebrated brand of 5 year old Whiskey, widely known as

OUR CORRESPONDENT.

GREEN’S LANDING, Feb 1
Cld, sch Black
Warrior, Babbidge,Portland; Jerusha Baker.Chase,
(from Machias) for do.
Feb 2—Ar, sch Jas Freeman, Chester, Portland
for Machias; Exchange, Richardson, Boston.

waite, Portland.

public to
WANTED—-The
you
get nice fitting

as elerk or salesman ic
or out of a store; best of references
given,
Address A. U., 662 Congress St.
3-1

WHISKEY.

Goodale, Davis, Sagua—Isaac Emery.

Ar at Matanzas

X UKK.

can

Sch Commerce, Hodgdon, Rockland for New York
RETURNED—Schs Robt Byron, H S Bridges.
Cleared.

FROM

rxjujid AAn

vawuo

and

THE VALUE OF

Few realize the amount of

Steamship Versetzen, (Ger) Lntzen, Hamburg via
Halifax.

lauxrxuu

m« EXCHANGE.—A velocipede, scroll and
X jig saw, will saw from Vi to 2% inches
thick, cost $25, for a Printing Press and outfit ot
value, chase 4 z 6 or more. T. J. CARLE,
30-1
ollis Centre, Me.

WANT*.

TUESDAY, Feb. 3.

Milliken.
Brig Flora

avuiuuU) uioi

cornei

1, 1884. Also second story o:
store No. 246 Middle street, corner of Cross street
over Horatio Staples’.
FRANCIS FESSENDEN
61% Exchange street.
nol2dtf

PORT OF PORTLAND.

JLET.

ORES in the Thompson block, Nos. 117. 119
121 and 123 Middle street, a few dc ors below
tbe post office; fitted suitable for wholesale or retail
business, with light, finished, airy basements. Rent
reasonable. Inquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No. 164

now

NEWS.

and pleasant.
28-1

FEDERAL ST.; bath
20-4

TO

Co.,

MARINE

or

BET-At 72
RDOms
room, hot and cold water.

27-1

IaET.—Two sunny convenient rents in
TJ10
A.
new house, each rent $17.00 per month ant
have eight rooms, bath
In
room, gas and sebago.
quire at 40 Oxford St., M. Y. KNIGHT.
21-4

TO BET.

Brief advertisements are inserted under
this head one week (or 45 cents, paid in

..

..

Aroostook County, 1.25 p. m., via Lewand 1.30 and $11.15 p. m., via Augusta;
for Bnngor & Piscataquis R. K., $11.15 p.
m., for Hkowhegau, Belfast and Dexter,
l. 26, 1.30, $11.15 p. m.; Waterville, 7.00 a.
m. 1.25,1.30, 5.16, $11.15 p.m.; for Augusta,
Hallowell. Gardiner and Brunswick,
7.00 a. m., 1.30, 5.15, $11.15 p. m.; Bath, 7.00
a. m., 1.30, 5.16 p. m., and on Saturdays only at
11.15 p. m.; Rockland, and Knox & Lincoln B. R., 7.00 a.m., 1.30 p. m.; Auburn
and Lewiston at 8.15 a. in., 1.25, 5.05, p. m.:
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.00 a. m., $11.15
p. m.; Farmington, Phillips, Houmonth,
Winthrop, Oakland and North Anson,
1.25 p. m.; Farmington via Brunswick,

iston,

FOR

Rumford Falls and Bnckfleld Railroad.
Summer

Steamboat Lines.

On and after MONDAY, Oct. 20,
1884, Passenger Trains leave
Portland ns follows:
For
Bangor. FIIhworth,. Bar Harbor,
Vanceboro, lilt. John, Halifax, and the
Provinces, Nt. Andrews, felt, feltephen,

SAfcE—$1300; reduced from $2600; best
stove, tinware, kitchen furnishing and plumbin Boston; fine location, right in centre
busings
ing
of business; too much business and poor health comto
owner
sacrifice; old established business,
pels
rent low, always paid in work; fine chance for one
JOHN SMITH, Jr., & CO., 242
or two live men.
2-1
Washington street, Boston, Mass.
Rooms

Connecting

and

JLET.

Brief advertisement* are inserted unde r
thi* head one week for 95 cent*,
pain ii
advance.

KAILROADR.

BUSINESS CHANCES.

_

..

4%@

Feb. 3—The Flour market is steady;

Central

LOST—On
Middle and Commercial streets

Oregon.Portland
Liverpool.... Feb 6
City of Richmond. .New York..Liverpool... .Feb 6
State of Georgia. ..New York. .Glasgow.Feb 6
Rugia.New York.. Ham burg
.Feb 7
Helvetia.New York. Liverpool... .Feb 7
Circassia.New York. .Glasgow.Feb 7
Rhein.New York. .Bremen.Feb 7
Alaska.New York.. Liverpool.... Feb 10
Servia.New York..Liverpool ..Feb 11
Fulda. ..New York. .Bremen..Feb 11
Labrador.New York..Havre.Feb 11
Brooklyn.Portland... Liverpool....Feb 12
City of Chester.... New York..Liverpool. ...Feb 12
Gellert
.New York. .Hamburg... .Feb 12
Germanic.New York.. Liverpool.... Feb 14

kkw

common to choice White Wheat Western extra at
5 00@6 50; fancy do 6 40,55 60; common to^good
extra Ohio at 3 G0@6 60; commo to choice extra
bt. Louis at 3 00(56 60: Paten
Minnesota extra
good to prinie 6 00(56 60: ohoico to double extra
do at 6 60@6 86, including 1600 bbls City Mill
extra at 4 66(^4 76;500 bblslflne at 2 25(52 75;400
bbls Superfine at 2 60@3 00; 2100 bbls extra No 2
at 3 00@3 30; 3200 bbls Winter Wheat extra 3 00
@5 75; 4000 bbls Minnesota oxtra at 3 00@6 76;
Southorn flour barely steady. Rye flour steadv at
3 40(53 80.
Wheat—receipts 36,700 bush ; exports66,707 bush; Yk@bbc higher with very quiet
trading; speculation only moderate: sales 96,000
bush oq spot; No 2 Spring at 93c; No 3 Red at 86c;
No 2 Red at 91 Vi@92c elev; No 1 Red State 1 00;
No 1 White State at 91c. Rye is nominal. Barley is
c higher and more active, snecfirm. Dern
ulation moderate; receipts 139,700 bush; exports
21,359 bush; sales 410,000 bush on spot; No 3 at
49@49340; No 2 at 49Vfc@50o elev. Oat» a shade
easier and moderately active, closing strong; receipts 66,600 bush; exports 19,613 bush; sales 64,000 bu on spot: No 3 at 36c; do White 37c; No 2 at
36%@37c; do White at 38c; Mixed Western at 36
a 88c; White do at 38@40c; White State at
39@40c.
Coffee quiet. Sugar dull and unchanged; reflDed
lower; U 47/8@5Vbc; Extra C at 5ys@6%o; White
do at 6 7-16@6y2c; Yellow 4%@4%c; off A 6V&@
5%c; Mould A 6@tfy8c; standard A 6%c; Confectioners A 6% c; powdered 6ysc; granulated oyec;
Cubes at 6V2c; cut loaf and crushed 6%c. Petroleum— united 69Vfac. Tallow very steady at 6%
@6 3-16. Pork very steady; mess spot at 13 25.
Beef is quiet. 1 *ard 3@5 points higher and only
moderately active, closing with slight reaction;Western aioarn spot at 7 20@7 25; refined 7 65 for continent; S. A. at 7 76. Butter is firm; Western 10@
36c. Cheese easierjEastern 9@123Ac, Western flat

the

or

for

...Feb

to

Thursday morning, either betwee

LINO OmVS OP STKAOTSK1P8.

...

Vela stcAM

returning him
ohauge St.

finropean
(By Telegraph.)
London,Feb. 3.—Consols 100 1-16.
London,Feb. 3.—U. S. 4s, 124% ;do 4%s,115%.
Liverpool, Feb. 3—12.30 PM.—Cotton market
dull; uplands at 6 16-16d;Orlean* at 6 l-16d; sales
7,000 bales; speculation and export 1000 bales.
Liverpool, Feb. 3—Winter wheat at 7s@7s 5d;
spring wheat at 7s@7s 3d; California average at 6s
9d@6s lid; club at 7s@7s 4d; Corn at 4s lOd; peas
6s Id. Provisions, etc.,—Pork 63s; bacon 32s 6d
for short clear and 31s 6d for long clear;lard, prime
western 36s; cheese at 62s; tallow 33a.

Sarmatian.Portland...Liverpool.

Seal

red and white Bull Pup, fiv
LOST—Spotted
months old. Ihe finder will be rewarded h l

166,000 bush,oat» 26,000 bush, barley 16,000
bu, rye 2,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 9,090|bbls, wheat 7,000 bush,
corn 173,000 bush, oats 4000 bush.rye 4000 bush,
barley 4,000.
Detroit, Feb. 3.—Wheat dull,No 1 White at 86c;
No 2 Red 86Vie.
Wheat—Receipts 18,000 bu; shipments 000 bu.
New Orleans, Feb. 3.—Cotton is easy; Middling
uplands 10 7-16c.
Mobile, Feb. 3.—Cotton is dull; Middling uplands 10VaO.
Savannah, Feb. 3.—Cotton is dull; Middling up*
lands 10 9-16c.
Charleston, Feb. ;3.—Cotton is firm; Middling
uplands 10%@10 9-16c.
Memphis, Feb. 3.—Cotton steadv; Middling uplands 10 7-16c.

JerseyiCentral.
Northwestern.. .....

RWaK Ueaf

Muff. The finder will be r<
•JLJ warded by leaving it at Eastman Bros. < lc
Bancroft.
31-1

8t. Louis, Feb. 3.—Flour unobanged. Wheat higher; No 2 Red at 84*/3@84%c. Corn firm at 36%@
36 Vac. Oats easier at 29o. Lard 6 76@6 80.
Receipts—Flour 4,000 bbls, whea» 36,000 bush,

Hew

7%@8o

T OST—A

ITlarkeu.

Fine 8-4.20

....

Brief advertisement* are inserted node r
head one week for 95 cents, paid ii I
advance.
this

_

Fine 9-4.22Vii
Fine 10-1 ...25
TICKINGS,1 ETC,
Drills.,.;.. 8® 8
®iey3 Corset .Jeans.. 6 y3'<f 8Vi

Tickings,

LOST AND FOUND.

oorn

MiseouriJ Pof....
Northern Pacfic preferred.
Omaha common.
Mo. K. & Texas.

76§1

00§4

16

common

New York & New Eng.
16^
Mexioan Central 7s. 42V1
UK. & Ft Smith. 24

in fair requestjshoulders at 4 75@4 85; short rib at
6 26@6 35; short clear at 6 70@6 76.
Receipts—Flour 29,000 bbls, wheat 88,000 bu,
corn 204,000 bush, oats 188.000 bush, rye 10,000
bu, barley 76,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 22.000 bbls, wheat 21,000 bu,
corn 210,000 bush, oats 81,000 bush.rye 10,000 bu,
barley 34,000 bush.

txpress Trains Uouble Track. Stone Ballast

Drawing Room Cars on all day trains
Sleeping Cars on nlgbt trains.

and
Be

to buy tickete (at any railroad
boat office In New England) ria

sure

BOUND BROOK

or

steam*

ROUTE

S One Way, 89.50.
Now York and Philadelphia, [ Excursion, 4.00.
NEW ENGLAND AGENCY,

9&1

Washington Street, Boston.

1i

f

SURE CURE
IFOR«
KIDNEY, DISEASES,

THE
w—

••

liverTcomplaints,
CONSTIPATION^PILES,

AND BLOOD DISEASES.

| PHYSICIANS ENDORSE IT HEARTILY. |
"Kidney-Wort la tno

moat sucoesafnl remedy
Dr. P.c. Ballou, Monkton, Vt.
Kidney-Wort is always reliable.”
Dr. a. N. Clark, 8o.
Hero. Vt.
"Kidney-Wort haa cured my wife after two years
suffering.” Dr. C. M. Summerlin. Sun HillVaa.
IN THOUSANDS OF CASES
it has ourod where all elae had
failed. Itlamild
but efficient, CERTAIN IN
ijjP) ACTION, but
harmless in all cases.

I overused."

I frit cleanac* the I>leod and Rtrenwthena and
to all the
importantor*aa» of
body. Tho natural action of the Kidneys is
restored. The Liver is cleansed of all disease,
and the Bowels move freely and
healthfully.
Li this way tho worst diseases ore eradicated
from the

t**es New lalfe
the

system._

PRICK, $1.00 LIQUID OR DRY, 80LD BY DRUGGISTS.
Dry can be sent by mail.
WELLS, ItlCUAJttDSON A CO. Rorllnffton Vt.

0. E. WOOTTEN, Gen. Manager.
0. G. HANCOCK,
Gen. Pass. & Tick. Agt., Philadelphia.

hTp. BALDWIN,

Gen. Eastern Pass. Agt., 119 Liberty Street, New
York.
noT20dtf

“ll10

eodAwly

THE PRESS.
WEDNESDAY MOUSING, FEB. 4.

CITY AND VICINITY.
SKW ADVERTISEMENTS TODAY.
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Legislative Notice.
ENTERTAINMENTS.
Portland Theatre—Mi's Ada Gray.
Grand Promenade Concert-City Hall.
Prof. Cadwell—Congress Hall.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT

British and confined in Dartmoor prison.
Safford was one of a family of six

Wanted -Situation.
Commissioners’ Notice.
Wanted—A Smart Young Man.
Haydn Association.
New lungs cannot be made by medicines, or
the skill ol nhysicians; but the old ones can be
strengthened and preserved by the nse of Adamson’s Botanic Balsam, a sure euro for
coughs, colds, asthma, and all diseases of the
lnngs. Price 35 and 75 cents. Trial bottles
10 cents.
feb2SM&WAwlw
Advice to Mothers.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrnp should always be used when children are catting teeth.
It relieves the little sufferer at once; it produces natural, quiet Bleep by relieving the
child from paiD, and the little cherub awakes
as "bright as a button." It is very pleasant to
taste. It Boothes the child, softens the gums,
allays all pain, relieves wind, regulates the
bowels, and is the.best known remedy for diar-

rhoea,

whether arising from teething or other
causes. Twenty-five cents a bottle.

United State* District Court.
BEFORE JUDGE WEBB.

Benjamin

W. Jones, Portland, foreman.
Wallace B. Cummings, Albany.
George W. French, Albany.
Wairen C. Bryant, Biddeford.
Joseph E. Brooks, Biddeford.

Di-

GOULD.

Tuesday—Archie Richie, James Ledden. Intoxeach fined $3 and cost.
Rufus H. Reed.
Intoxication; thirty days in
county jail.
Michael Harkins. Common drunkard; continued

ication;

five

and idle person;

house of correction.

---

Jotting*.
Cold and bright yesterday morning. The
mercury indicated from 9° to 18° below zero in
Brief

Sn.

in®

m

above at sunrise; wind west.
At a meeting o£ the Cadets Monday night
nine new members were added.
Fernald & Sawyer sent a party out of town
in their barge Monday night with Roscoe

Shurtleff driving six in hand.
The next lecture in the Mechanics’ course
Will be given by Rev. D. W. LoLaclieur this

evening. Subject—“My Neighbors.”
Monday morning the horse of George Libby,
Esq., was found at Libby’s Corner with a leg
broken.

The animal was killed.
Messrs. Loring & Croseman of this city have
been awarded the contract to slate the new
Edward Little school building in Auburn.
Prof. Caldwell will give one of his favorite

mesmeric exhibitions at Congress Hall tonight.
A sidewalk covered with hard and uneven
snow it as dangerous as one covered with ice.
This fact apparently is not known to the authorities.

morrow

Monday
sleigh containing two men was
upset on the corner of Green and Portland
streets. One of the men was dragged some little distance but was not injured.
The ladies of the work room of the Associated Charities gratefully acknowledge generous
a

donations of money and materials from Mrs.
S. E. Spring, Mrs. H. M. Payson, Mr. G. A.
Wright and Mr. Rufus Deering.
The friends of Mr. Wm. Welch, who was

badly injured while shackling cars on the
Eastern railroad, propose to give him a bonefit
concert'and ball Feb. 17th. The arrangements
for the affair are in charge of Mr. A. J,
Reagan, and the ball will be a success.
Yesterday afternoon there was a story about
town to the effect that a man driving into the
city in the early morning had been so severely
frozen that he died from the effects.
Investigation showed that the report had no foundation in fact.

Advertisements appropriately coming under
the classification heads, Wants, Help Wanted, Situations Wanted, Fob Sale, To Let,
Board and Rooms and Lost and Found, not
exceeding forty words, will be inserted in tho
Dally Press one week, for twenty-fivo cents, if
paid in advance. When payment is not made
in advance regular rates will be charged. The

large circulation of

placing the company directly in line with all
the other well managed Old Line Institutions.
Its surplus has increased every year
daring

the Press makes it the best

company

yesterday.
Mr. James E. Marrett of the firm of S.
wv
J

pi_
WW>|

i./.
*V*»

m

o —a.i_
wvuvu

a_i.
•--UIVI1UW

C.

a

JWUSU4UMJ

business for his firm.
ProfeeBor Lee of Bowdoin College will lecture before the Society of Natural History in
March.
Charles F. Johnson for several years president of the Boy6’ Department of the Y. M. C.
A., will devote a portion of his time to the
care of the Boys’ Beading Boom at the Friendly Inn.
Hon. Fred E. Richards, Camden; Col. Geo.
on

D. Bisbee, Buckfield; Julius Wolff, New York;
Chas. E. Galacar, Boston; W. A. Hathaway,

Providence, B. I.; G. M. Patten, Bath,

were

at

During the year one of the most pleasing exhibits is, that out of the premium income of
$718,179.38 for 1884, there has been returned to
policy holders lor death claims, endowments,
dividends and surrender policies $608,878.14,
being 93 p6r cent of tho premium received

losses.$7,892,511.71

discounted endowment* 3,140,251.96
Surrendered policies, &c. 5,592,112 84

Arthur Meeks Hawkins, a son of Dexter A.
Hawkins of 5 West Thirty-fourth street, died
on Saturday in St. Bartholomew’s Hospital,
London, of typhoid pneumonia. H9 was 23
years old Jan. 20. He graduated at Harvard in
the class of ’84, and had gone to Europe to
travel with his elder brother for a year before
His middle
entering Columbia Law School.
name was Meeks, after his great grandfather,
Joseph Meeks, who died in 1868 at the age
of 97. Mr. Meeks was one of the boys who
stood on the Battery when Van Arsdale climb"
ed up and pulled down the British flag on Nov.
__

Cold Weather.
Yesterday was the coldest experienced in
this vicinity this winter.
The city thermome
ters indicated from 1® at the warm Bignal service station to (J0to 18= below in other locali-'
The

ties.
At Bicker’s tannery, the mercury indicated

18° below.
At Cumberland Centre, 33° below.
At Westbrook, 35° below.
West Baldwin, at 7 a. m. the mercury

was

32° below zero.
At Denmark the thermometer registered 40°
live.
below at sunriae, and they

q^l

The store

New Offices.
in the Portland

SaviDgs

Bank

building, formerly occupied by Kohling, the
tailor, is being altered into a set of offices for
Ardon W. Coombs, Esq. There will be a largo
outer office and two smaller rooms connected
by double doors. The wainscotting and chimney pieces will be of cherry, the walls and ceilThe offices
ing being handsomely frescoed.

will be among the most elegant and
ient in the city.

4,208,602.74

Steamer iHovemeats.

could not be seen from the town, and it was
reported that she was lost, but a boat was sent
ashore and the nows of her safety telegraphed.
The Franconia arrived here yesterday, hav-

ing sustained

no damage by the rough weathreports the lightships along Cape
Cod as being out of position.
The Franconia
was obliged to put into Vineyard
Haven,
where she remained twelve or fourteen hoar*.
The Polynesian of the Allan Line is reported
a3 having arrived at Halifax.

She

conven-

BRAT,

other substances, it would indie ate
that the person had an irritable stomach or
what is called drunkard’s gastritic. H e was
asked the following question:
Take the case of a man having been drinking heavily as before described who goes to a
hotel at 10 o’clock at night, seeks a room and
at 2 o’clock is found wide awake; at 8 o’clock
the bell having rung, the hotel clerk opens the
door suddenly and the woman in the room
tells the clerk that the man lying on the bed
his
with
eyes
in
open, with a pistol
his
right hand, held behind bis head,
that
Bhe
wishes him to take that pistol
away, she was afraid he was going to Bhoot
tier, ana trie man tarns nis neau, brings the
pistol down, cocking it,and pointing it towards
the clerk, what is the condition of mind indicated?
A.—If he brings his hand down deliberately
and quietly without any evidence of excitement, I should think he knew what he was
doing; but if he swung it in the air and made
strong demonstrations and showed evidence of
great excitement, I should say the man might
be suffering from delirium tremens.

This is the last

Decorative Art Reception.
ladies who delight in looking at
specimens of fine embroidery and fanoy needle
work (and there are many,) will surely attend

reception to be given by the Domestic
Sewing Machine Company, at their rooms corner of Exchange and CongroBB streets,
every
day this week. All the articles on exhibition
are mads on the Domestic machine, and
prove
the

tms Dranca

ot industrial art has
rapidly
advanced of lato. There is a large variety of
hoQsehold draperies, banners, screens, work in
satin, silk and plash in extensive variety. The
class of decorating called etching is exceeding,

One elaborate piece of work
ly attractive.
represents Maggie Mitchell in the character of
the "Little Savage.” It is done with a degree
of skill that is admirable.
Obliging attendants will be present to display and explain the

j

j\ ?b American
?0^2rn0,i:.Ernst
Fantasia....
Vieuxtemps

Mr. Listemann.
Concerto (ior flute) in F.......Demerssemann
Mr E. M. Heindl.
Song—“Tell me Beautiful Maiden”. Gounod
Miss Ed man ds.
llieme and Variations from
Quartette in D Mi_

carnival (tor double
Mr-

biij'.;;;
.BottSSES
A.

Henry

Greene.

Song—“Two Children”
Miss

...

‘Visions

in a

Behrerd

Edmands.

Dream,” (with zither obligato
THE HAYDNS.

At the

meeting of the Haydn Association
evening, the music to be given at the

Monday
Longfellow celebration, Feb. 27tb,

when the
bust of the poet will bo
presented to the Historical Society, was rehearsed.
At the next
rehearsal of the society Handel’s “Saul”
will
bo taken up for the first
time in this part
of the country. Members of the
society will
find copies of tne books at the hall next
Monday evening.
THE HAINES FAMILY.
The Haines family of Biddeford will
give an

admirable entertainment at the
Young Men’s
Christian Association Hall
tomorrow, lor the
benefit of the library.
The following will be
the programme:

Opening Overture.
Haines Sisters.

Trio—'‘‘Chiming Bells”.

SliattncW
0

Mrs. Haines and Daughters."
r,
lt
Recitation—
‘Robert of Lincoln”...
Know
Little Drnsie.
Song, comic—“Grandma’s Advice”.
Miss Emma Haines.
v,
Jubilee
Chorus..
Selected
Hames Family.
Duet—“I Heard a Voice”...
Glover
..M*88 Emma and Millie Haines!"
..

_

Song-“The

eonven^Son^’-.-.Olivette

Recitation.

Selected
Miss Emma Haines.
Song— Waning (Violin Obligato).Millard
Miss Millio Haines.
llT
Dnet-“Larboard Watcb”.Ascher
Mrs. Haines and Daughter.
Recitation—’ 'Money Mask”.7..
Little Drusie.
u-,
^
Jubilee
Chorus...
..
Hames Family.
„„

...

—

—

NOTES.
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Monday evening,

j
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in “East Lynne.”

Brand Army Matters.
The report of the committee of fifteen
appointed by the New England General Ticket
and Passenger
Agents’Association, to consider the question of rates and
otc., gives the local and basing rates from New
England points
to Portland and return:
Tickets from Boston to Portland by rail, and
return will be $3 and by boat $1.50.
Rates
from other points in New
England are similarly reduced.
The Maine Central Railroad names one fare
the round trip.
Prom iccal points on Boston & Maine railroad, rates will be made based on three cents
per mile, one way.
Prom local points on Boston &
Albany,
Fitchburg, and Boston, Hoosac Tunnel &
Western and Central Vermont
Railroads, rates
will be made based on three and one-lialf cents
per mile, one way.
Special rates for parties from New York
City can be obtained upon application to the
respective lines.
Rates betwoen New York and Boston for
parties, companies and organizations by Sound
lines are given in detail.
Round trip tiokets
87.40, for parties from 15 to 20;
X1A5onnd lin6S
$4.80, parties from 100 to 150; via All Rail
“"»*•
89.25, for parties from 15 to 20;
$6.00 parties from 100 to 150; hence by boat
from New York to Boston to
Portland, round
trip, 15 to 20, $8.90; 100 to 150, $6.30; by rail
New \ork to Boston to
Portland, round trip,
15 to 20, $12.25; 100 to 150, $9.00.
No redactIon will be made for less than 15
persons; parties of 50 and less must travel on one
ticket.
Concerning the limitation of tickets tbo report says that from all New England points,
New \ork city, Albany,
Troy and Rotterdam
Junction, tickets good for going passage June
19 to 24 inclusive, good until June 30th.
Col. I. S. Bangs and Dr. A. C. Hamlin have

been appointed

a

sub-committee

on

NEAL,
of Deering, was next called. He said ho had
made insanity a special study for sixteen years.

The Bath Board of Trade.
At the meeting of the Bath of Trade held on
l**t Monday evening, the action of the Phila-

delphia board

in regard to the Spanish
treaty
was discussed to some extent. Mr. Galen C.Moses inquired into the
authenticity of certain

resolutions, disapproving the treaty recently
published as the sentiments of the Bath board.
Hon. Wm. Rogers spoke of the influence of
the board outside Bath, urged serious consideration of the treaty, and read a communication

from Mr. Bates of Chicago, setting forth the
views of a prominent Westerner; this will ba
put in shape and printed for the consideration
of the board. Monthly mooting ware decided
upon and the board adjourned to meet two
weeks hence.
ON THE ROLJLJLEBS.

He said that it seemed to be well established
that people who have been long accustomed
to the use of alcohol in large quantities may
get into a condition when they will proceed
automatically and unconsciously for days, and
to the ordinary observer there is nothing unusual about them.
In reply to the hypothetical question embracing the occurrences in the room at the
hotel at 8 o’clock, as testified to by the night
clerk, the witness said he shonld think it was
the act of an insane man.
On cross-examination he said he could only
judge of a man’s sanity by his acts; that he
based his opinion given above on the fact that
the man bad no motive for the shooting, and
he got that, not from the question put to him,
but from what he had beard of the testimony.
Upon being reprimanded by the court for undertaking to express his opinion upon the sufficiency of the evidence and outside of the questions put to him, he said that he could not
point out any act indicative of delusion in the
supposed facts, unless it was the act of point-

worthy society exists in our community than
the conferences. Hundreds of poor are
kept
from penury and destitution by them. Last
year these conferences expended over §1,000 in
assisting the poor. Owing to the great distress among the poor, and the consequent drain
upon their resources, the treasuries of the con’
ferencesare now empty.

The entertainment
next Wednesday evening is for the
purpose of
replenishing their funds, and thus assisting
them to provide for over forty poor families

supported by

them this winter. Let
every person who desires to assist a noble and
benevolent work buy a ticket.

ing

Martha tVaxliiugioH Society.
The ladies of the Martha Washington Society will hold their annual fair and entertainment, tomorrow and Friday afternoon and evening, at Reception room, City Hall. A good
assortment of useful and fancy articles will be
for sale.
Supper will served each evening

tne

pistol.

After a good deal of backing and filling,
doctor said that a criminal purpose would
an adequate motive and would remove
case absolutely from the pale of insanity.
At this point (5 o’clock) the counsel for
defence announced that their case was at

the
be

the
the
an

end.

Hebutting Testimony for

from (i to 8 o’clock.
An attractive entertainment will be provided for both evenings.
On
Friday from 12 to 2 lunch will be served.

DANIEL S. LEAVITT

the

State.

AND NANCY R, SNOW

called as to declarations or statements of
Lydia Snow on the 4th of September, when
she started for the city, but the testimony was
excluded upon the objection of the counsel for
the defendant.

A

ALAMEDAS 3, MANCHESTERS 0.
special dispatch to the Press says that the

of polo between the Manchosters and Alamedas at Bath last night was a very short one—45
seconds, It was won by the Alamedas in three
straight goals. Roberts secured the first and second rushes and the third goal, and Dunning the first
and second goals, Smith of the Manehesters getting
the third rush. Time of first goal, five
seconds;
second, ten seconds; third, 30 seconds.
cries
In answer to repeated
of “Morel more!”
from the audience, three more goals wore played,
all of which were won by the Alamedas in one minute and twenty seconds. Dunning won all three,
assisted by Roberts, who got two more rushes, and
one rush was a tie. Dunning won five goals, Roberts one goal and four rushes.
game

the Bijou last night between the above named
teams. The actual playiDg time was only about
four minutes. Three straight goals and two exhibition goals, afterward played, were'won by the D.
Whites in one minute each. White’s team is a good
one and would make it interesting for some of our
more

expei ienced teams.
THE CARNIVAL AT THE BIJOU.

Mr. Littlefield, the costumer, says that he shall
let more costumes for the great carnival at the
Bijou rink Thursday evening than ever before for
any similar^occasion here. Everybody seems to be
going to enter into the festivities of the evening and
the scene will be a brilliant one.
Probably a great
many will furnish their own costumes. Tomorrow’s
papers will contain full particulars and tickets wi 11
be on sale during the day tomorrow for the coetumers.

were

The Indian Question.
A largely attended meeting of the Women’s
National Indian Association was held Tnesday

BIJOUS VS. W.

"

lodge.

He

was

either very nervous or in-

H.

T’S TONIGHT.

Tonight the Bijous will meet the W. H. T’s in a
league game at the Bijou. It will be a good game
if the Bijous don’t have one of their bad nights, and
they ought to win it.
NEY

GEORGE F. STEVENS

resides in Ferry Village; keeps a livery stable.
On the night of the 4th of September the defendant drove to his place with Miss Snow,
put up his horse and asked if Miss Snow could
remain in the house while he went to the

3, PORTLAND STOVE FO UN DR VS 0.
quickest games on record was that at

D. WHITES
One of the

AND

CREAKY AT

PORTLAND

RINK.

Tonight at Portland Rink Ney and Creary, the
acrobats and tumblers, will give an exhibition of
their

opportunity

an

to

skill.

NOTES.

Starbird and Messenger went to Yarmouth last

night and gave an exhibition of fancy and trick
skating.liTheir movements are many and wonderful
and were greeted with applause.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

AUCTION MACKS

AUCTION SALE.

%

reply:

property of the Portland Union Railway and
Back Bay Laud Go., consisting of land and
flats will be sold at our office, No. 18 Exchange St.,
on Wednesday, Feb. 4. at 12 o’clock m.
Terms
cash on delivery of deed.

THE

Mr. George L. Kimball said at the temperance
First Baptist church last night that
meeting at the
Die
of Portland

rumsellers claimed to be
Republicans. According to the testimony of exMarshal Andrews, at his trial before the Board of
Aldermen last summer, there are 300 rumsellers in
this city. Does Mr. Kimball mean to assert that he
Knows that 151 of them at least claim to be Republicans, or does he infer it from tho fact that the
majority of the rumsellers Mr. Munson raids claim

majority

LADIES.

that have

F. O. BAILEY dfc CO.,

300

come

to my

knowledge.

The

Law

shall sell 20 dozen Fine Merino Undervests at 59 cents each.
These goods have
never been sold less than 90 cents, and are
good value for that price. We wish to close
these out at once so make the above prices.

FROM

Williams! &

in

Everett,

BOSTON",

A Fine Collection of

Kimball,

land, against the

Engravings,Etchingsand
Photographs.
ALSO

—

A FEW

—

CHOICE PAINTINGS
—FOR SALE BY—

F.

Cyrus

A1..A

AT THE

—

Davis,
—

UNION MUTUAL INSURANCE BUILDING.
Open from 9
Feb. 14th.

TO

till 12.30;

a. m.

2 to

5 p. m., until
feb4eodlw

flIARKEIJAROENERS.

Forest Home, Peering, To Let,
good House and Barns. Apply to
J. P. BAXTER,
Office Portland Packing Co.
feb4
dim
Haydn Association.
the choice of Officer),
as may come before
Hall, Friday evening,
A fall attendance of the
F. H. CLOVES, Sec’y.
dtd

Meeting
and such ether business
THE
will be held at Union
Annual

for

it,

13th, at 8 o’clock.
members is requested.
Feb.

feb4

estate of said

ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above written
H. R. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of tho Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

feb4&ll

Commissioners’

Notice.

undersigned having been appointed by the
fJIHE
JL Hon. Jndge of Probate, for the County of Cum*
r> •
berland, on the thirty-lirst day of
1886, commissioners to receive

claims of creditors against the ei
Weeks, late of Portland, deceased, represented insolvent, hereby give notice that six months from
the date of said appointment are allowod to said
creditors to present and prove their claims, and
that they will be in session at the office of Frederick
Fox. No. 85 Exchange street, (Portland Savings
Bank Building) on the last Saturdays of February,
March, April, May, June and July, A. D. 1886, at
two and a half o’clock in the afternoon of said days
to receive and decide upon all claims against said
estate then presented.
Dated at Portland, the third day of February, A.
D. 1885.
AARON B. HOLDEN,)
Commissioners.
FREDERICK FOX,
j
feb4
dlawW 3w

with capital to open
WANTED—Eight
wholesale and retail store for sale of goods

corporation will be
on Wednesday,
day
February next, at 3 o’clock p. m.
SAMUEL ROLFE,
ALPHEUS G. ROGERS,
President.
Secretary and Treas.
feb3
dtd
Annual

nrl.i/vl. T

keen

EOCCATIONAJL..

Instruction in English and Class,
ical Studies
given to private pupils by

4

description

0.1C., BUSINESS

13

MRS. THROOP’S
Ladies and Children.
A class
The second term begins February 4th.
for beginners has been formed and placed under the
charge of a careful teacher.
Circulars on application at No. 61 High Street.

an

ATLANTIC
Mutual Insurance Co.,
OF,NEW YORK.

M., Cumberland

if
Mills, Me.
41

WANTED—A

yonng

man

to learn
ouewith

PURPOSES.

the

extrade; none others need apply;
perience preferred.
Inquire of ALGERNON
STUBBS.4-1

TO
two

LBT.-A first-class

44

1,447,766

70

Total Marine Premiums. $5,606,796 14
Premiums marked off from Jan. 1.
1884, to Dec. 31, 1384. $4,040,271 04
Losses paid during same period. 2,109,919 20

two

GREAT SUCCESS

Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1884,

MILK.

SOUR
Absolutely Pure

40 PER CEUT.

and Healthful.

The firatand only powderpossessing the digestive
and wholesome properties of Sour Milk. Showing

large economy over Baking Powders. Satisfacguaranteed. Sold by all Grocers.
A7EE7 LACTATE C0„ 23 Court St., Boston, Uu8.,V.S.A.

Losses

tion

FOR SALE

AT

BY

TWITGHELL, CHAMPLIN & CO.

—

PERRYS

DORMAN

Days

J. D. JONES, President,
CHARLES DENNIS. Vico President,
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President,
J. H. CHAPMAN, Secretary.

«!- W.

and all Wholesale Grocers.

(HUNGER,

CORRESPONBimT,

BESSON,

S Chatham Row, Boston,

PORTLAND: 19 1-2 Exchange St.
feb3,1885

dlmteodllm&wGwG

FI3XTE

SHOE STORE.
Many Good Bargains Left.

RAYMOND’S
VACATION
EXCURSIONS
All Travelling Expenses Included.
Parties will leave Boston

LOOK &T SOME OF THE PRICES.

THURSDAY, APRIL 16,
THURSDAT, APRIL 23,

THURSDAY,

and

—

Men’s Kip Boots, 1.50; old price 2.75
“
“
“
«•
“
3.50
2.00; “
“
“
1.25
50c;
Brogans,
Boys’ and Youths’ Kip Boots, only 1.00
Youths’ Button Boots 90c; old price 1.25
“
“
“
Lace
1.25
90c; “
Misses’ Bat* School Boots 75c;
old price 1.25
Children’s But. School Boots 65c;
old price 1.00
“
Misses’ Kid “ Boots 75c; “
1.25
Ladies’ Rubber Boots, only
.85
“
“
“
Misses’
.75
Ladies’ Slippers, 25c to 1.00,
Children’s Boots from 10c to 50c.
Men’s Slippers from 30c up.
Ladies’ Rubbers 25c.
Men’s Rubbers 50c.
|£^* Please remember that this stock rnu.i be
sold within the next 30 days, in order to repair my

store.

FOB

APRIL SO,

THE

1885,

—

Fifth Annual Series of Spring Trips

COLORADO
CALIFORNIA.
A TOUR OF 59 DAYS
AND

—

—

Amid tile Wonders ot the Great Plains, the Kooky
Mountains and the Pacific Coast. Halts at Chicago' Denver, Maniton, Santa Fe, Los Angeles, San
Francisco, Monterey, Salt Lake City, etc.
Carriage Drives at the Principal Points, and numerous
Side Trips.
Incidental Trip to the Yosemite Valley
and the Big Trees,
IG^"Send

or

Washington Street,

240

feb3

Give you orders early, as we aro always engage
time ahead.

some

CHARLES CTO & CO493

call for descriptive circular.
W. RAYMOND,

lau26

Congress St

dti

Boston.

d2t

iETAPHIfSfGAL IREATIEl

j%a[jA.iJsrxs3

Benefit Association,
OP AUBURN, MAINE.

*ree Lecture.

of

—

May Chapman’s lectures will commence
Thursday evening of this week, which will

Mrs.

—

OFFICERS:

GARDINER,

haa removed from No. 379V2 Congress St. to room

be tbe only lecture of the coarse on the subject

ol Phrenology.

No. 8 Brown

SHOE STORE,

JUKKUCtS.
In Boston, Feb. 1, by Hev. n, W. Bolton,
Stephen
W. Grant of Boston and Miss Isabello K. Vaughn of

Portland.

York

233

In Bethel, Jan. 24, Fred E. Stearns and Miss
Grace E. Keen.
In Bnckfiold, Feb. 2, Geo. H. Watkins of Paris
and Edna A. Atwood of Buckeld.

St.

jan31___dtf

DECIIMT1VG AST
Reception

OIATHS.
In this city, Jan. 6, Fred Small, aged 57 years
3 months.
In this city, Feb. 3, Win. F. Safi'ord, aged 73 years
[Boston and New York city papers please cepy.l
[Funeral Thursday afternoon at 2 o’clock, at
No. 36 Park street.
In this city, Feb. 3. Deborah Eastman, wife of
Rnfns Deering, aged 66 years.
[Notice of funeral hereafter.l
In this oity, Feb. 3. Eliza Waterhouse, aged 82
years.
[Notice of funeral hereafter,]
In Cumberland, Feb. 3,
wife of the late
Philip Russell, aged 66 years 4 months 14 days.
[Funeral on Thursday afternoon at 1 o’clock.]
In South Windham, Fob. 2, Thomas Smith, aged
81 years 6 months.
[Funeral service at the Chapel at 1.30 P. M.. on

AT THE

PARLORS

Block, Congress Street,

where he will bo happy to wait
upon any who desire his treatment. The Bystein
by which he treats
and heals the sick is
purely a mental one. No
faith is required.

Dr. Baxter has had nearly two years practicelwith
almost miraculous success. He gives special attention to chronic diseases such as are considered
incurable by the faculty as well as mental troubles
in which his success has been marked.
The very best of references given.
By request will visit patients at their homes between office horn's.
The elevator isat the service of all patients. Office hours
9 to 12

a.

m.,

dec31

a

Catarrh Cured
1

HON. GEO. C. WING, President.
WALLACE H. WHITE, Vice Pres.
NATHAN W. HARRIS, Treasurer.
S. A. LOWELL, Secretary.
S. OAKES, M. D., Medical Director,
M. F. RICKER, General Manager, Auburn, Me.
Directors: The above and S. C. Strout, Portland.

PROTECT THE HOME.
Membership in this socioty costs but $5.00.
GRADED

florid®&£Bige§is„ I

ro CONTINUE THROUGH THIS
WEEK.

Open Day and Evening.
Some of the finest Embroideries and
ever exhibited in Portland.
Ill are invited to visit it.

Etchings
f«b3

d&t

*.

lo8 p.

m.

eodtf

SO

J»nl

SHOULD USE

few new, well made and handsomely

Traverse

Runner

we will make prices far below
Parties in want of good serviceable
SLE1UI1S will do well to call and
examine.

Aug. P. Fuller & Co.,
432 Fore
Street,

Portland, lie.
dim

PRIVATE SALE
OF

AT

POOL!

OF GARDINER, ME.,

REMOVABLE
CALKS

Has ♦aken

va. 58

rooms

PORTLAND,
iVhere she will

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Bee

patients Orory

other

week

Comiaeneiag October 13th.
>

OFFICE ttOURS from 9 to (Sj m,
to
^ to 9P, At* Consultation
Im£i2I5.
0011
OL<tC

—

CALKS.

ALWAYS SHARP.

An entire set can be changed In five minutes.
Costs less than the old style of shoeing. Send for
circulars and testimonials. The N. S. Wrench,
used for removing and inserting those Calks, will
be found especially useful for household and stable.
For Sale by Edwin Morrill, corner of Cumberland
and Preble Streets, Portland.

THE NEVERSLIP HORSE SHOE
ieolB

38 Iwdia Wharf, Beaton.

—

—

COXSISTfiJO OF

CO.,
eod2m

—

1 Hair-cloth Parlor Suit,
1 Marble top Table,
2 Tapestry Carpets,
2 Woolen Carpets,
2 Willow Bookers,
2 Chamber Sets,

DR.

GAUBERT,

Magnetic and Electric

3 Hail' Mattrseses,
1 Set Dining Boom
(i Pictures.
Also numerous other articles

Furniture,

PHYSICIAN !

for housekeeping.
CALL AT SIDE DOOR.
d3t*

has been in constant practice in this city the
>ast twelve years has had remarkable success in
renting all Nervous Diseases, Nervous Kxhaustisn,
Nervous Insanity, Dyspepsia, Rheumatism, Neualgia, Paralysis aud loss of use of Limbs.

PARTIES! PARTIES!!

at

BROWN STREET,

AND

273 CONGRESS 8T„ for 3 days,

feb3

Metaphysician,

THE

—

FJJB^ITUBE,
—

dtf

NEVERSLIP
—

Pung

cost.

—

Me.

HOUSE SHOES.

To close them out,

jan21

Agent,

HORSE OWNERS

finished

One

ucuerui

L'achunge St., Pcrllnn.l,

THAI IN SLEIGHS.

3 Wire springs,

Mrs. A B.

ASSESSMENTS.

This society furnishes insurance at coet, plus a
small annual fee for expenses.
For circulars and
foil information, address

AND

DOMESTIC
Sewing Machine Co.,

Thursday.

7

Consultation Free.

HOOD
We have

2 to 4 and

OF THE

Lnoinda,

IOO®DosesjOno Dollar.

Paid in Thirty
After Proof.

a

—

amount Out-

standing Script Paid On and After Feb. 3, 1885.

__

Sold by all druggists, §1; six for $5. Made
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

Marine Risks from 1st

Six Per lent Interest on

Gentlemen Boarders
at 709 CONGRESS ST.
feb4-l

WANTED.

on

January, 1884, to 31st December,
1884 .$3,068,039

812,938,289.38.

St„ left hand bell.feb4-l
or

water-borne.

ASSETS,

sebago, on Spring St., also
Inquire at 79 Franklin

-One

Company will take risks at their office. New
on Vessels, Cargoes and Freights, and issue
policiee to merchants, making risks binding as

lower tenement of six

rooms with gas and
rooms on Franklin St.

project before it is
thoroughly examined, or prevent the business from
coming to Portland, because it can bedoneBemewhere else, as your correspondent
suggests, or for
any other flimsy reason. If it cannot conic here,
we would ask in all seriousness
why do wo live here
and of what use is our harbor if it must not be
t*5®11Business.

Hood's Sarsaparilla is characterized by
three peculiarities: 1st. «*e combination of
remedial agents j 2J, the proportion; 3d, the
the active medicinal
process of searing
qualities- Xhe result is a medicine of unusual
strength, effecting cures hitherto unknown.
Send for book containing additional evidence
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla tones up my system,
purifies my blood, sharpens my appetite, and
J. P. Thompson,
seems to make mo over.”
Register of Deeds, Lowell, Mass.
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla beats all others, and
is worth its weight in gold.” I. Babkington,
130 Bank Street, New York City.

AGAINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

Premiums on Policies not marked
off 1st January, 1884.

woman

as nurse or

this

I suffered with catarrh 6 or 8 years; tried
many wonderful cures, inhalers, etc., spendtagnearly one hundred dollars without benefit,
I triedHpod’s SatsaMTilla, and was grajtfc
imiroww’ M. ArAfi&jy. Worcester; M»83-

d2t teodtfebO

jan20

Premiums

rooms

smart

dtf

English and French School for Young

soon as

American
by
WANTED—Situation
housekeeper; reference given
desired.
A.

laboring man in the winter season when so many
are wanting work to keep their families
from suffering.

I suffered with catarrh fifteen years. Took
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and I nm not troubled any
with catarrh, and my general health is much
better.” I. IV. Lillis, Postal Clerk Chicagc
& St. Louis Railroad.

Boyd Street.

Jan24

4-1

locality, BOX 1892, City.

Address L.

snbeorib

J. W, COLCORD,

open

for light housekeepWANTED—-3
ing; (above Market Square.) Address with
and
4-1
or

the

York,

Portland; good stable; profits good; no competition
specialty and novelty; best thing out when G.
A. R. is here in Jnne. Address
Press Office, Portland, Me.

Room,

This

4-v.n^w.

nn

as a

School farm belongs to the State;
the State is one of tho abuttors on Long Creek, so
that it is necessary to get this act of the Legislature, and also the consent of the city of Portland
to enable the Trustees of the Reform School to convey the fiats adjoining the farm, and this consent of
the State is asked for only on condition that the
city of Portland approve the selling of the flats
and the building the dam. The form and wording
of this act will bring the question home to he decided, where it is best understood.
We hardly think any one will object to this or
be afraid to trust the city of Portland to look after
their own interest. Can any one think for a moment that onr city government would endorse a
project that weald destroy our harbor, or permit
anything to be done that would prove to be a greater
injury than benefit to Portland?
In regard to the wisdom of the opinions quoted
by your correspondent, it will be well far the city
to bo careful and examine all the facts before deciding what to do. As your correspondent says,
there are plenty of iee privileges in other parts of
tho State, but we doubt if any other place would
try to prevent a good one from being improved. Is
it good policy for Portland to refuse to let this one
be improved and a large shipping business, as we
understand equal to from |>0 to 75 cargoes, come
here, because it can be dono somewhere else? or
keep away a business that will directly benefit
every one because of a theory that this particular
waste place most be kept open when it can now be
pnt to a profitable use and benefit us all.
We know it is a fact that vessels coming here
with coal will bring it for a less price if they can
load hack with ice; this is a saving to every consumer of coal, a benefit to all our
manufactures,
for the price paid as freight is a part of the cost.
We are informed by tho Clark & Chaplin Ice
Company that they have at this time in their employ, working at their ice house on the Kennebec
river, some 360 men and horses; their proposed improvement at Long Creek would give work in the
winter, while cutting ice, to about tho same number
of men and horses.
We think it would be for the interest of Portland
to add this business to our other industries, especially as it is in the direction of giving work to the

Catarrh Is a very prevalent disease, with
distressing and offensive symptoms. Hood's
Sarsaparilla gives ready relief and speedy
cure, from the fact It acts through the blood,
and thus roaches every part of the system.

of this

Meeting
held at their Banking
THE
the 11th
of

man

fnr-

The Reform

on

A.

Maine Savings Bank, 19S Middle
Street.

INSURE

SyAdyertiser copy.

ceedings.

kill

Insolvency.

FRED A. LEAVITT, of Portland,
adjudged to be an insolvent debtor, on petition of
said debtor, which petition was filed on the Second
day of February, A. D. 1886, to which date interest on claims is to be computed.
That the payment of any debts to or by said debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any property
by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the creditors of said debtor, to
prove their debts and choose one or more assignees
of his estate, will be held at a court of insolvency to
be holden at Probate Court room, in said Portland,
on the sixteenth day of
February, A. D. 1886, at

Take the elevator te the Directors’ Room.

The Proposed Dam at
Long Creek.
To the Editor of the Press:
No doubt there are two sides to this
question, and
it is well to look at both carefully before
deciding
what will be for the best interests of Portland.
The bill now before the Legislature
proposes to
grant the right to dam Long Creek, only on condition that the consent of all the interested
parties
in and about Portland shall be
obtained, as follows:
First—All the abuttors.
Second—The City of Portland.
Third—The Harbor Commissioners.
If, after a careful examination of all the questions that may arise, they decide it is not for the
heat interest of the city of Portland to dam
Long
Creek, they can veto it and stop all further pro.

to

jau22dtd

M, O. M.

Court of Insolvency for tho County of Cumberland,
State of Maine.
February 3, A. D. 1886.
In case of FRED A. LEAVITT, Insolvent Debtor.
is
to
notice
that on the Second day
FITKIS
give
Jr of February, A. D. 1886, a Warrant in Insolwas
issued
vency
by Henry C. Peabody, Judge of
the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumber-

_

then

HENRY FOX, Clerk.

January 21,1885.

A

“soveral”out of the 160 rumsellers whom he thinks
the city contains have told members of the Law
and Order League that
they voted the Republican
ticket. We submit that a man’s knowledge should
be a little more definite then this before he rises in
a non-partisan temperance
meeting and attempts to
cast discredit upon a political
party by charging
that the majority of the rumsellers are members of it. We submit also that when a man
says it is
“well
authenticated”
that the
rumsellers think the Republicans will protect
them if they vote the Republican
ticket, as
Mr. Kimball does
above, he should inform us how
it is authenticated, and
give people a chance to
judge for themselves whether it is“well authenticated” or not. If the rumsellers are really under frhi*
impression they are laboring under a delusion which
they will quickly recover from if they will compare
the number and amount of the seizures made
by the
present Republican sheriff with those made by his
Democratic predecessor. Mr. Kimball seems to be
much quicker to detect “flings” against Rev. Mr.
Munson than Mr. Munson is himself.
To relieve
his mind we will say again, as we have said
before,
that we do not believe that Mr. Munson is enforcthe
law
in
ing
any partisan spirit. We believe he ia
trying to do the work he has set about without fear
or favor.
We hav&seen no sufficient reason to doubt
that he is actuated by the purest motives. We have
heard rumors that he was
raiding a particular
class of rumsellers, and if we were as anxious to
throw discredit upon him as Mr. Kimball is to throw
discredit upon the Republican party we could assert, and truthfully,that we had “reason to believe”
that he was enforcing the law in a partisan
spirit.
We think, however, we have much better reason for
believing that he is not enforcing the law in any
such spirit.]

Is it wise

legally

STATED meeting of the Maine Cliaritabl •
Mechanic Association will be held in the Library Room. Mechanics Building on THURSDAY
EVENING, Feb. 5th, at 7.30 o'clock.
feb3-d3t
R. B. SWIFT, Secretary.®

President Portland Law and Order League.
[At a public meeting the other night under the
auspiees of the Law and Order League, Mr. Kimball took occasion to say that the majority of Portland rumBellers claimed to be Republicans. Asked
by the Press if he knew this to be a fact he beats
about the bush and says he has "reason to believe”
that the majority of them voted the
Republican
ticket at the last mn&icipal election.
The only
thing in the Bhape of proof of his assertion which
_

annual meeting of the Maine Steamship
Company for the choice of officers and the
transaction of any other business that may
come before them, will be held at their office,
Franklin Wharf, on Wednesday, the 4th day of
February, 1885, at 10 o’clock a. m.

dlt

Respectfully yours,

V.

Meeting of tile Maine
Stehmshlp Company.

Annum

Ieb4

the Information shall not be made known.
It seems to me that this is a plain proposition and
easily understood and it is only fair that such flings
at Mr. Muuson, as your editorial
contains, Bhould
cease until such evidence is furnished and the
parties informed against are not prosecuted.

Aknk

-UEET1NUM.

Owen, Moore 6c Co.

and

giving

Ctetomont

r.i.wr

Regular Sale of Furniture aud General Mercban
dise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a.
m.
oetSd
Consignments soiielted.

THE

Order League is not a political organization in any
of the word. We seek only an impartial enforcement of our prohibitory law.
Mr. Munson is
acting under the direction of the league and I will
make this proposition, viz:
If the Press or any one connected with it, or any
of its readers, or any citizen of Portland, or any
other person will lurnish us information in regard
to any rumseller, whether he is a
Republican or
Democrat, or mugwump, or of any other persuasion,
I will guarantee that any and all such rumsellers
shall be prosecuted as fast as the warrants against
them can bo made out and served and the party

irf hid

SatearMin 18 Exchange Ml.
F. O. Bailkt,
0. W. A

To-morrow, Wednesday, February 4th,

we

sense

Geo. L.

d9t

Auctioneer and Commission Merchant!

do not think there are anyrumsellers in Portland. I believe
150 will come nearer the correct number. 1 have
reason to believe that a large
majority of them voted the Republican ticket at our last municipal election, and that they now claim to be Republicans. I
know that several of them have said to members of
the Law and Order League that they voted the Republican ticket, and thought it very strange that
It is a fact, well authey should be prosecuted.
thenticated, that the rumsellers of Portland are
under the impression that voting, or claiming to
have voted, the Republican ticket will in some way
be a protection to them in their business. Who is
responsible for that impression I am not ready to
say, but that such an impression and belief exists
among them is beyond question.
What I stated on Sunday evening was from facts

thing like

O. BAILEY Sc CO*, Auctioneer*.

F.

jan26

to be Republicans?
In the first place I

badges.

Mr. John B. Curtis says that the Forest
City
line will put on all their boats, fare 10 oents to
all landings during the week of the
encamp,
meat.

DR* E, C.

8)t. Vincent Dc Panl.
The Conferences of St. Vincent Da Paul will
give a grand promenade concert and coffee
party at City Hall, Wednesday evening, Feb.
11th, for the benefit of the poor. No more

the Coke bill.

“r‘ A’61' Ueindl‘
.Mattel
Miss Edmanda
(aAdagietto_1(b Scherzo.j ^rom Suite L’Arlesienne Bizet.

“Patria”
1”‘tria

Violin Solo...

Concerning Rumocller*.
To the Editor of the Press:
I clip the following from the Daily Press of Feb.
Sid, and presume yon will grant me the courtesy of

hft flAdflAM

COURSE.

Hungarian Rbapsodie, No. 2. ti—t
Fantasia Melodique (for violoncello)...
.'.Schubert

_

liquors and

to Glasgow.

afternoon in the vestry of Congress Square
church. Reports and letters were read and a
committee was appointed to gain information
regarding the condition of the Indians in
Maine. Among the papers considered was

DalUD

who said that he should attribute the nervousand restlessness of a man who had been
addicted to the use of intoxicating liquors to
the extent of a half pint a day for some
time,
to chronic alcoholism. If the stomach rejected

Those

who ato

to Mr

ness

The PrnB6ian of the Allan Line sailed for
o’clock yesterday afternoon. She
carried no passengers. Her cargo consisted of
2700 tons, including 170 head of cattle, and

now

bUD

_

DR. CHAS. W.

Glasgow at 4

$230,000.

..

hallucinations a person cannot have delirium
tremens. If a person hears noises or Rees
sights which are proved to have no foundation,
that would be in the line of delusion. As a
rule, a person suffering from delirium tremens
is impelled to get away from these frightful
shapes that he seeB; is impelled to run away
and conceal himself. But I should say if there
was some impending danger and in trying to
get away from that the patient was thwarted
or [Obstructed, he would defend himself.
If
the idea seemed to enter his mind that he was
from
prevented
getting away, he might use
means to resist,
and without doubt commit
When a man bebodily harm upon another.
comes intoxicated from a single indulgence—
from a few drinks—I should say the influence
of alcohol would last from eight to twelve
hours, according to the individual.
Other
things being equal the effects of the liquor
would pass off in a nervous person more quickly than in one of sluggish temperament.
Cross-examination—The witness was asked
in regard to the acta of Libby on the 4th of
September, seriatim, whether they were the
acts characteristic of a sane or an insane person.
The doctor said, that laying aside the
hallucination, all the symptoms that ho had
described, did not necessarily make the man a
victim of delirium tremens, because they
might exist in a man who was a subject of
chronic alcoholism, who was as far from delirium tremens as he could well be.
Afternoon Proceedings.
In the afternoon the defence called

The German steamer Vorsetzen, Lutgens,
arrived today.
She brought a small cargo of
general merchandise. The passage across the
ocean occupied twenty-two
days and was a
very tempestuous one.
One boat and a rail
was carried away.
Monday night was a fearful one on the water, sea
running high and
accompanied by dense vapor.
The crew of
pilot boat No. 2 suffered terribly from cold, tho
cook being badly frost-bitten about tho hands.
The steamer Lewiston, recently chartered
by
the International Line, left Boston
Monday
night. On account of vapor she was compelled to put into Gloucester, leaving there
yesterday morning.
When off Thatcher’s
Light she encountered a heavy vapor storm
and put back. Being in the lower harbor she

season

_■
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SMITH,
City Physician, was called by the defendant,
and gave the symptoms and the course of a
typical case of delirium tremens. Without

Thig is certainly a record which our citizens
may well be prond of, and is a good indication
of the prosperity of the
company.

valued at about

oiuuJUSttUWE

The Listemann Ooncart
Company will appear in the Stockbridge course
tonight, and
will give an enjoyable
programme. The performers are from the Boston
Symphony Orchestra, and are among the most skilled musicians in the country.
Miss Gertrude Edmunds, the contralto, is au excellent vocalist.
The following will be the programme:

DR. CHARLES D.

Total.$20^833,479^5

er.

Galep—Dash.Wlegand

Q.—My question is plain and I want you to
it in common English; if a series of
acta whioh all severally indicate sanity when
put together make insanity; why, if the same
acts all severally indicate sanity, would
they
not make sanity when put together?
■a—a minx mat is a question that would require consideration at least, and should be
more properly answered by an expert.

Matured and

Dividends.

van*

Boottvor

Waltzes—Woman’s Love. wKSSff
Selection—Bouguet of Melodies.. .Claude?
Paraphrase-Caledonian Club Parade.^.Tracv

auswor

result

The president reported this company was
organized in 1849, during which time it has
paid to its policy holders as follows:
Death

Overture-Niagara.

sease.

by

gratifying

and Mr, Keene was called before the
curtain at the conclusion of each act. A
powerful, resonant voice and a clear enunciation
were the main points on which ho
relied. Each
familiar land-mark of
soliloquy and situation
in Colley Cibber's version of
Shakespeare’s
was eagerly caught at and
applauded.”
Grimmer will afford the
following8 1programme:

Q.—May he do many iBsane acts in such a
manuer as to represent him
6ane; that is, does
it work both ways?
A.—I should say not.
Q.—Suppose each individual act taken by itself indicates insanity, if you put them all
together would that indioate that he was
sane?
A.—A man might have a large catalogue of
symptoms of a disease and not one upon which
you could depend as diagnosticating the di-

kuu year preceding.
The company has 13,832 policies in force,and
insurance in force December 34, 1884, $24,282,745.09.

the company in 1884, a most
to the policy holders.

largo,

sane.

in-

specimens.

the Falmouth laBt nieht.

25, 1783.

§3,811,160 being

an

uvci

trip of the
Personal.
a. Mr. E. P. Mayo of the Somerset Reporter,
was in town yesterday.
Mr. G. M. Patten of Bath waB at the Preble

was

vrcwsD ui

was

medium for these advertisements.

eight

years, until it has risen from
877,369.63 December 31, 1877 to §399,435.17,
December 31,1884, and this last sum after providing for the special guarantee fund of 855,000 which would be added to the surplus funds
of institutions of this kind.
For the year 1884, the new insurance issued

by the

was

had abstained to a greater or less extent,
whether taken all together they would indicate delirium tremens.
Upon cross examination he was asked if every individual fact by itself about a man's conduct and language indicate that he is sane,
when you put them all together, how does that
prove him insane?
A.—It is a law in medicine that the only
possible way to come to a just conclusion in regard to any disease is to take all the symptoms
grouped together and there is no rational way
in which you can decide what is trae unless
yon do so.
Q.—If each aot alone indicates sanity, then
the whole together indioate insanity?
A.—That may be, a man may do many sane
acts in Buch a manner as to represent him in-

mortality experience of the company is
substantially about 82 per cent of the table
rates or nearly 880,000 less than the losses calculated on the table rate of
mortality, thus

the last

municipal Court.

will appear at Portland
Theatre as Kichard III.
The New York
Standard says: “Niblo’s Garden was filled to
overflowing last night, when Thomas W.
Keene made his appearance in Richard III.
The audience was as enthusiastic as it

DR. JOHN BUZZELL

The

Eugene W. Kimball.

KRENE.

Tonight Keene

resumed the stand and in answer to Mr. Moulton, said that the various symptoms spoken of
yesterday taken separately might not indicate
delirium iremens, but when grouped together
and taken in connection with the fact that the
man had used liquors for a series of
years and

perity.

Strout, Gage & Strout.

nt.

to "the good

The President reported the most
prosperons
year in the oompany’s history under the present administration, all the
departments showing remarkable gains and increasing pros-

Tubsday—Eliza Murray libellant vs. Henry W
Murray. Divorce decreed nigi.

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

with Mr. Libby the night before he
away. He was nervous and disagreeable and waked me a good many times thrashing around. He made no conversation but
made a mumbling I couldn’t understand. I
don’t think I got up. I tried to quiet him,
telling him he was dreaming.
Some times
after coaxing he would lie down; I don’t know
about sleeping, bnt I don’t think he slept, because he Beemed to wake me up every little
while. He waB out of bed four or five times
the night before the 4th. He went down stairs
once alone and I went down.
Lydia Snow came to me to make a neighborAt the time I
ly call at the time I hired her.
employed her I told her that I wanted her
about July 1st, and if we wanted her earlier
we would let her know.
I think she left our
house Saturday morning, August 2d.

Portland.

BEFORE JUDGE HASKELL.

14° nhnvA

_nr_t.L
•'J

in the morning.

pecnliar

Cross Examination—1 was married

land.
To serve for two years—Marquis F. King of
Portland, Frederick Kobie of Gorham
To serve for one year—Edward A.
Noyes of

Supreme Judicial Court.

a

room
went

To serve three years—Henry C. Hutchins of
Boston, Mass.; Fred E. Richards, Camden;
Percival Bonny and John E. DeWltt, of Port-

Andrew J. Dolloff, Biddeford.
Charles E. Whitney, Brownfield.
Smith Haley, Brownfield.
Quincy M. Chute, Harrison.
Charles B. Lamb, Harrison.
Frank Meserve, Kennebunkport.
William Smith, 2d, Kennebunkport.
Nath. F. Lamb, Otisfleld.
George W. Harmon, Portland.
Chae. H. Moody. Turner.
Walter Ballou, Yarmouth.
Henry Moulton, York.

so

ally good-natured.

directors:

Wheeler, Albany.
Elbrldge Prince. Albany.
Carr Ricker, Biddeford.

different localities.

_u

Life Insurance Company, held
yesterday afternoon, the following gentlemen were elected

John K.

1

«n

Union mutual Uife Insurance Company.
At the annual meeting of the Union Mutual

Charles L. French, Turner.
Lucius B. Carv, Turner.
Greenleaf Bibber, Yarmouth.
Charles S. Russell, Yarmouth.
George W. Currier, York.
William G. Moulton, York.
The petit jury was ompannelled as follows:
Henry H. Burgess, foreman, Portland.

Vagabond

cranial with

He

man.”
The funeral will
take place Thursday at 2 o’clock from his late
residence.

Albert F. Chute, Otisfleld.
Charles J. Pennell, Portland.

for sentence.
Davis P. Howe.
months in the city

use-

longs

James Waterhouse, Kennebunkport.
Joshua L. Perkins, Kennebunkport.
Henry P. Spurr, Otistield.

JUDGE

of the kindest and most generous of
men,
most honorable in all business
transactions,possessed of the courtly manners of the old
school,
and could look back upon a long life of

of strong prejudices, and so much was
he beloved by those who knew him well that
the writer never heard a
disparaging word
spoken of him. His long sufferings are over
and he has fairly earned the reward that be-

Josiah Heath, Giload.
Charles S. Walker, Harrison.
Emil J. Brackett, Harrison.

BEFORE

In 1837 Mr. Safford was married to Almira
Stodder, who survives him as well as four
children,—one son and three daughters.
Mr. Safford was one of the old members
of tho Mechanics’ CharitableAssooiation—hav-

svmnathAtir. ami

WEEKS,
of Portland, was called and asked hypothetical questions covering all the different acts of
Libby, testified to by the witnesses, and he
failed to sea in any of them any indication of
delirium tremens or of an insane delusion.
At this point the court
adjourned. Mr.
Baker aunouuced that the goverumenc would
olose its rebutting testimony within an hoar or

look that I conldn’t describe.
He was very
restless.
When he would lie in bed he would
twitch his fingers and arms and legs and whole
body rnd would sit up in bed.
The Becond
night before he left home he did that. I don’t
think he slept much of any; he kept me awake
nearly all night; I don’t think he shut his
eyes. He went to bed about 9; he jumped out
of bed once or twice and said he knew there
was a man or somebody in the room.
He
seemed to be frightened and jumped out a
number of times and went to the window saying there was somebody outside trying to get
into the stable. There was nobody in or near
the room at these times and I heard no noise
outside; the window was down. There was no
cause for his alarm that I could see.
He said
there were people in the hall a uumber of
times that night and he went down stairs.
I hired Lydia Snow to work at my house
about a week before she same to work, and
she came the 29th of June, -Sunday night. I
don’t know why she left my house; she had
spoken of leaving a number of times.
Mr.
Libby was irritable the week before September
4th. I don’t think he meant to be; he was usu-

a man

Orlando Blake, Brownfield.
Davenport D. Meserve, Brownfield.

vs.

staring moat of the time and had

to that of William F. Safford &
Co., which was retained until Mr. Safford’s
retirement in 1868. From 1874 Mr. Safford,who
had been living in this country from the time
of his retirement, passed his winters in
Cnba,
until 1880, since which time he has remained
in Portland.

was

DR. STEPHEN H.

the time, and his hands would tremble when
he pat his coffee to his lips.
His eyes were

changed

fulness unsullied by tho slightest stain.

PALMER,
of Portland, was at the lodge that night. In
the anto-room someone said, speaking of Libby, “It is loo bad; he is fall as a tick.” Libby
tnrued round and said it was not so, for he had
had only three drinks that day.
Witness
thought he was intoxicated, and that he smelt
on
his
breath.
intoxicating liquor

was read.
She says that she is 38 years old; that her
husband never drank so hard as last
summer;
he was under the influence of liquor the most
of the time. He left off drinking about a week
before he left home the laBt time, didn’t notice
any odor of liquor on him during that time.
I noticed that he looked very pale most oi

meats.

hiccough.

a

DR. JOHN F.

night,

one

Tuesday—The February term of the district
court began this morning. The grand jury is as
follows:

had

durisg

In 1839 Mr. Safford sold out his
provision
business and established, with Mr. Matthews
of New York, the well-known commercial
honseof Matthews & Safford of
Cardenas,
Cuba. The firm was very prosperous and at
the death of the senior partner the firm name
was

the trial was resumed at

There was the usual large attendance, nearly fifty ladies being present.
Libby appeared calm. Mrs. Libbj is dangerously sick in Scarboro with nervous prostra11.30 o’clock.

She is under the constant eare of Dr.
Sturtevant of that town.
At the coming in of court the deposition of
Mrs. Harriet A. Libby, tho wife of Thomas J.
Libby, which had been taken
the

largo three-story building in which he was located into a refrigerator for
storing and ripen-

ing

RICHARD M, LIBBY,
resides in Portland; waB present at the lodge
that night; thought Libby was intoxicated.
His legs buckled, his voice was husky and he

tion.

ing joined that institution Oct. 1,1841,—and of
Aneient Landmark Lodge of Masons. He was

_WS&M&wlyr

Lucy A, Kimball

Yesterday morning

Mr.

children,—

To Let—Tenement.
To Market Gardeners.
In Insolvency.
Wanted—Right Man.
Wanted—3 or i Rooms.

Witness thought he smelt intoxion his breath.
Libby said afterwards they excluded him from the hall because he was drunk, but he was not, and asked witness to feel of his pulse, which he did;
Witness walked him
they were very quick.
round ten or fifteen minutes and then they
harnessed the horse, Libby harnessing one
side, and he drove off with Miss Snow.
toxicated.

cating liquor

Cram the Court Boom.

three sons and three
daughters,—and was
born Febraary 1, 1812. When a
very young
man,—in 1833,—he went to Trinidad, Cuba,
as clerk for the firm of Eaton &
Safford, with
whom he remained three years.
In 1836 he
came to Portland and established a
large provision house on Fore streer. He was the first
one in this city to utilize the idea of
packing
provisions in ics, turning the cellars of the

Wanted—Gentlemen Boarders.

vorce decreed nisi.
Mattocks & Neal.

Mass., who was identified with the Russia and
East India trade of that
city, and who, daring
the war of 1812-15, was taken
the
prisoner
by

Engravings—Cyrus F. Davis.
Ladies—Owen, Moore A Co.

declO

William Foyc Safford.
THE LIBBY TRIAL.
Mr. William Foye Safford, one of onr beBt I
known citizens, died in this city yesterday
morning, after a painful illness, aged 73 years. The Expert Testimony Takes Dp
Mr. Safford was one of the few remaining
the Day’s Proceedings.
West India merchants who added eo much to
Portland’s commercial importance.
He was
The Usual Crowd Still Continues to
the son of Captain Joshua Safford of Salem.

t ho

OFFICE 303 MIDDLE ST.,
d&wtf
PORTLAND, HIE.
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added to

our extensive stock of
we are now prepared to handle
on the most favorable terms.
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any
Linds of teams furnished at short notice.
n all its branches promptly attended to.
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Ilobinson’s Stable 35 & 37 Breen St.
TELEPHONE NO. 447.
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